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Summary

Computing today is progressively characterized by tight integration with the physical world,
as well as the dynamic hierarchical integration of intelligent services, serving as an integral
part of modern life. As a consequence, we increasingly require systems and services not only
to be dependable and to comply to predetermined performance requirements but also to be
resilient: to weather disturbances gracefully and effectively even if they are rare, hard to predict
and unforeseen events. By necessity, resilient systems have to employ runtime supervision: a
feedback-like loop of monitoring, analysis, planning and action execution that enables reactive
and proactive system adaptation strategies.
Designing the policies and strategies that govern resilient behavior is a challenge that the

classic and proven approaches of design for dependability do not solve optimally. During
system- and service composition, the extrafunctional behavior of integrated components and
services may not be known well enough to the extent required for trustworthy resilience design.
Exploring the potential propagating effects of disturbances and the impact of their mitigation
techniques is cumbersome using most contemporary Error Propagation Analysis (EPA) ap-
proaches. And finally, selecting the appropriate runtime observations in a system to support
the chosen adaptation strategies is methodologically lacking.
Engineers intuitively think in qualitative terms; using models that capture concepts, me-

chanisms, and rules in a generalized way that can be applied to specific systems through
parameterization. My thesis addresses the above challenges with contributions that enable the
empirical discovery of qualitative models (QMs), their error propagation analysis with concur-
rent behavioral hypotheses, and the selection and assessment of runtime metrics for tracking
qualitative states in the specific context of reconfigurable, cloud-deployed soft critical systems.

I introduce a visual, Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) based methodology to extract qualita-
tive models from empirical data. I embed the approach into the ASUM-DM data mining
process model. Based on the twin model concept of the Digital Twin paradigm, I propose a
QM lifecycle pattern for the resilience support of soft-critical systems.

Qualitative EPA is an important tool of assessing resilience scenarios under different
design and behavior assumptions. I provide engineering extensions to an existing EPA
framework: a method for increasing solution specificity with refinement, modular problem re-
presentation in a standard Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) language, and a simulation-
based application on early design models in a subset of UML. The framework supports the
derivation of all error propagation hypotheses, when the model is not fully deterministic – as it
is typical for soft-critical systems. I define the key concepts and operators of evaluating error
propagation hypothesis sets, and propose Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) as a tool for their
diagnostic exploration.

For the runtime diagnosis of qualitative states, an appropriate subset of the observable
system metrics has to be chosen. I propose a mutual information based feature selection
approach for current state classification and qualitative prediction. Monitoring high-impact,
directly unobservable, rare runtime platform disturbances is a specific challenge of Infrastruc-
ture as a Service (IaaS) platforms, for which I propose an application-aware “mystery shopper”
monitoring scheme. I also propose a Key Quality Indicator (KQI) taxonomy based monitoring
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configuration evaluation approach for the systematic expert validation of automated design
methods.
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Összefoglaló

Napjainkban a számítástechnika egyre szorosabban integrálódik a fizikai világgal, intelligens
szolgáltatásokat hierarchikusan komponálva. A számítástechnikai rendszerek és szolgáltatások
egyre nagyobb részétől várjuk el – olyan, klasszikus követelményeken túl, mint a szolgáltatás-
biztonság és a megfelelő teljesítmény – az ellenállóságot: annak a képességét, hogy elviseljenek,
vagy fokozatos minőségromlással toleráljanak nehezen előrejelezhető, illetve a tervezési időben
előre nem látott eseményeket. Az ellenálló rendszerek tipikusan futásidejű felügyeletet al-
kalmaznak: egy monitorozásból, elemzésből és döntéshozásból álló, szabályozási kör jellegű
mechanizmus valósítja meg az ellenállóképességet biztosító rendszeradaptációs stratégiákat.
Ezek kialakításához a szolgáltatásbiztonságra tervezés klasszikus módszerei nem kielégítőek.

A rendszer- és szolgáltatáskompozíció során a komponensek viselkedésének releváns aspektusai
sokszor nem elégségesen ismertek ahhoz, hogy a rendszerszintű ellenállóképességgel kapcsolat-
ban megbízható kijelentéseket tegyünk. A helyi hibák és változások rendszerszintű hatásának
kiértékelését célzó hibaterjedés-elemzési megközelítésekkel a felderítő jellegű elemzés jelenleg
nehézkes. Végül pedig az ellenállóképességet támogató magas szintű stratégiákhoz rendelt,
futásidőben monitorozandó rendszerjellemzők meghatározásának metodológiái hiányosak.
A mérnöki gyakorlat során a magas szintű tervezés gyakran kvalitatív: olyan modellekre

támaszkodik, melyek fogalmakat, mechanizmusokat és szabályszerűségeket általánosítanak, s
melyeket parametrizálással illesztünk adott rendszerekre. Disszertációm a fenti kihívásokra
kvalitatív modelleket alkalmazó módszereket ad.
Megadok egy metodológiát, mely megfigyelésekből állít fel kvalitatív modelleket vizuális, fel-
derítő adatelemzés segítségével. A megközelítést beágyazom az ASUM-DM adatbányászati
folyamatmodellbe. A “digitális iker” paradigma ikermodell fogalmára alapozva megadom a
kvalitatív modellek egy életciklus-modelljét, mely támogatja a modern üzletmenet-kritikus
alkalmazások ellenállóképességének biztosítását.
A kvalitatív hibaterjedés-elemzés lehetővé teszi az ellenállóképesség különböző forgatókönyvek
és tervezési döntések mentén való spekulatív elemzését. Disszertációmban kiterjesztek egy lé-
tező hibaterjedés-elemzési elméletet a következő mérnöki alkalmazási aspektusokkal: megoldás-
pontosság növelése modellfinomításokkal, problémareprezentáció szabványos korlátkielégítési
leírónyelvvel és szimuláció alapú alkalmazás korai tervezési modelleken (az UML egy végre-
hajtható részhalmazán). Definiálom a hibaterjedési hipotézis halmazok – melyek kezelése az
ellenállóképesség-elemzés során jellemzően szükséges – kiértékelésének alapvető fogalmait és
operátorait. A hipotézishalmazok szakértői vizsgálatára bevezetem a formális fogalomelemzés
alkalmazását.
A kvalitatív állapotok futásidejű követéséhez szükséges meghatározni az adott rendszer mo-
nitorozható jellemzőinek egy alkalmas részhalmazát. Javaslok egy kölcsönös információ alapú
változó kiválasztási megközelítést, mely támogatja a kvalitatív állapotmeghatározást és elő-
rejelzést. A jelentős hatású, de közvetlenül nem megfigyelhető és ritka platformhibák az In-
frastructure as a Service (IaaS) platformok egy specifikus monitorozási kihívását jelentik – a
kvalitatív kontextusban is. Ezek jellemzésére és hatás alapú monitorozására egy “próbavásárló”
jellegű metodológiát javaslok. Platform minőségjellemző-taxonómia alapú megközelítést adok
a monitorozási konfigurációk változókészleteinek szakértői ellenőrzésére a kvalitatív diagnosz-
tika szempontjából.
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1. Introduction

Critical systems have to comply with requirements imposed on their extra-functional proper-
ties; including dependability, performance, and resilience. The activities that contribute to
assuring compliance with extra-functional requirements span the whole system lifecycle and
are supported by a wide variety of modeling and analysis approaches. At the highest level
of abstraction, where domain experts and engineers specify and interpret the “meaning” and
impact of requirements, behavior and assurance mechanisms, qualitative models (QMs) are
regularly used.
QMs are discrete state space structural and behavioral models that carry direct interpretation

in a given extra-functional domain – in this dissertation, dependability, performance, and
resilience.
QMs either complement quantitative models as a semantic cover model of behavior, or form

part of them: for instance, as the logical structure of discrete quantitative models, as the state
space of discrete modes of hybrid system models, or as an abstraction of continuous behavior.
QMs are by nature parametric, and thus potentially reusable and portable, due to abstracting
continuous system behavior into discrete state spaces through discretization.

1.1. Dependability, performance, and resilience

Modeling computer systems as a hierarchical network of interconnected components is a com-
mon abstraction in computer engineering and science, and one that the terminology of the
dependability community, as described in [1], relies on. The stateful – thus, behavior-equipped
– components offer services that have a functional specification. Other system-internal com-
ponents, or at the system boundary, the clients of the whole system depend on these services
to provide their services correctly – as specified.

1.1.1. Dependability

A transition of a component from correct to incorrect service is a failure; types of failures
are distinguished based on the properties of the deviation from the correct service and are
commonly ranked by failure severity. The divergence of the component state from the correct
service state that leads to the manifestation of failures is called error, and the “adjudged or
hypothesized cause of an error is called a fault”. Faults, errors, and failures are equipped with
a high-level, canonical taxonomy in [1]; specific application domains produce their standard
taxonomies and dependability investigations may further adapt these.
Faults can be internal or external to a component. An internal fault of a component causes

an error when it activates (leaves its dormant state), leading to a component failure. The
failure acts as an external fault for the components using the affected service of the faulty
component. This way, even components free of internal faults may propagate the deviation
from the specified behavior towards the system boundary. This mechanism is called error
propagation and Figure 1.1 demonstrates its logic.
During propagation, errors transform; dedicated and intelligently deployed dependability

mechanisms can stop the propagation or at least lessen the severity, while other, very error
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.1.: The concept of error propagation

sensitive components magnify the severity of the propagating error. Error Propagation Ana-
lysis (EPA) is concerned with estimating the possible system-level failures of different faults
in composed systems and the other way round, estimating the faults that can lead to specific
failures. In general, the means to achieve dependability are fault prevention, fault tolerance,
fault removal and fault forecasting.

Dependability as an overall concept is the ability of the service-providing component or
system to “avoid service failures that are more frequent and more severe than acceptable” –
by its dependents. This way, dependability is “the ability to deliver service that is justifiably
trusted”.
Dependability is a composite concept that we subdivide into the following attributes.

• Availability: readiness for correct service.

• Reliability: continuity of correct service.

• Safety: absence of catastrophic consequences on the user(s) of the environment.

• Integrity: absence of improper system alterations.

• Maintainability: ability to undergo modifications and repairs.

Figure 1.2.: Dependability: attributes, threats and means to attain

These attributes are typically associated with state-based measures; e.g., for availability,
measures express the probability of the service being AVAILABLE (as opposed to UNAVAILABLE).
For most systems, a combination of these states and the associated metrics is important; for
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1.1. Dependability, performance, and resilience

Figure 1.3.: The phases of fault tolerant operation

instance, a SAFE, but UNAVAILABLE system is usually preferable to an UNSAFE, but AVAILABLE
one. Figure 1.2 summarizes the attributes of, threats to, and means to attain dependability.
Prevention and forecasting of faults are typically design time activities (for instance, elimi-

nating software bugs), or performed on fairly long horizons (e.g., preventive repairs). Fault
tolerance, on the other hand, targets failure avoidance at runtime and in the presence of faults.
Figure 1.3 presents a model of fault tolerant operation, based on [2]. Erroneous states (and

through them, the presence of faults) have to be first detected and a sufficiently detailed
diagnosis has to be created to start error processing. Error processing either removes the
erroneous state – e.g., by restarting components, or rolling back tasks – or mitigates it by
masking errors and compensating for their effects.
Key to the model is that it is an activity performed by the system itself, or a dedicated part of

it, as a distinct behavior. Other, structural and architectural patterns provide fault tolerance
mechanisms without the system engaging in active fault tolerant operations; statically deployed
redundant task execution resources with comparison-based voting are a prominent example.

1.1.2. Performance

The performance of a service or a system expresses its capability to process workloads, using
its available (finite) resources. Task processing speed or rate, task and data throughput, task
processing latency and the capacity in these are recurring concepts of performance in system
engineering.
Deviations from component performance targets can lead to error propagation the same way

as “hard” faults do and similarly require either structurally built-in redundancies or actively
engaged mechanisms. Most performance deviations have processing capacity related root cau-
ses; overload faults, resource capacity change faults and software faults reducing the effective
processing rate are key examples. Performance errors can also transform into “hard” ones and
vice versa.
In fact, most of the error mitigation patterns collected by [2] target overload transients.

Figure 1.4 presents an overview of the applicable techniques; the figure demonstrates that
dependability and performance are very similar in terms of failure modes, the error propagation
leading up to them and fault-tolerant operation.

1.1.3. Resilience

Resilience is a system aspect that, in contrast to dependability and performance, is a relatively
new requirement. Resilience is the“persistence of service delivery that can justifiably be trusted,
when facing changes” [3]. “Change” is to be understood here in a quite general sense: it
includes every environmental change that the originally assumed design envelope does not
cover, such as shifting work-, fault- and attack loads. A resilient system should either tolerate
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.4.: Performance assurance techniques in the presence of overload and other faults

these changes or respond to them with graceful degradation.
Resilience can be characterized with the same core primitives as dependability and perfor-

mance: fault and error states in terms of deviations from the originally intended operational
parameters, and failure modes in terms of the trustworthiness of keeping to the desired run-
time quality attributes. Resilience state spaces [4][5] capture the resilience behavior of a system
through discrete operational and service states.

Figure 1.5.: Qualitative modeling of resilience behavior with state spaces

Figure 1.5 presents a resilience state space example with two example services. Service 1
suddenly crashes when load exceeds its capacity and needs a restart and a warmup phase to
bring it back to operation. In contrast, service 2 protects itself against sudden workload spikes
by beginning to queue requests; this gains enough time to scale out the service to more nodes.
As a result, while the operational state of the system is temporarily degraded, the service state
remains acceptable. Intuitively, service 2 is “more resilient”; and just as with dependability
and performance, this property can be characterized in different ways.
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1.2. Qualitative models and life cycle

• With descriptive statistics: e.g., mean time to recovery.

• Qualitatively: e.g., avoidance of impaired or unacceptable service state.

• Quantitatively: e.g., with analytic state-space models.

While the exact definition of resilience is still somewhat disputed, it is clear that it is not
equal to dependability in general, and fault-tolerant operation in particular. Instead, while the
mechanisms of fault-tolerant operation are key to resilient operation, design for dependability
addresses a specific design envelope and emphasizes the planned and deterministic avoidance
of failures; resilience, in contrast, targets graceful degradation and low-impact transients when
the original assumptions change.
From a practical point of view, resilience is not the capability to tolerate fault and error

modes that were originally entirely ruled out; instead, the capability to be able to imperfectly,
but cope with changing rates and points of manifestation.
From the particular point of view of qualitative modeling and analysis, the three extra-

functional domains of dependability, performance, and resilience pose similar challenges and
require similar solutions in the context of this dissertation. Also taking into account the fact
that resilience typically also implies fault tolerance and assured performance, in the qualitative
modeling context “resilience” will be used as a notion covering all three aspect unless otherwise
specified.

1.2. Qualitative models and life cycle
Generally speaking, in the dependability, performance and resilience assurance of software-
based systems, qualitative models can appear at all stages of the life cycle; either in an explicit
way or as the structure of quantitative models.

During requirement definition and its related activities, QMs can describe notions
of requirement compliance and the expected system behavior for various aspects, building on
existing domain concepts and their ontologies. Using lightweight ontology processing methods,
even non-semantically captured, but structured and syntactically standards-compliant requi-
rement descriptions can be transformed into ontologies that can serve as a conceptual basis for
QMs (see [Pat+17]). Models at this stage do not specify internal behavior – that hasn’t been
designed yet; and also may be parametric in the sense that the landmark values1 are not set.
An example is the workload capacity of a specific software system; while specific deployments
determine its numeric value, the behavior in case of overloads is a requirement which has to
be captured.

The design processes of critical systems involve qualitative and quantitative modeling and
analysis of dependability, performance and resilience [6]. Qualitative EPA has a key role
here. These processes consume as well as produce QMs; ideally, as explicit refinements of
requirement-level models.

Verification, validation, and integration processes check the validity of the qualitative
assumptions that design-related analysis made, reduce ambiguity and sharpen behavior, and
establish the value of unbound parameters. In addition to incorporating evidence from the
application of formal methods that focus on eliminating systematic design and implementation
faults, empirical methods: testing and benchmarking are of paramount importance in these
processes.

1Numerical boundary values of qualitative discretization; see section 2.2.5.
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.6.: Typical roles of qualitative models in the software lifecycle

During the operational phase, QMs can form the high and typically human-interpretable
level of operational management logic, from diagnosis to prediction. Sophisticated models –
fine-grained discrete, hybrid or fully continuous ones – may be run in parallel to the qualitative
ones; in such cases, it can be still good practice to also track state in QMs that are a) human-
interpretable and b) check and supervise the sophisticated logic in easily understandable and
verifiable terms.

Figure 1.6 demonstrates the general relationship between the potential use of QMs and the
major life cycle phases, based on the ISO/IEC/IEEE 12207:2017 process standard [7] (a very
generic process model which is compatible with a wide range of domain-specific ones). Concep-
tually, the depicted qualitative models form a refinement-abstraction hierarchy. The presence,
style, and trustworthiness of QMs during the life cycle does differ significantly between diffe-
rent application domain and criticality classes of systems; leading to the main motivation of
the thesis.

1.3. Resilience of soft critical systems and qualitative models

Service criticality fundamentally influences the strictness of the extra-functional requirements
a system has to adhere to; and consequently, the magnitude of the effort that design and
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1.4. Qualitative models in policy-based management

operation time activities can and should rationally devote towards assuring requirement com-
pliance. Safety critical functions, where service “loss would present an unacceptable safety
hazard during the transition to reduced capacity operations” ([8], p16), are modeled, verified
and validated extensively according to standardized processes if they are present in a system
– usually at considerable costs.

The quality, design sophistication and trustworthiness of the solutions intended to ensure
extra-functional guarantees decrease together with criticality. At the other end of the spectrum
– beyond mission- and business-critical systems – lie general-purpose computing systems, with
rough-granular runtime monitoring and predominantly manual problem resolution. In this
thesis, systems that have a definite attached criticality, but not an extremely high one, will be
collectively referred to as soft critical in contraposition to hard critical ones. Classic criticality
level models attach numeric values to their categories; in contrast, this distinction is qualitative
and aims to denote systems where designed resilience is becoming increasingly necessary, but
the knowledge- and effort-intensive tools and processes of design for dependability are still not
viable options.
Today, extra-functional requirements, as well as the complexity of meeting them, is un-

dergoing a significant shift in soft critical systems. As computing permeates all aspects of
everyday life, notably in the form of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs), resilience is emerging as
a requirement. At the same time, these systems rely more and more on component and service
integration: software that is functionally capable, but essentially a black-box from the resi-
lience characteristics point of view, or various cloud and network services with lax guarantees.
On the other hand, the practice of regular dynamic reconfigurations of the ingested services
and externally sourced runtime platforms – e.g., elastic scaling in Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) – means that the ability for resilience assurance through automated runtime adaptation
is also present.
The design, verification, and validation of hard critical systems rely on capturing the concep-

tual understanding of the system and its environment in QMs and reusing models throughout
the development process. Similarly, methodically planned and assessed resilience assurance for
soft critical systems would require QMs. But in this aspect, soft critical systems lag behind
hard critical ones, even though portable and parameterizable, state-based supervisory models
were proposed by the Autonomic Computing (AC) initiative as a general mechanism more
than a decade ago [9].

1.4. Qualitative models in policy-based management

At least since AC, it has been widely accepted that deriving operational management actions
in complex IT systems should be a) based on an explicit model that’s continuously updated
with ongoing system monitoring and b) intelligently automated to the largest sensible – and
safe – extent. For non-critical systems, the core incentive for this approach was increasing
operational efficiency, especially for dynamically composed and highly reconfigurable systems.
For soft critical ones, “autonomic” assurance mechanisms implemented as autonomic mana-
gement functions have to complement structural defenses to meet extra-functional, as well as
efficiency requirements at the same time.
AC puts an emphasis on supporting control through sophisticated reasoning. Its methods

range from artificial intelligence [9] to control theory [10]. AC championed the systematic ap-
plication of QMs in the management of general purpose IT systems, too, through emphasizing
policy-based management.
Policy-based management assumes a system state model where the “current state” (or set

of possible current states) is estimated by ongoing monitoring, and over this state model,
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.7.: Autonomic computing policy styles and their relationships

a hierarchy of management policy declaration styles is defined (see, e.g., [9]). While action
policies are simple event-condition-action rule sets, goal policies declare only “the state to
reach”. At the most abstract level, utility function policies only express the utility of each
state. For goal policies, it falls on the management framework to determine the trajectory to
take; and for utility function policies, also the state the system should transition to (see Figure
1.7). For such policies to be human-interpretable and human-verifiable, the state space not
only has to be discrete and finite but also qualitative in the semantic sense.
AC-style policies constitute a fundamental tool of the resilience assurance of contemporary

soft-critical systems, which on the one hand can, and on the other hand have to rely on dynamic
reconfigurations at the functional composition as well as the (typically cloud) deployment level.
However, to systematically design and validate policies for a system, the protected system and
the risks to be mitigated have to be also known at least at the QM level. Currently, this is
extremely challenging. The creation of QMs during application development is not a typical
goal in the soft-critial domain; and externally sourced components and runtime platforms
largely come without “resilience specifications” that meaningfully enable resilience design.

1.5. Challenges and goals
The thesis addresses the following specific challenges and research goals.

Challenge 1: externally sourced components and services do not provide reusable and
composable models of their extra-functional behavior; descriptive statistics as Mean Time
Between Failures (MTBF), if at all available, are of insufficient resolution for planning
resilience mechanisms. Observation-driven, data analysis based, typically quantitative
empirical behavior characterization plays only a limited role in the practice, due to:

• insufficient model reusability – even across dynamic reconfigurations and redeploy-
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ments of the same system;

• insufficient observational coverage of the qualitative system states, and

• the limited ability of general purpose data analysis methods to faithfully and effecti-
vely characterize rare events, as failures and unanticipated changes.

Goal 1: to provide practical, repeatable data analysis methods for extracting reusable and
portable QMs from observations, in order to support the model-based resilience assurance
of soft critical systems throughout the lifecycle.

Challenge 2: the EPA methods of the hard critical domains could be applicable for
assessing and planning dependability, performance, and resilience in soft critical systems;
however, they cannot efficiently cope with the high levels of QM nondeterminism involved
in the partially speculative modeling of soft critical systems.
Goal 2: to extend modern EPA towards gaining the capability to effectively explore and
assess sets of competing error propagation hypotheses that arise due to partial model
nondeterminism.

Challenge 3: runtime diagnosis and action planning based on the runtime monitoring of
qualitative states and transitions is a key application of QMs during the operational phase
of the system lifecycle. To this end, an appropriate subset of a large number of potentially
observable system metrics has to be chosen that is capable to determine robustly, and in
the optimal case also to predict the runtime qualitative state. Additionally, modern soft
critical systems pose the specific challenges that

• their increasingly typical runtime environment, IaaS cloud platforms can exhibit
rare, high-impact, directly unobservable quality disturbances;

• due to the necessary use of observation- and expert knowledge based covering models,
and to rectify the imperfections of automatic metric selections, methodical expert
assessment of monitoring configurations is necessary, which is seriously hindered by
the wide range of possible platform-level quality disturbances.

Goal 3: to provide practical monitoring metric set selection and assessment methodo-
logies for qualitative monitoring in soft critical systems, taking into account the specific
properties of the domain.

1.6. Contributions and thesis structure

The thesis starts with two introductory chapters; following that, each main contribution is
contained by its dedicated chapter (see Figure 1.8).

Chapter 2 introduces the mathematical foundations that the contributions of the thesis rely
on – either directly, or through engineering modeling.

Chapter 3 introduces the engineering modeling aspects of QMs and system diagnosis theory
which the contributions directly rely on.

Chapter 4 introduces a visual, Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) based methodology to
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.8.: The structure of the thesis

extract diagnostic QMs from empirical data. I embed the approach into the ASUM-DM
data mining process model. Based on the twin model concept of the Digital Twin paradigm, I
propose a model lifecycle pattern of such QMs for the resilience support of soft-critical systems.

Chapter 5 presents engineering extensions to an existing EPA framework: a method for incre-
asing solution specificity with refinement, modular and tool-agnostic problem representation in
a standard Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) language, and simulation-based analysis on
early design models in a subset of UML. The original framework already supports the deriva-
tion of competing error propagation hypotheses, when the model is not entirely deterministic.
I define the fundamental concepts and operators of evaluating error propagation hypothesis
sets, and propose Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) as a tool for their diagnostic exploration.

Chapter 6 proposes and evaluates a mutual information based feature selection approach for
current state classification and qualitative prediction. For the monitoring challenges posed by
IaaS environments, I propose a “mystery shopper” monitoring scheme. I also propose a Key
Quality Indicator (KQI) taxonomy based monitoring configuration evaluation approach for the
systematic expert validation of monitoring metric sets.

1.7. Application domains
The contributions of the thesis are dominantly results and generalizations of research efforts
that targeted specific types of modern soft-critical systems. These can be categorized the
following way, as the main target application domains of the dissertation with validation
results.

• Cloud, and in particular, IaaS platforms themselves, the qualitative extra-functional
characterization of which is usually a prerequisite to designing service level resilience.

• QoS-sensitive, engineered systems that have to undergo “cloudification”. These are ty-
pical, e.g., in the financial and the telco sector2, moreover, are already created with
extrafunctional guarantees, provided that configuration, environmental and workload

2In telecommunications, the term Network Function Virtualization (NFV) covers the activity of transforming
dedicated systems to Virtual Network Functions (VNFs), that can be deployed onto cloud platforms. NFV
has been an ongoing strategic push in the whole sector for years.
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prerequisites are met. The key challenge, in this case, is that the classic “sizing gui-
des” that numerically specify extra-functional properties for various dedicated hardware-
software configurations simply cannot be created for the new environment, due to the
platform behavior variability and runtime scaling that virtualization brings with itself.
Additionally, cloud platforms can introduce new external fault modes, with an unknown
associated impact on resilience behavior.

• Existing cloud-native components and applications that are sometimes developed and
shipped even without regimented extra-functional integration testing. The ad-hoc confi-
gured elastic scaling and virtual machine (VM) restart strategies of these solutions have
to be replaced with methodical resilience assurance, when the service becomes “critical
enough” due to changes in its usage.

Newly created, soft critical CPS applications which heavily rely on the integration of external
(unreliable) services, utilize cloud platforms and interact with the physical world (in a non-
safety critical manner) are also expected to be an immediate application area of the results of
the dissertation.
Last but not least, the intended application areas of the EPA contributions are much broa-

der. They are relevant to the (usually prescribed) EPA activities in the development of hard
critical systems – and, as a matter of fact, mostly targeted classic hard-critical challenges
originally. On the other hand, in hard critical CPSs, as various autonomous vehicles and cer-
tain smart city functions, there is a very powerful tension between fulfilling safety, reliability
and availability requirements in a trustworthy manner and the innovation potential of using
essentially “untrustworthy”, but highly intelligent remote services and cloud platforms. In
[Koc18a], I propose error propagation space exploration from the second contribution group
as a tool that supports effective pessimistic reasoning with all the ways these services can fail,
and provide a heavily simplified smart railroad crossing demonstrational example.
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2. Mathematical foundations
The current chapter gives a brief overview of the fundamental mathematical concepts the thesis
builds on. The chapter heavily relies on [11]; some aspects are new extensions, as identified
in the last section. Note, however, that these independent additions are not presented as core
contributions of the thesis.
This chapter contains the following sections.

1. The section qualitative modeling describes the general nature and fundamental notions
of qualitative modeling.

2. Qualitative abstraction defines the basic qualitative behavioral abstraction and concre-
tization concepts of transition systems. This is the framework that connects observed
behavior with hierarchically decreasing granularity, but at the same time, increasingly
human-interpretable models of dynamic behavior.

3. Component-based modeling briefly discusses the application of qualitative behavioral ab-
straction and refinement in the specific context of component-based structural modeling.

4. Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) are introduced as the main qualitative model
representation and analysis framework used throughout the thesis.

Having a basic understanding of CSP and the main lattice construct of Formal Concept
Analysis (FCA), the reader may feel this chapter to be somewhat superfluous, as much of the
formal framework is either applied via Error Propagation Analysis (EPA) – described in the
next section – or implicitly during Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA). The primary rationale
for setting up the formal framework is to show that at the fundamental level, there are obvious
connections between the data analysis, compositional reasoning and “manual” methods used
and proposed by the dissertation.

2.1. Qualitative modeling
In engineering, science and even everyday life, we many times avoid quantitative analysis when
assessing the continuous aspects of entities in a domain. Instead, we make approximative infe-
rences using qualitative abstractions of otherwise continuous properties – and rules of inference
formulated in terms of qualitative properties.
A classic introductory example is reasoning about the behavior of a tea kettle: if there’s

liquid water in the kettle and heat is applied consistently, the temperature of the water will
rise until it reaches its boiling point. After that, the water changes phase and disappears from
the kettle – unless the heat is cut off in time.

Quantitatively, such a model is consistent with an infinite set of possible hypothetical runs.
It can even produce qualitatively different traces that are all consistent with the model. Still,
such models are useful, and many times, even sufficient. In the example, it informs us that in
order to retain the original amount of water, any heating regimen should switch off before the
boiling point is reached1.

1Of course, a more sophisticated model should also take into account, e.g., evaporative cooling and water loss,
and the multitude of factors these depend on.
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2. Mathematical foundations

Such a qualitative formulation of a dynamic process has the distinctive features that

• it uses simple terms, directly connected to human conceptualization and knowledge (com-
pare and contrast, for instance, with systems of partial differential equations);

• it tolerates knowledge deficiencies, by gradually increasing the nondeterminism2 of the
possible scenarios; and

• it can be even more “robust” than quantitative models: its inferences remain valid at all
practical earthly elevations (and thus numerically different boiling points).

For physical systems, this kind of “robustness” did not really prove to be valuable in the
practice. In addition to losing the actual temperature of the water as valuable information –
although categories as “cold”, “lukewarm”, “warm” can be introduced –, the rapid scenario di-
vergence that the simulation of such models entails does not really fit our notion of “prediction”
of physical phenomena.
In the dependability, performance and resilience analysis of computer systems exactly the

contrary applies, and this is what makes QMs a very powerful tool. In these domains, while
behavior does have a continuous aspect, e.g., numeric QoS values, the more valuable knowledge
from the extrafunctional behavioral point of view is the combinatorial diversity of the behaviors
of composed systems.
Consider a web server and a database server used by it in a multi-tier architecture. QMs

will describe that both have a workload capacity (of some value) and their behavior if their
load surpasses their capacity. What will happen if we increase the load on the web server? It
is not the numerical capacities that determine behavior – but the qualitative relation between
them. If the web server reaches capacity first, then we will see its overload response (as crash,
slowdown or request rejections); if the database, then the effect of its overload response on the
web server will emerge at the service level.
Being able to study all the behaviors that can emerge in a composed system – even spurious

ones – is crucial for providing extrafunctional guarantees; by various means, we can make sure
that the system will avoid all assumed and inadmissible scenarios, whether they are real or
not. In the context of the simplistic example of a web server and a database server: if the
database should not crash, then a viable solution is to make sure that its capacity is large
enough for the web layer to saturate first.

2.1.1. Qualitative reasoning
Explicit qualitative modeling approaches can be found throughout the sciences. Originating
in “qualitative physics” [12], significant contributions were made in AI from the ’70s onward to
qualitatively model and reason about system dynamics with greater power than what is made
possible by simple influence diagrams. Some competing approaches appeared [13]; with what
is called “qualitative simulation” [14] having the most influence on this thesis.
In this thesis, qualitative reasoning (QR) refers specifically to these classic techniques. Con-

tributions to QR are still appearing and approximately user- and application process-friendly
tooling was developed [15]. It also lives on in the theory of hybrid systems, but this aspect
is mainly outside the scope of this work. A noteworthy development is that the process of
qualitative modeling itself may be one of the key strengths of QR, by facilitating the correct
conceptual understanding of the dynamics of a wide variety of systems [16].
The field developed its own “qualitative mathematics”, with the formal logical foundati-

ons still having been investigated recently. A number of problem representations have been
2In qualitative reasoning, nondeterminism of runs is canonically covered by the concept of ambiguity. Unless
otherwise specified, this thesis assumes the two terms to be synonymous.
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elaborated; in addition to “qualitative physics” (including force propagation analysis and sta-
bility checking as special cases), ones supporting qualitative spatial reasoning3. Allen’s famous
Interval Algebra is also a QR problem representation – for time [17].

2.1.2. Qualitative approaches in dependability

Originally developed largely independently, system test and diagnosis4, dependable computing
and model-based diagnosis5 have been employing QMs for decades. The fundamental error
propagation chain concept of dependability: certain types of localized faults leading to certain
types of propagating errors in components and thereby exciting certain types of failures is
evidently a QM.
Reasoning qualitatively over differences from the specification-compliant behavior for diag-

nostic purposes has had many formulations; from Roth’s famous algebra [20] in Automated
Test Pattern Generation (ATPG) through model-based diagnosis incorporating elements of
QR (see, e.g., [21] and [22]) to the EPA approaches elaborated later.
However, and pertinent to this thesis, it was Pataricza [11] who first formulated a mat-

hematically precise and sound abstraction theory for system-level diagnosis that is explicitly
based on the concept of faults, errors, and failures being categories of deviations from nominal
behavior.

2.1.3. Characteristics of qualitative modeling

Across methodologies and theoretical frameworks, qualitative modeling has some general dis-
tinguishing characteristics. These were probably best described by Forbus as the “three key
principles that govern qualitative modeling” in [23].

Discretization: qualitative representation quantizes – continuous media into entities and
continuous parameters into small classes of values. In addition to the parameters themselves,
their change can be subject to discretization, too. (E.g. -,0,+ for the first and higher order
derivatives of continuous signals.)

Relevance: of the infinitely many possible discretizations of parameters, qualitative modeling
should seek such that are relevant; to the domain and behavioral mechanisms of the system
as well as to the goals of the intended analyses. These two aspects can be contradictory and
may have to be reconciled by admitting the discretizations relevant to both; e.g., the inherent
performance capacities of a system can be lower or higher than what constitutes normal or
abnormal QoS in one of its usage contexts.

Nondeterminism/ambiguity: QMs, in general, can only lead to nondeterministic predicti-
ons; but in a way, this is their purpose. They provide good overabstractions in the sense that
the inferred behaviors contain all real ones; the possible existence of spurious hypotheses is
accepted.

2.2. Qualitative abstraction

QMs as discrete state transition systems represent specific system behaviors through abstraction-
refinement relationships.

3For further references, see, e.g., the (unfinished) Electronic Handbook of Logics for Qualitative Reasoning:
http://www.logicsforqr.uw.edu.pl/handbook/QR.html, accessed on: October 28, 2018.

4See, e.g., [18]
5See, e.g., [19]
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Definition 2.2.1 (Transition system) A transition system over the universe D is a triple
M = (S,SI , ρ), where S ⊆ D is the set of states, SI ⊆ S is the set of initial states and
ρ ⊆ S × S is the state transition relation.

Definition 2.2.2 (Automaton step) A step si  si+1 of M is an (ordered) pair of states from
S, for which ρ holds.

Definition 2.2.3 (Run of the automaton) A run (or trajectory, or trace) of the transition
system is an ordered, potentially infinite sequence ...

σ = [s0  s1  . . . >, where s0 ∈ SI , and
all transitions constitute valid steps of the transition system.

In most practical applications, state is a composed concept; instead of a single element from
a set, a state vector captures the aspects of the current state (as inputs, outputs, and internal
properties). Let Ns = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} be a set of state variables associated with characterizing
aspects of the overall state notion.

Definition 2.2.4 (Domains of state variables) Each state variable si is associated with a set
Di as the universe it draws its values from.

Definition 2.2.5 (State space) The state variables are arranged in a state vector s = [s1, . . . , sn],
expressing potential states; the actual state space is a subset of the Cartesian product of their
domains: S ⊆ D1 ×D2 × . . .×Dn.

Definition 2.2.6 (State vector valuation) For a state variable set Ns, a valuation of a corre-
sponding state vector is a function ζ : si 7→ Di.

We distinguish different types of variables by their role. Static variables, as the opposite
of dynamic ones, are treated as constant in a given context of inquiry. Dynamic variables
are further subdivided into input, output and internal variables. (For the sake of simplicity,
input-output variables are not introduced.)

Definition 2.2.7 (State input-output decomposition) The state vector s is customarily de-
composed into a sub-vector of inputs: i = [m1, . . . ,mi], outputs: o = [z1, . . . , zo] and internal
variables: v = [v1, . . . , vv]. From the full state vector s = [i, v, o], the input and output together
comprise the interface vector: r = [i, o].

2.2.1. Abstraction and concretization
Intuitively, abstraction is a model mapping, that we perform to compact and simplify a model
to eliminate features that are unnecessary for a given analytic or descriptive goal. In the re-
verse direction, concretization or refinement enriches models, while also retaining their original
meaning.

Definition 2.2.8 (Abstraction) Let X and X ′ be sets; ρ and ρ′ (binary) relations on the
respective sets. A function α is an abstraction iff it defines a morphism from X to X ′; that
is, ∀x1, x2 ∈ X : ρ(x1, x2) ⇐⇒ ρα(α(x1), α(x2)), where ρα is the abstract counterpart of ρ.

Definition 2.2.9 (Refinement) A mapping γ from X ′ to X is a refinement, iff it is a mono-
morphism; ∀x′1, x′2 ∈ X ′ : x′1 6= x′2 =⇒ γ(x′1) 6= γ(x′2).

By intention, the image produced by abstraction can be cardinality-wise smaller than the
original domain. Abstraction retains structure; any relation that holds in the original domain
holds in the target codomain, too. For the abstraction of state transition relations, this means
that any transition that a concrete state machine has will have a counterpart connecting the
images of the source and target states.
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Figure 2.1.: Galois connection and overapproximation. Source: [11], p28.

In the reverse direction, concretization is typically a “one to many mapping”; an abstract
element (set) is mapped into the elements that can emerge as its many potential concretiza-
tions. For abstraction as well as refinement, we typically require in engineering applications
the mapping to cover each element in the starting domain and each element in the target
codomain to have an ancestor.

Definition 2.2.10 (Completeness and correctness) An abstraction or refinement mapping is
said to be complete, iff it is total – each domain element has a codomain counterpart; and
correct, iff it is surjective – each element of the codomain has an ancestor in the starting
domain.

Complete and correct abstraction functions from a concrete model domain to an abstract
one have fundamental importance in system development and the verification and validation
(V&V) of systems when the abstraction-concretization function pairs create a Galois con-
nection between the two model domains. Informally6, Galois connection means here that if we
map a model to the abstract domain and map an overapproximation of the image back to the
concrete domain, the original image will be part of the resulting model set, as demonstrated
by Figure 2.1. More specifically, for property-preserving abstraction functions, the following
hold for a Galois connection.

Preservation of the original model in the scope: if a property holds for an overap-
proximated abstract image of a specific concrete model, it will hold for the original model,
too.

Semidecision due to overabstraction: however, if a property is found not to hold, we
do not know whether the violation is due to the re-projected model set being larger than the
original.

Effect of nondeterministic abstraction: if the abstraction is nondeterministic, the positive
decision has to be sought for the full image of elements, or the supersets of full images.

For state transition systems as models, this means the following. Let us assume that the
model-to-model abstraction preserves the state transition structure in the model (see earlier),

6One of the simpler definitions is given later; the most general order-theoretic one is unnecessary for this thesis.
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in addition to the Galois property (that in itself here is responsible for retaining the subset-
relation of model sets). Then if we prove the abstract model – or a set containing it – to have a
desirable property, e.g., the avoidance of certain states or runs, then a positive decision proves
the original model to avoid these in the source, too.

Abstraction of continuous state transition system into a qualitative one under a Galois-
connection is the fundamental idea behind representing observed system dynamics qualitati-
vely. The abstract model will represent infinitely more behaviors than the original, at the very
least, numerically; but at the same time, looking at the abstract QM, we can be certain that
the “true” behavior is among those represented. To this end, however, a further step is needed
with respect to specifying the abstractions used, in order to be able to express the timewise
compaction of partial runs in the concrete domain.

2.2.2. Run-based abstraction
Intuitively, an abstract transition system behaves “the same way” as a specific one, and thus,
is a “good” abstraction, if its traces provide a faithful enough – corresponding – image of
the traces of the specific one. This needs the individual state pairs as well as the steps
to correspond to each other – however, there may be subsequences of steps in either run
that we wish not to subject to correspondence checking. An example can be the omission
of intermediate computational steps in a function that uses only its (stack-provided) input
parameters; the abstract model is then only interested in state properties upon entering and
exiting the function. This constitutes a temporal puncturing scheme; a set of model step indices
that are to be taken into account for correspondence checking.

Definition 2.2.11 (Corresponding runs) A run ...
σ = [s0  s1  . . . > of model M and a

run ...
σ ∗ = [s∗0  s∗1  . . . > of model M∗ correspond, denoted by ...

σ � ...σ ∗, iff there are two
admissible temporal puncturing schemes i0 < i1 < . . . < it < . . . and i∗0 < i∗1 < . . . < i∗t < . . .
so that ∀k ≥ 0, the pairs of puncturing-selected states fulfill a correspondence relation (e.g.,
abstraction-refinement): sik � s∗i∗

k
.

Definition 2.2.12 (Corresponding models) Two models M and M∗ mutually correspond, de-
noted by M �M∗, iff for each run of M there exists a corresponding run in M∗.

As a specialization of the earlier correctness and completeness notions, we can say that a model
mapping M 7→α M∗ (either abstraction or refinement) is correct, if, for all runs of the target
model, there is a run in the originating one that corresponds to them; and it is complete, if all
runs of the originating model have a corresponding run in the target model.
For this thesis, QM abstractions are introduced as state space reducing, complete correspon-

dences – ideally, but not necessarily, also total ones; and where the target has a qualitative
state vector.

Definition 2.2.13 (Qualitative abstraction) A model MA is a qualitative abstraction of a
model M, iff M �MA holds; all Di-s for MA are finite sets; and |M| > |MA|. In addition to
the technical properties, some or all state variable domains in the abstract model may be also
required to be semantically meaningful in the given engineering domain or system context.

Such abstractions bring specific state variable values in correspondence with (a smaller set
of) qualitative ones and map all runs of the concrete model into a run of the QM under
some temporal puncturing scheme pair; usually, one where in effect, no actual puncturing is
applied in the abstract domain. In the general case, even if the state-correspondence and run-
correspondence relations are property-preserving for some temporal trace formula7 φ, checking

7e.g., in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)
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the fulfillment of the abstract image of the formula α(φ) can be only a semi-decision proce-
dure. On the other hand, qualitative dynamic models are typically amenable to targeted and
principled analysis of counterexamples.

2.2.3. Syndrome abstraction
By intention, qualitative abstraction simplifies the state notion as well as the state space of
dynamic systems. Taking temporal abstraction to the extreme, the – possibly infinite – state
sequences are collapsed into a single descriptive “state” that expresses the properties of runs
that are important for an analytic goal. Due to this descriptive aspect as well as the concept
originating from the error propagation domain (where it has deep historical traditions), this
compaction is called a syndrome abstraction in [11].

As syndrome abstraction collapses a dynamic state transition relation into a simple, possibly
nondeterministic relation over state variables, it is also called a static syndrome abstraction and
the model itself a static syndrome relation. The “qualitative” modifier is somewhat superfluous,
as all syndrome relations are qualitative due to the way they are defined.

Definition 2.2.14 (Syndrome abstraction) Let M be a QM. For each si ∈ sM of its qualitative
state vector, let φsi be a set of pairwise exclusive temporal logic formulas that partition (Di)ω.8
The formulas are associated with labels, giving rise to finite, qualitative syndrome sets Ssi.
Let the function I : ...σ si 7→ Ssi associate a run of a single qualitative variable (projected from
the automata run) with the label of the formula it fulfills. Then syndrome abstraction is a
function that maps each automaton run ...

σ to the labeling of its state variable runs: ...
σ =

[...σ s1 , . . . ,
...
σ sn ] 7→ [I(...σ s1), . . . , I(...σ sn)].

Syndrome abstraction maps state spaces to simple relations over the state variables, radically
simplifying domain expert modeling as well as the reasoning complexity, albeit at a rather
severe cost in increasing nondeterminism. Importantly, the relative timing of qualitative state
co-occurrences is completely lost. On the other hand, it is an instrumental approach, when
pessimistic overabstraction of effects is an explicit goal.
If the qualitative state variable domains are fully ordered by some notion of severity and

syndromes express the “worst qualitative state present in the run”, system-level reasoning
with syndrome relations delivers a right upper bound on outcome severity. When necessary,
the sharpness of the bound can be improved by hierarchical QM refinement and problem
partitioning techniques (such as targeted analysis of subsystems and sharpening/subsetting
input conditions).

2.2.4. Hierarchical qualitative abstraction
Qualitative abstraction leads from state variables with continuous domains (R, N, etc.) as well
as finite ones over to finite, discrete state spaces. However, this abstraction can be followed
up with a chain of further qualitative abstractions; typically, to further reduce a QM towards
a specific application. Although the series of abstractions do readily define a hierarchy, this is
just the mechanical aspect; it does not necessarily reflect the abstraction-equivalent models at
a given level of abstraction and the hierarchy of such sets.

Galois-connection from a single abstraction function

Until this point, no particular assumption was made about the abstraction and specification
functions, apart from the Galois-connection. To formally introduce hierarchical qualitative ab-
straction and to be able to show later how abstraction hierarchies lend themselves to analysis,

8The finite trace formulation is essentially the same for the Kleene closure (Di)∗.
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the construction of Galois-connections from a single mapping between sets A and B is intro-
duced, based on [24]. The construction nicely demonstrates that, although any mapping can
be used as an “abstraction”, poorly chosen ones lead to Galois-connections where the forward-
and backmapping results in a very loose containing set.
Let us assume that both A and B have discrete and finite domains and our abstraction

function defines a bipartite graph between the two. The critical theorem that is necessary
here is that the completely connected images and the origins that have completely connected
images form lattices over both sets, and there is an order-inverting bijection between the two
lattices.

Definition 2.2.15 (Closed sets) Let G = (A,B,E) be a bipartite graph. If X ⊆ A, then let
X] ⊆ B be the elements that are all connected with all elements of X. Similarly, if U ⊆ B,
then let U [ ⊆ A be the set of elements that are all connected with all elements of U . A V ⊆ B
set is called closed, if for some X ⊆ A holds that V = X]. Similarly, Y ⊆ A is closed, if for
some U ⊆ B it holds that Y = U [.

Theorem 2.2.1 (Complete lattices and order-inversion) Let G = (A,B,E) be a bipartite
graph. Then the closed subsets of A and B both form complete lattices, and A ⊇ Y 7→ Y ]

and B ⊇ X 7→ X[ establish bijective and order-inverting (for the subset-superset relation)
mappings.

The subset-mappings constitute a Galois-connection; as a matter of fact, this is one way
to define the notion of Galois-connections. Then, we can use this construction to create the
maximal sets of “original models mapped to” and “mapped to the same abstract models across
multiple levels” sets for a hierarchy of abstractions.

Hierarchical abstractions and abstraction-equivalent model sets

Let us assume that a abstraction steps map any original model into a series of models through
abstractions αi: Mα1 ,Mα2 , . . . ,Mαa . Let B consist of all possible Mαi images for a set of
models A; and for all M ∈ A, let there be an edge between M and all its images transitively
upwards in the abstraction hierarchy.
Then, the above construction will collect the maximal abstract model sets (at various re-

solutions) and their corresponding maximal specific model sets and form a complete lattice
(roughly, for an ordering by commonality-specificity); in effect, (re)forming abstraction con-
cepts by gathering mapping-equivalent models at each level.
Such lattices lend themselves to analysis through FCA; and at the same time, this lattice

construction (algorithmically not discussed here) is the core operator in FCA.

Formal contexts and concepts

FCA is a field of mathematics that is intimately connected to the fundamental philosophical
question of “what concepts are” in human thinking and communication; and what “relations
between concepts” constitute. At its core, FCA provides a formal mathematical theory of
concepts and their hierarchies; however, at the same time, its tools and “knowledge represen-
tation” approaches are applicable in a wide variety of domains. Predominantly, its practical
uses are increasing human understanding, communicating concept structures and various au-
tomated concept discovery and simplification tasks. In its latter role, it is also a valuable tool
in data mining and machine learning [25].
Intuitively, a “concept” has two key parts: its extension — the objects “belonging to” the

concept; and its intension: the set of attributes that all objects belonging to the concept have.
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2.2. Qualitative abstraction

Using the quasi-standard notation of the seminal paper of Wille [26], a formal context is a
triple K = (G,M, I), where

• G is a set of objects (Gegenstände),

• M is a set of attributes (Merkmale), and

• I (Inzidenz) is a binary relation over these sets, expressing whether an object “has” an
attribute or not.

A formal concept in such a formal context is an (A,B) set-pair of A ⊆ G and B ⊆ M ,
for which the object set is exactly the set of objects that share the specified attributes; and
conversely, the attribute set is exactly the set of attributes shared by the objects. (The formal
introduction of the so-called derivation operator for formal concepts, which is equivalent to
the lattice construction in the previous point, is omitted here.)
There is a natural subconcept-superconcept relation over such formal concepts, which is also

an ordering:
(A1, B1) ≤ (A2, B2) ⇐⇒ (A1 ⊆ A2 =⇒ B2 ⊆ B1)∧

(B2 ⊆ B1 =⇒ A1 ⊆ A2)
(2.1)

That is, a subconcept of a concept is associated with a smaller number of objects that share
across themselves a broader set of attributes. The set of all formal concepts for K together
with this order is denoted B(K). Any B(K) is a complete lattice — that is, every subset of
formal concepts has a greatest lower bound as well as a least upper bound; meaning that every
concept set has “a common object-subset with the most shared attributes” and “a common
attribute subset with the most shared objects” as a formal concept. Note that a concept can
be empty — object-, as well as attribute-wise. Explicit derivation of B(K) for a finite K, when
necessary, is supported by a number of algorithms. For large contexts, approaches such as
“Iceberg lattices” [27] are known to, e.g., create only the uppermost level(s) and only concepts
with a large enough support (in the association mining sense).

Analysis of formal concept lattices

The actual analysis of the formal concepts can involve the following key activities.

• Interactive, visual lattice exploration;

• structure-preserving simplifications;

• determining association and implication rules between the attributes; and

• “attribute exploration”.

Interactive lattice exploration is directly and exclusively used by one of the contributions of
the second contribution group. As such, to not burden this section further, its example-based
introduction is deferred there.
In the original FCA theory, two lattice structure preserving (up to isomorphism) simpli-

fication operations are defined: clarification and reduction [28]. Clarification of objects and
attributes is simply replacing intent-equivalent object sets with a single object and extent-
equivalent attribute sets with a single attribute, respectively.
An attribute is said to be reducible – can be eliminated with preserving lattice structure – if

it can be replaced by a combination of other attributes; that is, there is a set of attributes for
which the set of objects having these common attributes equals the set of objects having the
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attribute. Objects can be reduced similarly; the context reached after deleting all reducible
objects and attributes is called the standard context (the concept lattice of which is still
isomorphic to the concept lattice of the original context).

A minimal generator set — the Duquenne-Guigues set of implications – can be automati-
cally computed for the deterministic attribute-implications of the formal context. From this
generator set, all valid implications can be enumerated using a set of rules.
Concept lattice computation on finite contexts may be performed on a context that aims

to be representative of a domain, but is not necessarily complete in the sense that it contains
all examples necessary to discover the “true” lattice structure valid for the whole domain.
Attribute exploration interactively poses a series of targeted questions on implications, to be
answered with “yes” or with a counterexample, to ensure generalized (structural) validity.

2.2.5. Qualitative abstraction of observations

Conceptually, observations performed on computer- as well as physical systems deliver tran-
sition system traces, where the state vector encodes the values of some or all variables from
s for the given sample, and customarily also a time stamp t. The sequence of state vector
valuations reflects the time-order of the samples. An observed trace in itself is a model Mo; for
all-discrete state variables, techniques from basic automata theory, as well as pattern recogni-
tion based approaches (e.g., based on n-grams), can be used to coalesce multiple observation
traces into an automaton. Traces also have a natural and trivial, data analysis centric view:
state variables as columns and observations as rows constitute classic statistical data frames.

Discrete and categorical variables

Observed categorical variables constitute qualitative variables, or are brought in correspon-
dence with qualitative variables through a simple variable-to-variable injective mapping. For
ordinal variables, that are equipped with a – typically total – ordering, the abstracting cor-
respondence is typically order-preserving (or monotone). Importantly, abstracting vectors of
(totally ordered) ordinal variables into vectors of ordinal variables through variable-wise mo-
notone functions retains the ordering lattices. Both are simply composed of the particular
variable orderings.
For numerical observations, the typical pattern is also a variable-wise, monotone, injective

mapping into qualitative variables. From the point of view of abstraction, discrete variables
behave almost precisely as ordinal ones and the mapping can be described by a (numeric and
discrete) sharp, closed upper bound for the preimage of each qualitative category, essentially
“puncturing” the number line.

Continuous variables and landmarks

Establishing qualitative categories by “puncturing” certainly carries over to the real line, too;
but in this case, there is the option to include the dividing point into the category of the
values between it and its lower (or upper) dividing point neighbor – or not to. The rationale
for the latter case can be the intent to reflect the fact that the dividing point itself is a
qualitatively important, singular value, usually where some important change happens; e.g.,
“the temperature where water freezes”.
In QR, such values are called landmarks, and the domain of each qualitative variable is a

totally ordered finite set of alternating open intervals and landmark values. The complete
lattice emerging from such qualitative variables corresponds to such a partitioning of Rn with
hypercubes where vertices, edges, faces, and internal areas are sharply distinguished.
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While landmarks are an instrumental concept, explicitly maintaining them in the variable
abstraction mapping is not always necessary; they can be represented as a closed end of an
interval – or even two (expressing “ambiguity at the border”). However, the way they are
handled by the abstraction function influences the logics and algebras that can be constructed
in the qualitative domain, as well as the level of ambiguity of competing qualitative hypotheses.

2.3. Component-based modeling
In component-based modeling, a system is represented as a network of sub-systems intercon-
nected through component ports: multiple transition systems that influence each other through
the input-output connected elements of their interface vectors9. Refinement (and abstraction)
of the behavioral and the structural model are intertwined here by specific and canonical re-
lationships. These are briefly described in the refinement direction; a detailed discussion is
available in [29] for data flow networks (chapter 5, section 3), which applies here with only
trivial modifications. The only major exception is the relative scheduling of component exe-
cutions; that aspect will be covered later.

2.3.1. Structural refinement

Structural refinement refines the structure of a component by replacing the component with
a set of components. The network so inserted into the place of the original component has to
have the same inputs and outputs as the original component, and introduces new component
state vectors in place of the original one.
A proper structural refinement leads to a refined model where the runs on the refinement-

interface are equivalent in the original and the refined model after temporal puncturing (cor-
respondence is interface-behavioral equality). Puncturing is allowed to sample the refinement
trace only.

2.3.2. Interface refinement

Interface refinement replaces the domain of a state variable of a component interface vector,
bound to a component port as a structural element, with a domain of higher cardinality.
The refinement has a propagating effect to the connected ports. As in component-based
modeling interface variables usually have their own qualitative abstraction hierarchies, proper
refinements have to adhere to these as a part of run correspondence.

2.3.3. Internal refinement

Internal refinement enriches the internal variable set of the component with further variables,
refines the domains of existing ones, or both. For the refinement to be a proper one, the same
concept of “behavioral correspondence at the interfaces” applies as with structural refinement.

2.4. Representation of qualitative models
QMs and syndrome models can be represented in a relational manner, and many QM analysis
tasks of this thesis can be (and regularly are) reduced to combinatorial search over such
relations. Consequently, the core representational and analytic framework of the thesis is
finite domain Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) [30].

9As an example see, e.g., Figure 1.1 earlier.
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2.4.1. Constraint satisfaction over finite domains

The canonical definition of CSP maps variables to relations that prescribe their partial co-
valuations.

Definition 2.4.1 (Finite domain Constraint Satisfaction Problem) A finite domain CSP is
an (X,D,C) triple, where

• X = [x1, . . . , xn] is the finite set of problem variables;

• D = [D1, . . . , Dn] is the set of the variable domains – non-empty, finite subsets of N or
Z;

• C is the set of constraints belonging to the problem. Each constraint represents a relation
of "admissible variable valuation combinations" over a subset of X; e.g. c ∈ C : c =
r(x1, x3), r ⊆ D1 ×D3.

The same schema can be applied when the variables can take values from R, Q or, e.g., B.
The CSP(X) pattern is used to distinguish these cases – for finite domains, CSP(fd)10.

Definition 2.4.2 (CSP solution) A valuation-vector [v1, . . . , vn] of the problem variables xi is
a solution of a CSP, if ∀i ∈ 1 . . . n : vi ∈ Di and all constraints are satisfied. Denoting the
arity of a constraint with k,

∀c ∈ C : (vcvar1 , . . . vcvark
) ∈ c

Constraint solver tools do not require the direct specification of constraint relations; many
built-in constraint predicates are available, and these can be combined into further constraints.
Usually, a CSP solver performs an intelligent search of the possible solution space, utilizing
a mix of such techniques as backtracking, branch and bound, incomplete local search and
constraint propagation.
Constraint solvers tend to provide facilities for enumerating (single) solutions when multiple

solutions are possible. Solvers that support Constraint Optimization Problems (COPs) deliver
the results according to a user-defined ordering.

Definition 2.4.3 (Constraint Optimization Problem) A Constraint Optimization Problem is
a CSP equipped with an objective function over a subset of X that is either to be maximized
or minimized.

Note that using branch and bound, it is trivial to implement COP if a CSP solver is available
– but certainly not the most efficient in general.

2.4.2. QM analysis with CSP

CSP based analysis of QMs has some limitations, which, however, can be addressed in the
context of the thesis sufficiently.

Performance: the QMs this thesis is concerned with are typically small and lead to search
spaces that contemporary constraint solving platforms can well manage; if not, hierarchical
abstraction and targeted refinement are viable mitigation strategies.

Only bounded model checking: CSP solving can be used for dynamic trace analysis only
in a limited way, through finite unrolling, essentially providing only (some) bounded model
10Unless otherwise noted, the thesis uses CSP as a shorthand for CSP(fd).
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checking capability. However, finite unrolling can still be very useful; as a supporting argu-
ment we can convincingly borrow and reformulate the “Small Scope Hypothesis” of bounded
scope software abstractions. Elaborated by Jackson in [31] for the Alloy tool, the hypothesis
broadly states that a flawed software design can be typically caught with property-checking
counterexamples on small entity sets and in a limited number of traced system state transiti-
ons. For high-level QMs, pessimistic overabstraction and temporal compaction seem to have
the same effects11. For high-level QMs it is even entirely possible that the full state space can
fit in technically feasible bounds.12

No solution space queries: qualitative models (QMs) lead to competing hypotheses about
system behavior that in CSP manifest as distinct solutions. However, for decision making
under this uncertainty, an analysis should be able to evaluate all competing hypotheses at
once. Notably, for dynamic descriptions, this includes all finite traces possible under a set of
starting criteria. Contribution 2.3 addresses this shortcoming, specifically for EPA.

2.4.3. Mapping qualitative models to CSP

The core idea of representing QMs with CSPs is a mapping of distinguished QM features to
CSP constructs.

Qualitative state/syndrome variables are mapped to problem variables; with the qua-
litative variable domains and problem variable domains being the same (depending on tool
capabilities, an integer encoding may have to be applied). For finite traces, a new problem
variable has to be created for each qualitative variable at each step. (For syndrome-based
analysis single variable images suffice.)

The abstraction hierarchies of qualitative variables can be readily expressed by creating
multiple variables for the abstraction hierarchy levels and stating propositional implication
constraints across these. Notably, this holds for various resolutions of the “same” qualitative
variable in a model if such a concept exists in the modeling domain (e.g., input/output port
errors), as well as for creating a correspondence between full model instances of different levels
of abstraction.

Trace qualification formulas can usually be mechanically translated to finite state machines
for finite trace qualification, and state machine constraints are available on all modern CSP
platforms. Reification of such state machine constraints into syndrome-level problem variables
makes mixed modeling through finite dynamics and syndromes trivial.

Qualitative state transition relations and syndrome relations can be specified through
constraints. For low-level modeling, a direct relation definition is an option, but if the quali-
tative modeling approach recognizes higher-level rule constructs (e.g., implications), these can
be typically directly rewritten to CSP without resorting to compilation into a direct relation
constraint. State-dependent application of rules is straightforward through the introduction of
constraint reification for “switching on and off” rule constraints. Rule compositionality and re-
finement is supported by the fact that multiple constraints can contribute to the determination
of the same variable set.

Trace correspondences can be theoretically expressed, although the combinatorial complex-
ity introduced by puncturing schemas make their practical applicability questionable.

11In conjunction with [Bon+17], the author performed exploratory work for applying Alloy to EPA.
12Exhaustive qualitative simulation in QR tools, such as Garp3, works on this principle – at a high enough level

of abstraction, the state space is by definition finite and "small enough" for complete traversal.
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Type-based instantiation, quantification, separation of logic and data: high-level
CSP modeling languages support separating logic and data – e.g., number of system steps,
instantiated components versus component behavior description. Typically, this requires type-
based instantiation and type-level quantification for constraint posting. These facilities make
modeling convenient, but are not necessary per se for CSP-based QM representation.

2.4.4. Efficient decision diagram based representation
Another option for representing QMs is decision diagrams, falling between high-level con-
straint encoding and direct relational representation in expressiveness and the computational
complexity of recalling solutions.
Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) are well known and widely used to compactly repre-

sent binary-valued relations of variables. Importantly, BDDs support the efficient execution
of numerous logical operations directly on the representation. Multi-valued Decision Dia-
grams (MDDs) are multiple-valued extensions of BDDs, representing functions in the form
f : 0, 1, . . .n 7→ 0, 1.
An ordered MDD is a directed acyclic graph with nodes partitioned into layers L1, . . . , Ln+1,

the first n levels corresponding to an ordering of the variables. The first layer contains a single
root node, while the last the terminal nodes 0, 1. All edges point downwards, and an edge from
the i-th to the j-th layer (i < j) is labeled with a value or multiple values from the domain
of the variable associated with the i-th layer. This way, an MDD encodes a discrete, finitary
relation over the variables through the partially overlapping valuation-annotated paths that
lead from the root node to the 1 terminal node (0-terminated paths can safely be omitted).
BDD and MDD based relation representation is not without problems; e.g. an unfortunate

choice of variable ordering can lead to an exponential growth in graph width after operations.
The importance of Multi-valued Decision Diagrams (MDDs) is that they are able to represent
all competing solutions to a QM analysis problem at the same time. A CSP solver that
employs MDDs as a first-class concept would be able to perform hypothesis set operations
directly. MDD-based CSP – where constraints are applied directly on MDDs – is a known
concept [32], but one with still evolving tool support [33].

2.5. Application in the dissertation
The mathematical foundations presented here have the following sources, and are applied in
the thesis the following way.

• The source of the state space and run based notions of qualitative abstraction (section
2.2) is [11]. It is used as the underpinning of EPA (next chapter), and very directly
(although due to the nature of the contribution – not formally) in EDA (section 4.2).

• FCA (section 2.2) is introduced mainly on the basis of [24]. The idea of representing
and analyzing hierarchical qualitative abstractions with FCA does not come from the
literature, but it will be proposed as a contribution only through its application in section
5.2.

• CSP based QM representation and analysis rely on the sources noted in the above discus-
sion and provides the foundation of representing EPA problems in CSP. The conceptual
QM → CSP mapping scheme is the author’s contribution, but it is also simply an appli-
cation of widely used techniques; the two most influential sources were [31] and personal
exchanges with Professor Pataricza.
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The chapter presents the engineering application oriented modeling paradigms that the con-
tributions explicitly build on.

1. The application of qualitative modeling in the dependability, performance and resilience
context is discussed, both for direct and deviation-based qualitative abstractions, with
an emphasis on modern Error Propagation Analysis (EPA).

2. Elements of classic, binary-outcome diagnostic theory are introduced as the basis for
qualitative diagnostic analysis of error propagation.

3. Applying CSP-based representation of QMs from the previous chapter, those engineering
aspects of CSP solving based EPA, which the contributions build on, are summarized in
the third section.

3.1. Application of qualitative modeling
The application section begins with a very brief overview of QR and its application. Howe-
ver, the real emphasis falls on qualitative modeling of differences from nominal behavior, the
underlying modeling paradigm of EPA.

3.1.1. Qualitative reasoning
Classic QR expresses system behavior in direct qualitative terms, collapsing continuous beha-
vior in time into a finite state space through a correspondence relation. Originally, QR was
motivated by three key ideas.

• After the qualitative abstraction of variables, key relationships, such as equality, smal-
ler/greater and proportionality are preserved.

• Property preservation holds for the direction of change, too; i.e., the qualitative ab-
straction of the first derivative of variables into the canonical set -, 0, +.

• The qualitative images of standard operators – addition, multiplication, derivation – can
be defined so, that they create qualitative results that are proper qualitative abstractions
of the results of applying the original operators. For instance, adding two qualitative
variables that are increasing results in a qualitative variable that is increasing. At the
same time, the addition of an increasing and decreasing variable results in three possible
outcomes (all accounted for during model analysis).

Kuipers’s classic QR approach [13] is a representative example. There, the qualitative state
includes the qualitative image of every continuous problem variable – and additionally, the
qualitative derivatives. Correspondence is defined so, that timeline puncturing has to happen
at such points in time where any continuous variable has a minimum, maximum or inflection
point. Between such distinguished points in time, the qualitative magnitudes and directions of
changes are constant. Importantly, variable domain discretization is landmark-based. At the
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distinguished time points, a set of constraints specifies the allowed changes of the qualitative
state. (For instance, an increasing variable may “step into” its next landmark value, or stay
increasing.)

As repeated experimentation showed, QR modeling of dependability, performance and resi-
lience dynamics is possible; but currently so rife with conceptual and tooling challenges that
it does not seem to be practical1. As a demonstrative example, Appendix A presents model
fragments of a QR model for the throughput and error rate of a simple web server, which I
elaborated in [JKG19]. At the same time, QR-like direct CSP modeling is entirely possible
with constraints on state transitions (mainly without qualitative directions of change).

3.1.2. Error Propagation Analysis

System-level inference over error propagation classically used such standard methods as Fault
Tree Analysis (FTA) and Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA). Today, EPA2 employs
more sophisticated, highly automated techniques that perform system-level inference using
system models and reusable component error propagation rules. The source of the latter can
be a formal analysis of system components, domain expert knowledge as well as observations.

Fault, error, failure, and propagation models

The fault (and failure) models used in EPA are typically based on domain-specific, stan-
dard (either actual or de facto) dictionaries. As a general model, it is customary to distinguish
component service timing failures (EARLY and LATE), value failures (SUBTLE and COARSE – diffe-
rentiated based on detectability) and so-called“provision” failures (OMISSION and COMMISSION)
[34] in composed computing systems.
It is also a standard technique to use multi-dimensional failure modes by associating, for

instance, a timing, value and provision aspect with failure modes at the same time ([35]
established the underlying logic of such classifications).
Purpose-built languages exist to describe the way system components may transform their

“incoming” qualitative error signals into “outgoing” ones in various internal fault modes. The
Fault Propagation and Transformation Calculus (FPTC) [36] provides a practical formalism
in the form of incoming pattern → outgoing pattern component rule clauses. The Formalism
for Incompletion, Inconsistency, Interference and Impermanence Failures (FI4FA) [34] extends
the above outlined taxonomy with work unit processing related failure modes, and modifies
FPTC to accommodate these.

Existing tools and analytic methods

Modern EPA approaches rely on system and service models, reuse and compose rules des-
cribing component error propagation characteristics and are highly automated. The descrip-
tion of error propagation characteristics has been formulated as a specialization of the UML
MARTE profile [37], partially inspired by [38]; can be consistently expressed through “views”
in SysML (see, e.g., [39]); and was standardized for the Architecture Analysis & Design Lan-
guage (AADL) [40]. In a broader context, [41] presents an in-depth survey of the dependability
modeling and analysis of software systems specified with UML. [42] defines an intermediate
model that is applicable for a range of dependability analyses, including EPA.
Analytically, EPA can be approached in some fundamentally different ways. Classic models

as FTA support a combinational style of modeling, which is ill-suited for incorporating error
1As this negative result does not contribute to the thesis, the reasons are not discussed further.
2In certain domains also referred to as "Failure Propagation Analysis".
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Figure 3.1.: Faulty mutations and dual modeling for error propagation. Source: [11], p34.

propagation dynamics. Connected automata of nominal and faulty behavior can be subjected
to model checking (as supported by, e.g., xSAP [43], and the COMPASS Toolset [44]), with
the apparent limitations. One notable way for analytically resolving dynamics is determining
the maximum possible error/failure sets on component connections as an EPA result, using
fixpoint computations (see HiP-HOPS [45]).

Qualitative data-domain and temporal abstractions in EPA

In [11], a core idea is that component behavior under external and internal faults can be repre-
sented through categorizing the deviations of “actual” component input and output behaviors
from the specified (system-wide fault-free) case. This way, the dynamic description of error
propagation in a system can be performed through connected automata that read and write
such “deviation-characterizing tokens.”
For situations where the complexity of state-based analysis would be prohibitive, or propaga-

tion characteristics are just not known at such a resolution, the dynamic description through
input-output error sequences can be abstracted to syndromes. Replacing component error
automata with simple relations enables highly efficient analysis through constraint solving.
Figure 3.1 presents the basic idea of creating fault-describing mutations – “mutated” beha-

viors specific to the effect of internal fault categories – from a component and selecting the
fault mode via an additional, dedicated input; and pairing reference and actual behavior in
a composite model. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the data-domain and subsequent temporal ab-
straction over pairs of transition systems. (One for the specified behavior, the other for the
actual behavior under various fault modes.)
To note is that the qualitative value difference categories are defined through a set of pairwise

exclusive error predicates, and the syndromes are defined through formulas partitioning the
possible set of error traces. For practical reasons, fault mode activations are customarily not
subjected to value or temporal sequence abstractions; however, this is certainly an option, as
well as the inclusion of component-internal state variables in the model. Regarding descriptive
power, finite and ω-automata, as well as static relations eminently support expressing partial
knowledge and ambiguity through nondeterminism. Additionally, both model classes have
extremely mature probabilistic extensions.
To demonstrate the abstraction to error automata, and then to syndromes, Appendix B

presents worked-out binary models for Triple Modular Redundancy. However, due to the
demonstrational nature of the examples and the fact that a less detailed TMR example is also
present in [11], they are not discussed here further. A nonbinary workflow example forms part
of Contribution 2.2, and Contribution 2.1 discusses specific application for requirement change
propagation.
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Figure 3.2.: Qualitative abstraction hierarchy over differences from fault-free behavior

3.1.3. Application-resource interactions
Propagating errors that emanate from the resources used by logical system components form
a distinct category in EPA. Internal and external faults of shared resources modify the logic
of intra- and inter-component error propagation of logical components; consequently, [11] calls
these effects implicit error propagation. Informally, resource faults override the behavior of
components that rely on them; both in the case of fault-free and faulty components. At the
same time, such effects are local; thus, when expressed as fault mode behaviors associated with
resource failure modes, can be seamlessly integrated into EPA. A key observation of [11] is that
by modeling resources as special components (connected to logical ones), a single additional
fault selection and activation component can be used to excite all resource fault scenarios on
these.
The mapping of resources to functional components and inter-component data flow is usually

a separate step in the design workflow and uses its own set of concepts. For the General
Resource Model (GRM) that supports the modeling of resource usage in UML, [11] shows
that static as well as dynamic resource usage are easily translatable to EPA models. On the
methodological level, separating resources from logical components also opens the way for using
different resolutions and aspects of EPA modeling in the two domains. For instance, a dynamic,
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interaction-oriented EPA model can be composed with a static EPA model of resources and
resource dependencies.

3.2. Basic diagnostic concepts

Fault-tolerant and resilient operation of highly composed systems relies on a hierarchy of error
mitigation, error recovery and fault repair actions that are performed at different time scales
and subsystem granularities. During operation, it is standard practice to apply a hierarchy
of mitigative as well as recovery actions in an escalation hierarchy [2], that typically involves
larger and larger parts of the system and actions that have an increasing impact.
For system parts that need maintenance – here the focus being on corrective maintenance

– and have been successfully removed from the system, another hierarchy applies, too. For
instance, Field Replaceable Units are major, sealed physical components that can be stockpiled
at an operating location and easily swapped out. In contrast, Shop Replaceable Units (SRUs)
– where the concept applies, e.g., in avionics – are much smaller component units, the repair of
which needs technicians and at least a dedicated “back-shop”. Major depots (and component
manufacturers) can effect even more fine-grained repairs.
At all levels of the operational escalation and maintenance hierarchies, it is fundamentally

important to be able to identify the faulty/erroneous component or assembly at the level of
resolution that supports the actions to be taken at that level. A too rough resolution leads to
waste in system capabilities or parts; a too fine one wastes resources by identifying faults and
errors at a level where they cannot be addressed directly.
This way, the critical aspect of diagnosis in hierarchical systems with hierarchical mana-

gement and maintenance is determining the tests that deliver high-confidence fault isolations
with the correct granularity at all stages.

3.2.1. Test sets and diagnostic resolution

In maintenance and test theory, a test is a measurement procedure performed on a Unit Under
Test (UUT) that traditionally has a binary outcome: 0 denoting that the performed test did
not detect the presence of a fault, and 1 that it did. At the conceptual level, a component input
actively excercised with different input patterns and different component input-output points
measured in a system all constitute different tests. Their most important common feature is
that performing a test has a price: tests take time, need personnel and may require moving
physical components. In this sense, online monitoring performed by local software agents as
well as probing performed by remote ones in IT service management is testing, too.

A fault table captures the detection capability of tests and the assumed fault activations of a
system in a matrix form. Let F be the set of possible fault activations we wish to distinguish
(regularly including the “no fault” case) and T the set of tests. Then an element in a fault
table FT = ||aij || is 1, if ti ∈ T detects fj ∈ F , otherwise 0.

Specifically for the purposes of EPA, tests will be understood as mechanisms that binarily
determine the presence or absence of a specific error mode on a specific component-connection
in a system (system failures are errors propagating “out” from the system boundary). In classic
test theory, a fault fj is said to dominate another fault fi, if all tests for fj also detect fi.
When two faults dominate each other, they are called equivalent [46][47]. This way, tests and
their combinations partition the set of possible faults into equivalence classes: sets of faults
that are indistinguishable using a set of tests.
Typically, a single test detects multiple faults, by partitioning F in a binary way into

a detected set and undetected set. If the test is positive, we can assume one of the fault
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activations in the detected set to be present, but can not distinguish them further. If the test
is negative, we ruled out only a set of fault activations; others may be present in an undetected
way.

For increasing the resolution of the diagnosis as well as increasing the fault coverage, we em-
ploy multiple tests with different detection vectors and combine their results. For a one-step
evaluation where all tests in a test set are evaluated by default and independently, establishing
a minimal size test set for detection is equivalent to the set cover problem; and the diagnos-
tic selection problem can be reduced from the detection problem. Both are NP-hard. (For
details, see, e.g., [48].) In applications where the cost of tests significantly differ, weighting
functions are usually applied to the tests. Explicit test set selection from fault tables is usually
viable only at moderate problem sizes and complexities; thus, decades of research exists on
practical algorithms. On the other hand, CSP-based explicit solution search and optimization
is directly relevant for high-level QMs. For increasing the resolution of the diagnosis as well
as increasing the fault coverage, we employ multiple tests with different detection vectors and
combine their results. For a one-step evaluation where all tests in a test set are evaluated by
default and independently, establishing a minimal size test set for detection is equivalent to
the set cover problem; and the diagnostic selection problem can be reduced from the detection
problem. Both are NP-hard. (For details, see, e.g., [48].) In applications where the cost of
tests significantly differ, weighting functions are usually applied to the tests. Explicit test set
selection from fault tables is usually viable only at moderate problem sizes and complexities;
thus, decades of research exists on practical algorithms. On the other hand, CSP-based explicit
solution search and optimization is directly relevant for high-level QMs.

3.2.2. Fault isolation strategies

Preplanning a test set and performing all tests regardless of the results of the other tests is
typically not optimal in the number of tests performed. Thus, sequential fault diagnosis (see,
e.g., [49]) constructs a decision tree on the test results and the next test to perform based
on the already-obtained results. A decision tree based approach leads to a reduction in the
number of tests performed on average; especially when the most probable fault-free case and
the most probable faults are tested for through optimally shortest paths. This way, fault
detection, and diagnosis are treated in an integrated way.
Note that this generic concept covers adaptation of the system input tests – adaptive testing;

as well as adaptively changing internal “probing points” – guided/adaptive probing. In addition
to combinatorial algorithmics in the simplified case, information theoretical approaches (e.g.
maximizing the information of the next test with respect to the system state, conditioned by
the already performed tests) as well as Bayesian methods (tests uncover posterior probabilities
of fault activations) are highly applicable for determining the optimal sequence of tests, online
as well as offline.
For hierarchical management and maintenance of composed systems, a fault isolation strategy

[50] that is adaptive [18] in the above sense can be interpreted as the evolution of simple, well-
known strategies that directly emerge from the phenomenon of error propagation. For instance,
sequential fault isolation performs a directed backtracing search along the functional flow of
the system, testing component-connections and components until the offending component(s)
is/are found. At each step, subgraphs of the functional architecture that are found not to emit
erroneous signals are discarded from the set of failure candidates. Another example is the
half-interval technique; if the functional topology of the system can be “halved” in successive
steps (for a linear chain of functions this is trivial), the half-interval technique performs a
binary search with component connection tests by determining “the half of the (sub)system”
where the fault has to reside.
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Input Fault activation Output Diagnostic problem
known known (single) ? Fault simulation
known known (multiple) ? Parallel fault simulation
known ? known Fault diagnosis
known ? partially known Partial diagnosis
known ? fault-free Non-detected faults
? known known Test generation

Table 3.1.: Common diagnostic problems as CSP variable prebinding schemes

3.2.3. Qualitative diagnosis

Classic test theory is based on binary test outcomes, representing either behavior that conforms
to the specification; or a fault-induced deviation from the specification. Faults themselves
are not necessarily binary; different fault modes of a component may be taken into account.
Accordingly, fault tables encode (qualitative) constraints on syndrome relations in a rather
straightforward way: for each 1 in the matrix, a syndrome relation encoding the associated
behaviors may not contain such a row where the associated fault activation holds, and the test
predicate associated with the test does not. Conversely, for 0-s, if the test predicate holds,
then the fault activation must not.
In general, the concepts and algorithms of binary test theory carry over to the qualitative

setting with minor modifications. As the diagnostic planning related contributions are focused
to section 5.2, this topic is not discussed here further; the simple qualitative test notion applied
in section 5.2 will be covered there.

3.3. Encoding EPA in CSP

Representing error propagation related knowledge in CSP is straightforward using the prin-
ciples presented in the previous chapter. As composite models are rarely expressed directly
in EPA, modeling targets either a network of components equipped with error automata or a
network of components equipped with syndrome relations. The two minor specializations that
have to be made here are the introduction of dedicated fault activation ports (with associated
CSP variables) that choose the applied constraints based on the fault mode valuation; and
“connecting” ports through additional error- or syndrome-equality constraints formulated on
their associated CSP variables.
CSP has been known to be applicable for different diagnostic tasks for a very long time,

from self-diagnosis in multiprocessor systems [51] to ATPG [52]. Importantly, the ability to
solve for different diagnostic tasks, using the same model, simply by different initial valuation
constraints is a fundamental aspect of using CSP in diagnostic reasoning. Based on [53], Table
3.1 demonstrates this versatility.

3.3.1. Modular composition of reusable aspects

Engineering applications of dynamic as well as syndrome-based EPA have shown that the
extent of problem aspects that can be formulated in a reusable and modular way extends
farther and is conceptually richer than reusable component error propagation rules [45][36], as
widely cited by the literature. In addition to component behavioral patterns, where the effect
of applying dependability mechanisms and resource usage related mechanisms form distinct
categories, qualitative error/syndrome abstraction hierarchies, as well as the description of
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Figure 3.3.: Composable aspects of CSP-based EPA

fault activation classes, are reusable model elements. Also, while various source engineering
models – importantly, high-level functional and architectural specifications – tend to have a
natural component-based view, the system level Models of Computation (MoCs, roughly the
model execution semantics) over the components differ; accordingly, the dynamics of error
propagation shows variability, too, unless EPA is restricted to syndrome-based reasoning.
At the same time, such “error propagation operational semantics” can be captured as reusa-

ble qualitative constraint sets for a range of important source engineering model types. Figure
3.3 demonstrates the reusable aspects visually, and this section discusses briefly those that
do not follow directly from the earlier introduced mathematical and engineering modeling
considerations.

3.3.2. Reductive modeling and dependability mechanisms

EPA at a conceptual, and CSP solving even at a more technical level both involve a reductive
management of solution sets: the addition of facts about component behaviors and the refine-
ment of starting problem conditions can entail only the ruling out of solution candidates. This
fundamental property supports the compositional modeling of component behaviors in a very
straightforward way, as the intersection of constraints that each describe component behavior
under different abstractions, from various points of view. An important application of such
compositional modeling is declaring the error containment capabilities of a component due to
the dependability mechanisms that are applied to it, otherwise independently of its behavioral
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description.
Dependable computing recognizes runtime dependability mechanisms as patterns; and si-

milar to architectural, software and security patterns, collects and models them as pattern
languages. [2] provides a sufficiently recent and complete survey of the classic approaches
applied in fault-tolerant software systems, presenting pattern languages for fault-tolerant ar-
chitecture (structural patterns), fault/error/failure detection, error recovery/mitigation and
fault treatment (behavioral patterns). With the emergence of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs),
pattern-based extra-functional assurance design began to gain increased attention again (see,
e.g., [54], [55], [56] and [57]).
The EPA theory this thesis builds on is geared towards composites with static structure and

phenomenological error propagation description at the component level. This has the impact
that the application of patterns that focus on changing component-behavior is straightforward
to model through their behavioral constraining effects. Most core patterns based on the basic
Quarantine pattern from the error recovery pattern language of [2] fall into this category; no-
table examples are Restart, Rollback, Roll-forward and Failover3. The effect of applying
some detection patterns is also amenable to EPA-like modeling: Error Containment Barrier
patterns (e.g. System monitor, Heartbeat, Voting, Acknowledgement and Watchdog). In the
best case, these are capable of masking the effects of faults – the earlier mentioned TMR is
a specific application of the Voting pattern. Moreover, even if they cannot completely stop
error propagation, Error Containment Barrier patterns can reduce the severity of certain
propagating error types through detection and error signaling. “Adding” these patterns to a
component – typically at the functional or architectural resolution of system modeling – is
technically simply posting such additional component constraints as the ones worked out for
TMR in the appendices.
Error mitigation patterns can be handled similarly, but gain application in reasoning about

performance errors and their transformation to, and creation from, “hard” errors. Error miti-
gation patterns, such as the Shed load pattern, provide ways to manage overload transients.

3.3.3. Modeling resource dependence

The logic of creating the EPA image of resource dependencies has been specified in detail
in [11], as discussed earlier. A minor extension is that platform and resource behaviors are
the par excellence examples of behaviors that, like dependability mechanisms, are called forth
from a library and injected into the EPA problem description without modification (apart from
component port variable binding). This is in contrast to the “default” functional component
behaviors that are associated with a model of computation; these are, as a rule, targets of
EPA refinement.

3.3.4. Reflecting models of computation

The functional aspects of a composite system subject to EPA are typically expressed through
a modeling language that is appropriate for its domain and relevant lifecycle/development
phase. In contrast to the component abstraction of our basic framework, such composites can
have nontrivial execution semantics.
This execution semantics, in turn, gives rise to constraints on inter-component dynamic

and static error propagation, if we wish to express error propagation by directly mapping
the “component” concept of the engineering modeling language to the basic EPA-component
concept. Importantly, as they are tied to model operational semantics, these constraints will

3The patterns themselves are not introduced here, as they are widely known in the field and their names are
rather self-explanatory. The interested reader is kindly referred to [2] for further details.
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be the same across different models. The following illustrative examples are also practically
important cases.

Communicating tasks in environments with static, periodic schedules are a typical
computational model for embedded systems. Here, modeling out-of-schedule execution (a
form of COMMISSION + OMISSION pairing) may be a requirement; typically, a limited number
of components are active (executed) at the same time. Inter-task communication (e.g., shared
memory versus message passing) also influences basic error propagation characteristics. The
scheduler can be naturally translated to an EPA “scheduler” component. [Bon+17] considers
such systems (with the additional contribution of also introducing executable EPA models –
see later).

Business process activities, as e.g. in BPMN: token-passing activation semantics (with
limited token numbers) can be naturally translated to error token passing; concepts as “correct,
but late execution” are crucial. Modeling targets workflow instances (that are supposed to
terminate) instead of system instances, with the workflow engine remaining implicit. [KP18]
and [Urb+14] discusses implementing EPA specifically over resource usage annotated Business
Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) models.

Data-flow networks with unbounded token-queues (Data Flow Networks, Dataflow Pro-
cess Networks, Kahn Process Networks): there’s no central scheduler, but due to all elements
being active a large number of EARLY / LATE / OMISSION / COMMISSION execution interlea-
vings have to be considered, and an appropriate qualitative abstraction for the state of the
queue has to be established. (Such networks have significant variability in their MoCs even
without considering error propagation; see, e.g., [58]). Starting from notations historically pre-
ceding BPMN (ARIS and UML-BPM), [59] presents dataflow network based EPA for business
processes. [60]4 considered EPA for data analysis workflows modeled as data flow networks.

The commonality of these cases is that the activation sequence logic of components passing
errors; the associated (logical) model clocks; and certain high-level error propagation con-
straints flowing from “componentness” in the given MoC can be all captured in the CSP-based
EPA representation approach in a library-like manner.

3.3.5. Design choice search

Finite-domain CSP is regularly used for system design support, especially in task-resource
deployment and allocation design. The same holds for CSP paradigms that include rational-
valued goal variables, as Mixed Integer-Linear Programming (MILP). Including dependability-
related constraints as well as optimization goals in such problems is a well established techni-
que; see, e.g., [61] or the author’s own work in [KMZ17].
The EPA framework is also able to support well-mechanizable dependability design search.

Dependability mechanism application on the components of the functional architecture can be
expressed through creating new component-associated boolean problem variables that express
the application of a specific mechanism on a specific component. Then, logical implications
from these variables to behavior-application constraints (e.g., templated with component in-
puts, outputs and fault activation port) have to be declared. This way, by constraining the fault
activations, the CSP solution set will include the effects of various mechanism-applications,
and the resulting hypothesis set can be processed for the error covers5 (and costs) of various
design choice combinations.

4The author was co-advisor of the scientific student conference paper.
5See Contribution 2.3
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Notice that for effectiveness-assessment, directly constraining the failure outputs to the
required values is not enough in general; that would eliminate the solutions attesting to the
fact that an applied mechanism set can not constrain error propagation to the required extent.
Instead, full error propagation hypothesis set level analysis seems to be necessary, as presented
in the second group of contributions. In this regard, efficient optimization over design variants
is still an open question in general.

3.4. Application in the dissertation
The current chapter predominantly prepares the second group of contributions, which, on the
one hand, presents direct contributions to the state of the art of the EPA approach of [11]; and
on the other hand, discusses the analysis of all CSP solutions – error propagation hypotheses
– consistent with an EPA problem. Although the axiomatic formulation of solution set based
EPA will follow a simple relational algebra-based approach, this is fully compatible with the
approach discussed here, through the simple fact that CSP constraints encode relations.
Additionally, the basic diagnostic concepts are also directly used in the first group of con-

tributions, where a core idea is performing EDA in a sequential fault diagnosis like manner.
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data

This chapter addresses the fundamental mismatch between the knowledge required for com-
positionally reasoning about resilience in soft critical systems, and the typical lack thereof, by
the following contributions.

• An application of the twin model concept from the Digital Twin (DT) paradigm is pro-
posed as a lifecycle template for the QMs that are potentially mapped to design artifacts
and deployment instances of soft critical systems.

• Interactive, highly visual EDA and the core ideas of system test and diagnosis provide
the tools, workflows and cognitive models for extracting QMs from data, and

• a process template based on a specialized data mining process the processes.

4.1. Qualitative twin models
Through parametric landmarks and the ability to express knowledge at various levels of non-
determinism and specificity, QMs can be reusable blueprints of behavior for components and
services that are used repeatedly; either in dynamic reconfigurations of the same system or
across systems. A development process of composed, dynamic soft critical systems, which wis-
hes to provide resilience assurance through using QMs faces the following specific challenges:

• For model-based analysis during design, missing component QMs have to be discovered,
and insufficiently specific ones refined. Model analysis has to cope with high levels of
behavioral nondeterminism efficiently.

• During initial system deployment – the “instantiation” of the system level blueprint –
and potentially during subsequent dynamic reconfigurations, landmark values have to be
bound, and experimental validation has to be performed if we wish to assess the validity
of the qualitative design assumptions.

• During operation, if the behavior is governed by policies that were derived from QM
composition, monitoring data has to be mapped to qualitative traces, and changes in the
validity of the underlying QMs recognized.

The QMs of different phases are certainly connected logically through refinement and ab-
straction relations. The first contribution of the thesis is the proposal that this logical con-
nection should be explicitly created and managed in the life cycle: the QMs that enter the
process at each stage should be retained and maintained throughout the life cycle in an in-
terconnected way, essentially providing twin models to the design artifacts and the realized
system, as depicted by Figure 4.1.
In the following, after briefly describing the motivating Digital Twin paradigm, a rationale

for the proposal will be given “layer by layer”, accompanied with supporting results. It will
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Figure 4.1.: Process-wise introduction of twin model elements for QM-based resilience assu-
rance. (Italics: artifacts directly supporting QMs)

also be shown that the twin model approach can have an impact that is specific to our domain
of discussion.
That said, what is described is acknowledged not to be a mature, fully proven paradigm; it

cannot be, as on the one hand, the DT approach, in general, is only entering now even the
cyber-physical domain [62], and on the other hand, the systematic use of QMs in the design
and implementation of soft critical systems is not common practice yet.

4.1.1. The Digital Twin paradigm

The concept of Digital Twins (DTs) originates from around 2002, and has its roots in Product
Lifecycle Management (PLM) research for physical products [63]. A “digital twin” is a set
of system models and corresponding analysis/observation data that is maintained throughout
the lifecycle in a consistent and integrated manner.
During design, the Digital Twin Prototype (DTP) should enable comprehensive testing and

experimentation on “digital realizations” of the product. During production, where different
configurations and variants may have to be realized, Digital Twin Instances (DTIs) are created,
serve as the basis of production and are compared with the testing results of the “as-built”
product instances. During operation (support, maintenance, etc.) a two-way linkage of the
DTI and the physical product is maintained, both on a structural (part replacements, reconfi-
guration, operational state change) and on an observational level (monitoring, failure events,
etc. towards the twin, and e.g. predictions and policies in the other direction). [63] further
discusses embedding the DT concept in system engineering process models, the value of the
DT model and approaches for evaluating virtual systems.
The DT concept is fully accepted in industry and is being successfully used for high-risk,

(relatively) low-volume systems – from aeronautics and astronautics [64] through railway to
various industrial process plants [65]. It is also clear that the concept very naturally applies
[66][67][68] to CPSs (here assuming IoT, IIoT and Industry 4.0 to be specializations of the
CPS concept).
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4.1.2. Twin models for resilience assurance
In the idealized development process pattern, QMs act as DTPs do for physical systems, alle-
viating the need for “rediscovering” – or, at the very least, remodeling – component behavior.
Ideally, these QMs should be available for platforms and components in advance of solution

development, in addition to creating QMs for the newly developed components during the
process. In a not QM specific form, this idea has been already the target of intensive research;
the RESIST FP6 project created a prototype knowledge base for “resilience explicit computing”
[69], that correctly identified the need for semantically representing resilience-related concepts,
mechanisms, and design patterns, but also highlighted the complexity of a general scope,
ontology-based approach.
Enterprise-grade monitoring, and data center orchestration & deployment systems also con-

tain simple QMs and qualitative policies: for relatively large sets of IT components, parame-
terized detection of a set of problem states and reaction policies. In [Koc+08b], I described
a prototype for directly implementing IT system dependability benchmarking for horizontally
scaled applications in shared data centers with such tools, in effect demonstrating the DTP-like
application of such built-in QMs.
However, instantiating twin models from a library of prototypes for instances of the reflected

system is just one aspect in the QM concept. Equally important is retaining and maintaining
the models throughout the lifecycle. The two key ideas of twin models we have to look at is
later phases being able to reuse the models of earlier ones, and new system instances to be
able to use models of earlier created ones.

Linking requirement and design QMs

The design → analysis & definition model linkage is standard practice by today for any engi-
neered system (i.e., requirement traceability); but not for QM-based requirement definitions.
My qualitative requirement change management [Pat+17] approach is relevant here; I showed
that with increasingly introducing qualitative information into requirement models, change im-
pact analysis in the network of requirements increasingly sharpens the set of requirements that
truly have to be revisited after changes1. This technique will be applicable to all cross-model
connections of twin model sets.

Design phase: complementary discovery and analysis

As discussed, the design process may ingest QMs, make decisions about policies and analyze
a qualitative cover model of the whole composed system. Landmark assumptions may be
present on the one hand to establish the validity intervals of QMs, and on the other hand
for the construction of quantitative models. Qualitative model discovery is a key modeling
activity, which the next section introduces. The practical methodologies of this phase are still
evolving; in [Koc+18], we present a performance evaluation methodology that first establishes
a simple qualitative model for the performance, availability, and integrity of a permissioned
blockchain platform by analyzing observations from workload and configuration “sweeps”, and
then performs parametric component model estimation for the discovered potential bottlenecks.

“Instantiation”: binding landmarks and testing models

During the integration, validation and transition processes, the final “instantiation” of QMs
happen mainly through determining landmarks – as, e.g., component capacities, workload
processing rates and qualitative state associated resource utilizations – and assessing QM

1See also the second group of contributions.
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validity. For instance, the relative value of landmarks can be of particular importance; an
earlier landmark assumption that incorrectly predicted the bottleneck components (capacity
landmarks and their ordering) may necessitate the reanalysis of qualitative system behavior
and potentially the reworking of assurance policies.
The extra-functional testing activities involved here include measurement campaigns under

different workloads and (injected) faultloads and ideally, the earlier QMs should be able to
guide the derivation of the qualitative campaign scenarios. Our recent work in [Cer+18] applies
the qualitative model discovery approach of the previous phase to build a simple qualitative
model of low-level faults and their effects in virtualized environments. This approach enables
sampling of the qualitative categories of faults, increasing extrafunctional test representative-
ness and efficiency at the same time.

Operation

During operation, maintaining the earlier QMs and a backward linkage between them and qua-
litative traces naturally enables reassessing (and potentially reworking) the models that earlier
served as design assumptions. This is especially important in the case of resilience assurance,
as the “interesting” events are rare and may potentially even change – ongoing observations
may point to the need to change policies, as well as enable the possibility of more efficient
defenses. Albeit typically with simplistic QMs, this has been standard practice in the industry
for more than ten years for IaaS cloud services which host soft-critical functions: virtual ma-
chines and other virtualized resources are regularly re-benchmarked, characterizing changes in
service capabilities and platform quality disturbances. (My relevant work is discussed in the
third group of contributions.) From the structural perspective, maintaining a series of explicit
“twin models” from design through transition to operation using Configuration Management
Databases (CMDBs) is established industry best practice [70].

4.1.3. “Design for resilience”: application contexts and the life cycle

The process pattern shown on 4.1, however high level it is, is still idealized in a sense: it
assumes that the full efficiency and risk reduction proposition of a systematic, qualitative twin
model-based approach is utilized throughout the development and operation of a modern soft
critical system. As already discussed, this is an idealized proposition at this stage, composed
of relevant partial results. The “design for resilience” use cases that the author investigated
during his research do fit the idealized model, but with specific emphasis on qualitative model
types, sources and lifecycle phases.

Post-design resilience increase

System family: cloud-native applications, developed and shipped incrementally, without even
regimented extrafunctional testing – which, due to a change in their usage, become critical
enough for resilience assurance to become necessary.

Main QMs application goal: develop runtime policies that ensure resilience for the existing
system.

Dominant lifecycle phase: operation or transition (mainly in case of deploying externally
acquired systems); alternatively, interpretable as a “resilience assurance policy design” project.

Component QMs mainly based on: rough system structure (e.g., VM level), historical
operational observations. Benchmark-like experiments may be used for system level data
gathering, targeted experiments on components may be used for targeted refinement.
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Key techniques for component QM building: qualitative EDA.

Resulting QM structure: a predominantly diagnostic, largely parameter bound (at least
initially) model, at the (rough) resolution of the applied policies.

Main value proposition of twin models during design: not applicable.

Main value proposition of twin models during operation: capability to incrementally
refine discovered QMs.

“Cloudification” of engineered systems

System family: QoS-sensitive, engineered systems that have to undergo “cloudification”.
Classic “sizing guides”, that numerically specify extra-functional properties for various dedi-
cated hardware-software configurations simply cannot be created for the new environment,
due to the platform behavior variability and runtime scaling that virtualization brings with
itself. Additionally, cloud platforms can introduce new external fault modes, with an unknown
associated impact on resilience behavior.

Main QMs application goals: efficient runtime policy reuse and adaptation, platform
evaluation guided by known application sensitivities.

Dominant lifecycle phase: deployment design and transition.

Component QMs mainly based on: expert knowledge, existing dependability and per-
formance assurance mechanisms, and targeted component sensitivity analysis for the range of
assumed cloud platform disturbance types.

Key techniques for component QM building: qualitative EPA to compose the “known”
and hypothetised aspects and perform “what-if” analyses; qualitative EDA on derived targeted
experiments (testing mechanism effectiveness and assumed insensitivities).

Resulting QM structure: parametric component models at the resolution of major (known)
functional units.

Main value proposition of twin models during design: knowledge reuse across platforms
and system instances, structure for analytic models.

Main value proposition of twin models during operation: checking the validity of
deployment design assumptions.

4.1.4. Differences from the digital twin concept
As DT solutions are expected to rapidly appear in key CPS application areas [62], general
– not necessarily qualitative – twin models will begin to form part of soft critical systems
already in the short term. It can be reasonably expected that the software solutions will
evolve to be able to provide model support for the “cyber” parts of the system, too, not just
the physical (especially as the boundary between field-deployed, edge, and remote functions is
rapidly blurring).
That being said, to the best of the knowledge of the author, the idea of using the DT phi-

losophy specifically for dynamic IT infrastructures with heterogeneous architecture or functi-
onality has not been formulated elsewhere yet. The sequence of dependability models in the
design workflow of [11](p. 43) and the concept of model-integrated computing [71] are direct,
design-time precursors to the twin model idea.
The proposition presented here has an additional key aspect that distinguishes it from a

straightforward application of the twin models idea for soft-critical systems. When a computing
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system can use reconfigurable/scalable platforms, or perform dynamic service composition, its
potential configuration-reconfiguration design space will be immensely varied. Informally, in
contrast to physical systems – the original target domain of DTs – it is “not constrained by
physics”. At the same time, the changes that truly resilient behavior should tolerate are very
varied and although they are known by nature, at least qualitatively, we generally cannot make
good assumptions on their frequency and “suddenness”. As a consequence, increasing resilience
requires migrating more and more elements of design for dependability and performance to
the operation process, to be able to “redesign systems on the fly”. If we accept the role of QMs
in resilience assurance, as presented by this thesis, the logical implication is that QMs have to
become twin models.
The use of qualitative twin models in resilience assurance in itself does not imply fully au-

tonomic self-management (in the AC sense). In the DESEREC2 FP6 project, reconfiguration-
based cyber system dependability and security was conceptualized as a series of mechanisms
that work on different time scales.

• Simple, but very trustworthy and fast (at most seconds) automated reconfigurations
aimed at mitigating intolerable error modes.

• Slower (at most tens of minutes) reconfigurations aimed at maintaining system redun-
dancies and the system’s ability to reconfigure itself, measured through reconfigurability
metrics [Koc+08a].

• Low precedence, longer time horizon reconfiguration processes aimed at optimizing ope-
rational efficiency.

At the time of the DESEREC project, resilience was a very new concept in the involved
communities. Thus the project did not use it, despite the above pattern essentially describing
a resilience strategy. It was recognized in the project that the best practice is to apply pre-
planned, fully autonomic behavior for the fast reactions; allow for sophisticated algorithmic
planning in the mid-scale mechanisms, but with human oversight, and involve experts in the
long-term reconfiguration decisions.
That being said, for some conceptually simple reconfiguration problem domains, fully au-

tonomic policies are achievable. For energy usage optimizing deployment of virtual machines
(VMs) in a single data center under VM replication level and non-colocation constraints, con-
figuration and reconfiguration planning can be adequately captured in a single mixed integer-
linear programming model for the goals of all three phases above (see, e.g., [KMZ17]). The
atomic steps of reconfiguration are stopping/starting/migrating VMs, and starting or shutting
down physical hosts. The “optimality” of a new configuration to take depends on the current
status of the data center: workload, nodes down and failed nodes, as well as on the magnitude
and length of the proposed reconfiguration.

4.2. Qualitative exploration with Exploratory Data Analysis
Empirical methods, from classical statistics to modern data mining and machine learning, are
established tools of dependability and performance modeling (see, e.g., [72] and [73]). Ideally,
techniques from these domains should robustly translate experimental as well as operational
observations to reusable models; qualitative as well as quantitative ones. Pertinent to the
focus of this work, it is easy to see that many QM estimation problems are well known in data
science. Learning “natural” quantity/qualitative state sets from data is unsupervised learning;

2DEpendability and Security through Enhanced REConfiguration
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determining various qualitative relations (e.g., operational and fault state → failure state)
is supervised learning; and minimal test/monitor/probe set selection is a feature/dimension
reduction problem.
The single, original motivation of this section is the practical realization that for modern

systems and resilience modeling, these methods are inadequate in themselves. Importantly,
real-life data contains a mixture of phenomena created by qualitatively different processes;
the behavior of the System Under Test (SUT) is unknown to the extent where not only the
statistical model but machine learning approach selection is hindered; and rare events (faults
and failures!) first would have to be identified and characterized to be able to statistically
mitigate their “rareness”. These issues can be efficiently mitigated – if the analyst understands
the underlying processes well enough. This section presents highly visual, interactive EDA as
an efficient tool to gain such an understanding.
Such knowledge gaps are generally not present in truly classical dependability/performance

modeling. Traditional modeling – analytic as well as empirical – focused on quantitative
metrics over a set of distinct aspects. MTTF, MTBF and probability of failure on demand
are key examples. Such metrics express the average impact of disturbances, as, e.g., steady-
state availability does. For systems where the main extra-functional requirements revolve
around complying to thresholds on such metrics using rather static designs and largely known
effect chains, these are the right measures and reusing existing analytical models is the proper
approach.
Resilience evaluation for contemporary systems is different in three fundamental aspects.

First, the target metrics shift towards characterizing the capability to mitigate rare and high
impact events, including transient characteristics and with a justified pessimistic outlook to-
wards the worst case scenarios.
For instance, in high availability infrastructures rare, but long-lasting outages may have

little impact on overall availability while seriously violating resilience requirements (speed of
recovery). Second, while characterizing behavior “beyond the normal” gains importance, in
practice we know less and less about component-internal error propagation mechanisms. Third,
modeling and evaluation should ideally account for environmental changes activating new and
unknown faults and error propagation mechanisms.

4.2.1. Exploratory Data Analysis

Pioneered by the American mathematician John Tukey (see, e.g., [74]), EDA [75] can be
characterized as the approach of “looking at data” to discover patterns, formulate hypotheses
and build a plausible “story of the data.” EDA complements Confirmatory Data Analysis
(CDA), which deals mainly with formal hypothesis testing and statistical modeling in the
classical sense. EDA always emphasizes understanding the data, and graphical representations
are the main tools of the “detective work” that adaptively traverses the data at hand.
In recent years – especially with the appearance of “Big Data” problems in many domains

– data visualization, the primary tool in EDA, has reached new levels of sophistication and
diversity. However, there is a core set of diagram types that are almost invariably present in
EDA tools. Most of these, as, e.g., scatterplots, histograms or bar charts are widely known;
for an in-depth introduction to the field see, e.g., [76].
In addition to static visualization, modern EDA also strongly relies on interaction with

the plots and interaction across the plots. One of the most powerful types of interaction is
interactive selection and linked highlighting; meaning that the interactive selection of a subset
of observations on a plot will be immediately reflected on all other active plots. For an
overview of different techniques as querying, zooming, color brushing, OLAP-style drill-down
and roll-up and “data tours” see [77] and [76]. Strictly speaking, EDA can be performed using
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static diagrams without interactivity; in this sense, practically all statistical packages and
even modern spreadsheet applications can be valid choices of software tooling. However, many
software solutions provide the full spectrum of capabilities; including numerous open source
ones [77][78][79][80].

As simple, but hopefully strong examples for the applicability of EDA in the qualitative
modeling context, we first take an unorthodox look at Anscombe’s quartet, and subsequently
review a real analysis project.

4.2.2. Motivation: basic qualitative discovery

Anscombe’s quartet [81] is one of the schoolbook examples for the importance of “looking
at data.” The quartet consists of four two-variable observation sets with similar descriptive
statistics and the same linear regression model. However, visualization makes it apparent in
the blink of an eye that they are fundamentally different and simple linear regression modeling
is justified in only one case.
Figure 4.2 plots Anscombe’s quartet; however, this time assuming that the quartet describes

variable pairs from a performance measurement data set. Qualitative hypotheses are visually
superimposed on the standard figure.

In the first case, x, and y are indeed in a roughly linear relation (e.g., average number of
outstanding requests versus mean response time, as specified by Little’s law). In the qualitative
sense, this plot in itself does not provide a reason to specify more than one interval for either
x or y. However it should be investigated, whether x could be lower or higher than what the
data presents, and what is the relationship in those cases.

The second case is characteristic, e.g., for the load versus goodput of computing resources
that get saturated, and after that begin to actively refute tasks (what in itself diminishes more
and more their useful capacity). Here, qualitatively we may want to subject the domain of x
to an interval split. This pattern also leads us to hypothesize that there may be a confounding
factor for the reversal of the qualitative proportionality between x and y.

In the third case, the observations are separated; the "unexpectedly" high y should be quali-
tatively distinguished and its cause investigated. We could mechanically define two landmarks
for x, too; however, the first suspicion should be that the "out of line" value is caused by a
factor we did not properly control for, and thus the "in-line" value may be present in a proper
measurement set.

In the fourth case, we have again qualitatively different combinations, and a proper quan-
tization of both variables is appropriate – from the diagnostic point of view, the two variables
qualitatively diagnose each other. Confounding factors should be sought here, too, as in the
LOW-LOW category y is independent from x. Also, the reason for the MEDIUM category not
containing any observations for x should be investigated.

In this example, we intuitively used two rules for mapping recognized visual patterns to
qualitative hypotheses. First, we developed visually separable observation subsets (i.e., clus-
ters) into qualitative value combination rule hypotheses. Second, we also picked up qualitative
changes in the first (and potentially second) derivative of an otherwise smooth relationship
as landmarks. The example provides an important methodological insight, too: although the
general concept of EDA is entirely freeform, our application does have typical visual patterns
to look for and associated qualitative interpretations.
The next example introduces the use of interactive techniques in the service of targeted

exploration.
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Figure 4.2.: Qualitative performance hypotheses over Anscombe’s quartet

4.2.3. Incremental refinement through interactive EDA

In [Pat+13], the cloud performance measurement data of [82] was re-analysed using EDA.
The original paper sought to explore the uncertainty of delays as a factor in end-to-end cloud
response time using mostly classical statistical techniques on benchmark-like experiments –
and found a) that the important factor is the network delay and b) it is time-dependent.
The benchmark-like experiments measured the end-to-end response time (RT) of cloud hosted
web services, using a globally distributed set of clients (ip). Network round-trip time (RTT)
and the cloud-side request processing time (RPT) of the services were captured; by definition,
RT=RTT+RPT.
In contrast to [82], we explored the data set using interactive visual analysis and very rapidly

found some additional mechanisms that neither simple statistical analysis, nor data mining
would have found – at the very least, not with such ease. Figure 4.3 outlines our workflow and
the main findings; Figure 4.4 presents an interactive discovery step.

The process set out with the initial goal of explaining the outliers of RT; this is reflected
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Figure 4.3.: EDA workflow and findings in [Pat+13]

in the figure via a color brush (lilac and blue). Interactive linked selection of a specific ip
highlights the observations of a particular client in green. The following discoveries can be
made.

• As expected, RTT and RPT seem to be largely independent.

• The case separation for RT implies a clean distribution separation in RTT, meaning that
for this categorization-thresholding, RTT in itself is diagnostic.

• For high enough values, the relationship between RTT and RT seems to be linear.

• There is a particular cluster inside the high-value category of RTT. The interactive
investigation uncovers that this cluster belongs to a single client – as it turned out, due
to a firewall misconfiguration.

• Combinations of “high RTT”–“high RPT” seem to be almost completely missing.

4.2.4. Properties of EDA applied for qualitative discovery

The second example demonstrates some properties of EDA, which were found to be good
practices when EDA was used for qualitative resilience modeling. This thesis does not attempt
to coalesce these into a prescriptive methodological framework; instead, they are offered as a
suggested “philosophical stance” – a pragmatically justified “default” perspective of performing
an analysis.
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Figure 4.4.: An interactive discovery in the process of [Pat+13]

Outliers, rare events and guiding stratified sampling. In resilience related analysis,
every outlier is a rare, but important event – until proven otherwise. (In stark contrast to the
usual philosophy of, e.g., BI.) Visualization makes finding outliers relatively easy by its ability
to attribute more considerable perceptual significance to outliers than their statistical one;
e.g., a scatterplot without an alpha channel does so by default. Iteratively ’splitting down’ ca-
tegories of outliers from the larger body of observations through qualitative refinements retains
them in-model in a controlled manner. Also, this activity creates a ’qualitative scaffolding’
for stratified sampling that supports the comparative analysis of rare and frequent situations
– with the possible side effect of transforming Big Data analytic problems to regular ones.

Integration and use of established quantizations. Existing and earlier discovered qua-
litative splits of variables can be efficiently incorporated into the discovery, by introducing
them as qualitative variables that are used during visual subsetting: e.g., filtering, categorical-
continuous plots (as boxplots with factors), color brushing, or linked selection and highlighting.

Exploration is driven by analytic goals. EDA for qualitative resilience exploration is not,
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by its very nature, truly “freeform”; we are looking for a QM that is an appropriate abstraction
for a specific purpose. Two important categories are

• when a QM is sought that supports diagnosis/fault effect estimation up to the resolution
that is practical for testing/monitoring and the introduction of defenses – tasks that
implicitly involve variable selection;

• or dually, we want to establish fault equivalence classes.

In both cases, (qualitative) variables take on a role of fault, error or failure, and the quantiza-
tions on the failure and fault ends may be at least partially predetermined. (E.g. SLA-codified
QoS thresholds for cloud performance settings, like detailed in the above example.)

Iterative process reflecting known algorithmics. The process is iterative and at least
in broad strokes, tends to follow well-known algorithmic patterns. For instance, the second
example applies the idea of looking for plots that offer quantizations that are diagnostic for
the established failures. This concept easily and naturally extends to a backward search in the
system component topology, along a search tree that step by step distinguishes different failures
and errors. This logic is fundamentally the same as the one underlying classic sequential fault
diagnosis.

Visual-computational duality in qualitative refinement. Visual qualitative exploration
is not expected to consistently deliver QMs that match optimality criteria for a specific analytic
goal (e.g., number of test/probing steps in adaptive testing/probing, or number of deployed
sensors for monitoring/static probing). Instead, visual exploration helps in establishing an
approximate QM that a) can be evaluated for diagnostic resolution sufficiency; b) can be
subjected to optimization techniques. The next chapter provides applicable contributions
from both aspects; using these and other known techniques, the same iterative pattern between
visual and computational analysis can be followed as what is customary for EDA and CDA.

4.2.5. Qualitative model discovery through incremental visual refinement
I specify an EDA workflow template for QM discovery through incremental visual refinement.

1. The process starts with the data, the full set of controlled and observed variables, an
initial set of variables to be included in the QM and an initial set of discretizations.

2. One iteration constitutes the following steps.
a) Looking for a qualitative subsetting for which

• either the QM has insufficient descriptive power or
• where further refinements may be advantageous.

b) For that subsetting, setting up qualitative hypotheses mainly through visual explo-
ration.

c) Decision on:
• introducing further landmarks;
• introducing further controlled or observed variables into the QM;
• introducing new, derived variables into the base variable set (usually lifting

them into the QM at the same time);
• introducing newly discovered transitions in the qualitative state space (if the

model is dynamic);
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• which transitions to keep from those induced by the discretization-related chan-
ges (if the model is dynamic).

d) The qualitative variable set, associated landmark sets and the qualitative state
space (if present) are updated.

3. When no further qualitative subsettings can contribute to model quality or contain po-
tentially useful information, the process stops.

This schema enables a wide range of possible analytic runs. On one end of the spectrum,
there is the visual equivalent of sequential fault diagnosis; we split and split the data and
introduce variables until a sufficiently refined qualitative diagnosis is possible (even then, we
may opt either to push for only discovering the root causes or strive at capturing the full error
propagation chains). At the other end, data mining-like exploration is also supported – e.g., for
creating a QM that describes a resilience state space to a “sufficient” extent (as decided by a
domain expert engineer). Common to all these analyses is that they only refine a model step by
step in a series; each preceding element is an abstraction of all later ones. Other EDA workflows
schemas are possible; e.g., agglomerative ones (deleting landmarks/variables/transitions from
a large, mechanically produced starting set), or ones where landmarks can be changed, not
just added (or deleted). These have not yet been explored to an extent sufficient enough.

Hypothesis-inducing visual artifacts

Table 4.1 collects common visual features that can lead to qualitative hypotheses for various
plot types. (The examples introduced a subset of these.) Qualitative hypotheses emerge from
such features in the context of existing discretizations, captured in categorical variables and
superposed on the plots using techniques as color brushing and linked selection & highlighting.
Typically, we formulate a hypothesis when correspondence between visual features and the
current QM is missing and is useful to introduce. E.g., if a category covers two apparent
clusters in a 1-d plot, we may want to create a split – e.g., to distinguish behaviors with
differences in orders of magnitude.
The same is true for higher dimensional plots, but in this case, it is also true that this

way, we discover qualitative correspondences (as a kind of "qualitative correlation") between
variables either with diagnostic, or (potentially causal) explanatory power. There can also be a
mismatch between existing qualitative categories and what a visualization implies; e.g., when
a cluster is "cut in half" by the existing landmarking of a qualitative variable. In such cases,
it is the analytic goal, and fundamentally, the analyst, who has to decide whether the cluster-
inducing variables, the selecting variable or both should be qualitatively refined to establish
qualitative correspondence – or neither, and the qualitative nondeterminism is retained.
Function images constitute a somewhat special case. The framework presented here does

not aim at capturing QR rule fragments; most importantly, qualitative influence and propor-
tionality. In this sense, function images discovered in the visualizations are lost. On the other
hand, it is considered a good practice to treat inflection points as potential landmarks.

A specific application: QM discovery of a virtual network function

[KSP16] proposed and applied the following specific and practical qualitative system identifi-
cation workflow for cloud application performance benchmarking data, as a specific instance
of the workflow scheme. The composite target application was an IP Multimedia Subsystem
(IMS) solution: a service that, among others, provides a “telephone switching service” for
connecting SIP-based calls.
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Data feature Key plot types Visual artifacts
continuous
observations

2d/3d scatterplots
parallel coordinates
scatterplot matrix

clusters
function images
outliers

continuous
summaries

histograms (1 . . . n dim)
heatmaps
parallel boxplot

clusters
superposed distrib.
outliers

time series line graphs
summary-series, e.g.,
boxplots

trends/"seasonalities"
lagged correlations
local outliers

categorical
summaries

barcharts
mosaic plot variants

existing and not
existing combinations

Table 4.1.: Visual artifacts typically sought as QM fragments

1. Estimation of the initial set of operation domains and landmarks separating them from
the individual observations.
a) Distribution analysis searching for well-separated value domains delivers the initial

partitioning of operational domains and their high-level characteristics.
b) Analysis of the distribution of the first derivates of the state variables in their

respective individual domains in the initial partitions prepares the inclusion of ele-
ments describing the dynamics of change impacts into the model.

2. Time series analysis searches for potentially relevant platform metrics and parameter
candidates subject of further analysis to reveal hidden timing parameters of the system.

3. Exploration of multi-variable relations extracts the interactions between different entities
and characteristics in the system. For instance, relations between service and platform
metrics estimated by correlation analysis can substantiate an initial monitoring model.

One of the key results of applying this workflow on data gained from a benchmark-like se-
ries of experiments is demonstrated in Figure 4.5. The figure shows that EDA presents us
a qualitatively rather clearly separable set of internal operational states (0, 1.∗, 2, separated
by yellow and red lines); and the neighborhood relations and the underlying data (time series
as well as derivatives) also provide the means for discovering the possible transitions. Inte-
restingly, 1.1 ↔ 1.2 and 1.2 ↔ 1.3 are commonplace – the recurring additional CPU usage
was attributed to periodic maintenance-like tasks. The black dotted lines correspond to the
landmarks associated with the system level QoS variable. As it can be seen, the apparent
operational domains do not exactly correspond to the worsening QoS, but further qualitative
refinements would lead to a workable initial monitoring model.

4.2.6. Applications of EDA-based behavior discovery
Although it was introduced mainly through the academic experiment described in [Pat+13],
the EDA-based QM discovery approach proposed as a contribution emerged from the expe-
riences of our research group in a series of successful projects. It is worthwhile to summarize
these: to show the track record of the technique, as well as to demonstrate application areas
where validation has been already performed.

Early experiments with data mining. Early work in [Sal+11] targeted the data mining
based, automatic qualitative characterization of the application level impact of performance
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Figure 4.5.: From scatterplots and quantizations to operational domains

interferences3 and their root causes between VMs in virtualized data centers. The suprisingly
limited success with a range of automatic data mining approaches was one of the incentives
for turning to EDA. Data was gathered using benchmark based, representative workloads.

Benchmark-based comparative platform analysis in IaaS. In an industrial R&D project
performed for a telco solutions provider company, we performed extensively and repeated
performance benchmark campaigns on VM resources in a public IaaS cloud, with the goal of
creating a solution for the data-driven performance comparison of cloud providers and services.
The most successful result of the project was an interactive BI dashboard that enabled experts
to discover patterns of variable performance and to directly compare services very efficiently.
The third group of contributions provides some specific examples.

Relationship between QoS and capacity utilization in VDI. In an industrial R&D pro-
ject performed for a major international financial firm, we used interactive EDA to efficiently
characterize the root causes and occurrence patterns of intermittent “stutters” in a Virtual
Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) service, implemented on a virtualized data center infrastructure.
The fine-grained, virtualization platform level monitoring data we analyzed span months, and
we had to apply Big Data techniques. Qualitative EDA in this case was instrumental to rapidly
partitioning the data intelligently so, that further EDA, and model building became “small
data” problems. Cross-VM performance interferences proved to be a significant factor (see
later); it was also discovered that in high-load situations, the quality of the monitoring data
that the platform itself provides becomes unreliable4.

Bottleneck analysis and performance modeling of Hyperledger Fabric. In the Hyper-
ledger Fabric blockchain performance discovery and modeling effort undertaken in connection
to the 2016 IBM Faculty Award of Prof. Pataricza, iterative experimental campaigns, and
EDA-based qualitative discovery were used for the characterization of potential bottlenecks,
as shortly discussed in section 4.1.2.

VCL utilization analysis. As an award-winning experiment [Koc+14] in educational techno-
logy, we operated an Apache Virtual Computing Lab (VCL) cluster for some years, introducing

3See the third group of contributions.
4Specifically, we found the deterministic linear relationship between CPU utilization reported as a percentage
and in Hz to break down above approx. 98%.
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VDI services in our education at the departmental scale. Visually and qualitatively partitio-
ning observed workload classes (by magnitude as well as type), the time of semester, platform
level metrics and the combination of these proved to be a key step during the exploratory
phase of our internal capacity analysis project [Sal+17]. A simplified version of the analytic
workflow became a lab exercise in one of our MSc lab courses.

QM discovery in NFV. NFV QM discovery was performed as part of an ongoing series of
research efforts supported by scholarships of Ericsson Hungary, and discussed in section 4.2.5.

Fault impact and equivalence class discovery for the Xen hypervisor. As shortly
discussed in 4.1.2, and detailed in 4.3 from the process point of view, we applied qualitative
EDA for discovering fault equivalence classes in FI campaigns performed on virtualization
platforms, as well as to assess experiment campaign quality. This work is part of an ongoing
cooperation project with the University of Coimbra.

4.2.7. Experiment quality control
EDA proved to be a very effective tool for qualitative exploration; however, as in general-
purpose data analysis, data and experiment quality was found to have a crucial influence on
reaching or not reaching meaningful results. In the following, the key risks and good mitigating
practices are discussed.

Ensure statistical validity. Visual EDA usually uses only a moderate subsample of logs.
It is good practice to perform a subsequent phase of confirmatory data analysis, where the
landmarks are fitted to the full observation set and the validity of the qualitative hypotheses
as cluster labelings and classifiers is reevaluated.

Manage the risk of undersampling. Even when not directly used for estimating classic
QR models, qualitative EDA has to employ a continuity constraint that’s essentially a refor-
mulation of the notion of “reasonable functions” [83] for observations. Namely, the response
of observed variables to the unit changes in control variables (including the measurement in-
dex!) shall be such that mechanisms that are causally “smooth functions” appear as connected
observations (similarly to the underlying idea of DBSCAN). Large numbers of “missed” ob-
servations can lead at best to superfluous category refinements; at worst, incorrect categories
that should be partitioned and missed transitions. Not all observations are due to under-
lying (smooth) reasonable functions; for these, it shall be ensured (to the extent it is possible)
that no low-probability qualitative state is missed. For instance, if the intermediate state 1.2
escapes sampling on Figure 4.5, a 1:1 ⇒ 1:3 direct transition can be observed.

Monitoring as model validation. Runtime monitoring should be tasked with continuously
validating the QMs. E.g., the occurrence of an observation in a qualitative state explicitly
ruled out by a model – as state 0 on Figure 4.5 – should be detected and handled.

In [Koc+08b], I made the – then comparatively novel – contribution of proposing to use
purpose-built, COTS system monitoring solutions for executing controlled dependability expe-
riments (specifically, benchmarks) as well as collecting exactly the monitoring and event data
captured by such tools for analysis. In addition to very robust efficiencies in the “time-to-data”
and the reuse of industry standard data exchange formats, this approach ensures that super-
vision configurations can be formulated on the very same observed parameter set as what is
subjected to analysis. For runtime QM validation, an obvious corollary is that this approach
ensures the compatibility in observability for QMs, too.

Measure extensively, but also prepare for the unknown. The incompleteness of a
QM may indicate an insufficiently exhaustive measurement set. In typical resilience-critical
applications – as CPSs – this is intolerable as the has to cope with rare events as well. At
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least theoretically, measurement gathering with benchmarks that incorporate fault-injection
can provide some solution for this representativeness problem. At the same time, an insuffi-
cient parameter sweep during benchmarking can cause such problems as well. However, these
problems are not specific to qualitative modeling, and while dependability benchmarking and
general-purpose experiment planning techniques provide partial answers, the real answer is a
system design that manages the risk of insufficient empirical evidence through multiple layers
of defensive mechanisms.

Avoiding the discovery and modeling of feedbacks. Qualitative models can describe
complex, fine granular dynamics, but the usual goal in our target domains is rough-granular
modeling in the data as well as time domains. When discovering behavior at that level of
qualitative abstraction, the complex dynamics of feedback mechanisms can actively hinder the
process. Thus, care should be taken to eliminate unnecessary feedbacks; e.g., using open loop
load generators in experiments. That said, model validity should still be examined for cases
with complex dynamics as a matter of course.

Measurement errors may be present. In practice, measurement errors are relatively
frequent. Redundant data acquisition (monitoring) may help to overcome the problems by
adopting a design for diversity approach.

4.2.8. The next challenge: cognostics

The statistical analysis of high-dimensionality data sets suffers from some serious challenges
that are commonly – and rather colloquially – called “the curse” (or curses) “of dimensionality”.
For example, as the number of dimensions increases, the ratio of the “border” and “internal”
volume of any hypersphere in the vector space of said dimensions grows, making the task of
sufficiently and evenly sampling all qualitatively different categories increasingly difficult. This
phenomenon is well known in multivariate statistics and experiment planning; its qualitative
dual is the (also well known) combinatorial explosion of the qualitative state space.
For EDA, another curse of dimensionality applies. EDA typically employs low-dimensional

projections of a data set; the basic scatterplots uses only two. Assuming only scatterplots,
linearly increasing the number of variables increases the number of possible scatterplots on
the second power; meaning that “looking at all the plots” to find the ones that lead to useful
insights quickly becomes impractical, or even infeasible.
Tukey was well aware of this problem already at the dawn of computer-aided, general purpose

visual EDA. He was a proponent of “cognostics” [84]: “A “cognostic” is a diagnostic to be
interpreted by a computer rather than by a human.”([85], p411) In other words, the computer
should process the data projection by projection; compute cognostic measures; based on the
measures, rank the visualization options; and propose the visual discovery to the analyst in that
order. The underlying intuition is that there shall be measures that can reliably differentiate
between the “potentially interesting” and “probably uninteresting” plots. Such measures, when
defined on scatterplots, are called scagnostics.

Since the birth of the concept, many general-purpose cognostics have been developed; there
have been significant new advances even very recently, both for static [86][87] and interactive
[88] visualization. The forefront of research now tackles the application of machine learning and
artificial intelligence. As discussed, for qualitative exploration, “what seems to be important”
– quite literally – is a rather specific set of concepts and changes from step to step. The
next big challenge will be finding the appropriate cognostics in this context and making them
practically computable.
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4.3. A data mining process embedding

EDA on observations that capture resilience characteristics forms part of a larger workflow –
regardless of whether it seeks to support establishing qualitative, quantitative or mixed models
(e.g., qualitative-probabilistic, such as standard Bayesian or causal [89] networks). Intuitively,
before EDA, the execution of the analytic process as well as the input data are prepared; and
after EDA and the confirmation of the hypotheses delivered by it, communicable, testable and
actionable or deployable models shall be created.

Such workflows are well-known in general-purpose data science; to the point that practice-
proven process patterns exist, with guidance on the software tooling to use. As earlier discus-
sed, dependable computing as a field does very well recognize the importance of data mining
and machine learning; and even the practical importance of using data warehousing and OLAP
techniques for capturing, storing and sharing experimental data (see, e.g., [90]and [91]). Ho-
wever, applying and adapting existing process patterns and systematically reusing BI tooling
is not part of the dependable computing culture.
Based on [Cer+18], this section shows that for the fault equivalence class evaluation of fault

injection (FI) experiments, a well-known data mining process pattern can be efficiently speci-
alized, existing BI tooling reused, and resilience-specific EDA integrated. While the discussion
focuses on fault injection, the adapted pattern is representative for qualitative equivalence
class search problems in the full experiment-based resilience analysis domain (where the work-
, fault- and changeload are all under experimental control), up to and including resilience
benchmarking.
Similar process specializations seem to be entirely workable for observed operational data,

as well as for diagnostic data mining (qualitative as well as quantitative). However, these have
not been evaluated in detail yet.

4.3.1. FI-based experimental validation

Fault injection is a core experimental dependability evaluation technique: by artificially in-
jecting faults into a system in a controlled way, its response characteristics to various faults can
be efficiently estimated by essentially “speeding up” the otherwise very low rate fault proces-
ses. FI is a standard tool especially in the development of safety-critical systems; to the extent
where standards as ISO 262625 mandate its use. Within system development processes, FI
and the analysis of the resulting data are equally useful in numerous use cases, with different
and highly complementary goals and tangible results.

FI tool effectiveness assessment: to evaluate the effectiveness of an FI tool by creating a
(phenomenological, parametric or qualitative) error propagation profile, which maps injected
faults to the failure manifestation (types and relative rates) to be expected.

SUT fault sensitivity map: using an FI tool and representative faultloads on a system to
characterize:

• system fault sensitivities,

• the impact of the faultloads on service and system-level QoS and resilience metrics,

• the logical relationship of the impact of the injected faults in the specific system, impor-
tantly, fault equivalence and fault dominance relations.

5International Standards Organization (ISO), “Road vehicles – functional safety,” ISO 26262, 2011.
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Dependability testing and certification: FI is used to validate the fault tolerance and
error mitigation claims associated with a system or system component. The result of this
activity is a “GO/NO GO” decision. Dependability testing and certification are certainly tied
to the functional testing regimen and, depending on the associated criticality and liabilities,
can be very extensive.
Dependability testing and certification mostly fall under the very well established discipline

of test planning and evaluation (although performing fault sensitivity mapping on its historical
data can be extremely valuable). In contrast, effectiveness assessment and fault sensitivity
mapping are mainly data mining-like activities. While they have been approached in the past
using data mining tooling [92], to the knowledge of the author the connection to data mining
(in a broader sense: data analysis) as a process has not been made.

4.3.2. EDA in the evaluation of FI campaigns

One aspect of FI that has been widely neglected is the analysis of the usually massive amount
of raw data produced by FI experiments. Most of the FI tools have rudimentary data analysis
features or, more often, the raw data produced in the FI campaign is stored in a format
allowing the use of statistical tools such as R. The data analysis is typically poor and highly
focused on the extraction of the measures of interest and the classic statistical parameters such
as means and confidence intervals.
Taking full advantage of the FI potential calls for a radically new type of data analysis. FI

results are inherently multidimensional, as FI campaigns are experiments in which the indepen-
dent variables do represent very complex dimensions such as target systems, configurations,
workload/programs, faultload, timing issues, and diversity of measures. The complex inte-
raction of these factors results in highly complex interrelations. The combinatorial explosion
of possible cases makes exhaustive testing infeasible, and current FI campaigns only address
a modest subset of the potential experiment space, which may not necessarily be the most
relevant subset. Specifically, EDA can aid in planning and performing FI campaigns by the
following.

• Assuring a proper coverage of all significant FI outcomes (e.g., failure types anticipated),
allowing substantiated statistical conclusions (logic and quantitative coverage).

• Avoiding over-testing by sharpening the focus of the FI to keep the number of experiments
at a reasonable level.

• Estimating equivalent and dominant fault types for both a deeper understanding of the
system under evaluation and its built-in fault tolerance mechanisms.

The efficient application of EDA for FI experimental results was demonstrated in [Cer+18]. As
the analysis mainly used the earlier demonstrated and defined techniques, it is not discussed
here in detail – only referenced as another successful application.

4.3.3. FI analysis based on ASUM-DM

However, even with EDA, FI-based validation is still a niche for highly qualified domain ex-
perts; meaning that there is also a huge innovation potential in embedding FI analysis in the
tools and processes of the rapidly industrializing mainstream of data engineering. A domain-
specific form of the well-developed BI ecosystem and processes adapted to the peculiarities of
FI would free the validation experts of routine tasks. Based on [Cer+18], my contributions in
this regard are the following.
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Figure 4.6.: The main processes in an ASUM-DM based project

• I show that FI data analysis can seamlessly fit into modern data mining process patterns
and can serve as a base for process planning through specialization and adaptation. I
demonstrate this using the Analytics Solutions Unified Method – Data Mining (ASUM-
DM).

• Using this framework, I lay out the position, broad-picture role and impact of EDA in
the overall process.

• I argue that building on a proven, generic process pattern can significantly contribute to
a successful and efficient FI analysis project.

The practical impact is a potential reduction of process risk and an increase in efficiency.
Through a domain-specific refinement mapping of FI analysis from the generic commercial
analytics process, we can reuse proven workflows, organizational patterns as well as tool re-
commendations and support (possibly in an adapted form). This promises for the narrow
and somewhat exotic field of FI validation to get the entire embedded process and artifact
validation framework by reusing existing workflow solutions.

ASUM-DM [93] is an iterative process template for data mining and predictive analytics
projects. It is based on the very widely used, but somewhat aged and insufficiently detailed
CRISP-DM methodology [94]. ASUM-DM aims at covering a full ‘analytics model lifecycle’:
from ideation through model creation to ‘deploying’ the models for production usage (see
Figure 4.6). Here, I focus on the Analyze-Design-Configure & Build process - as process-
wise, my contributions belong here. Future work will assess the ramifications of an FI analysis
use case on the other main processes.
As ASUM-DM was published by IBM, its tool recommendations are vendor-specific; howe-

ver, the processes, their work breakdown structures, work product flows, and participant roles
are generic and can be used in a multitude of organizational and technical contexts without
further adaptation.

4.3.4. Domain-specific refinement of ASUM-DM for FI
Figure 4.8 presents the key activities from the high-level workflow the Analyze-Design-Configure
& Build process.
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Figure 4.7.: Workflow of the Analyze-Design-Configure & Build process in ASUM-DM

The individual activities are marked, with the following meaning.

• Green: steps that can readily reuse existing general-purpose methodology and tooling.

• Red: the refined content is fundamentally determined by domain-specific standards (e.g.,
for safety assessment).

• No marking: neither of the above; the project-specific activity definition has to be worked
out the same way for FI data analysis projects as for general ones, based on the ASUM-
DM process guidance.

The targeted analysis of ASUM-DM that lead to the annotation is on the one hand based on
the author’s experience with EDA and measurement data analysis in general, but on the other
hand also relies on the feedback of the co-authors of [Cer+18] (the senior members of the two
research teams have decades-long experience in FI). In particular, the following specializations
were formulated for the FI domain.

In Determine Business Objectives from Understand Business, the high-level goals of FI
analysis have to be established; not only whether the project focuses on tool effectiveness as-
sessment or SUT fault sensitivity mapping, but also the specific topic of the investigation and
the high-level criteria for success. These are “business” level goals and should communicate
the “business” need the project addresses; e.g., reduce the cost of dependability testing and
certification, or select the configuration with the most appropriate error containment. “Ex-
ploratory” projects, when the goal is simply to gain a qualitative understanding of the fault
sensitivities of a system, are certainly also an option; the fundamental importance of a project
pattern-based approach is that it requires all participants to clearly state or acknowledge what
the overall goal of the project is and what are the expectations towards the outcomes.

For Assess situation in Understand Business, dependability benchmarks [95] can provide
standardized content for most sub-activities. We also have to emphasize that the process
pattern explicitly prescribes conducting a cost-benefit analysis for data collection, what, in
the FI analysis context, corresponds to the time-consuming and costly activity of running
fault injection experiments. On the other hand, “additional insights generated from data
exploration” and “possible benefits from better data understanding” are also to be taken into
account, philosophically very much in line with the proposal for systematically employing EDA
techniques during FI analysis.
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Figure 4.8.: Key ASUM-DM activities in FI analysis. Red star: specialized step; green mark:
directly reusable guidance and tooling

Determine Data Mining Goals in Understand Business translates business objectives and
requirements into data mining/data analysis task(s). Key options in FI analysis are

• the estimation of equivalent faults and the estimation of dominant faults to avoid over-
testing; and

• the estimation of fault coverage for a given safety goal.

Understand Data is the phase where EDA applies. Importantly, ASUM-DM itself promotes
the use of exploratory techniques and tools. For effectiveness assessment efforts, this is likely
the end of the process (or better put, of a project iteration); but not for fault sensitivity
mapping, where full-scale data analysis with hypothesis checking, model building, and model
validation are just as important as in the general case. Note that to increase turn-around times
further, modern general purpose statistical tools as IBM Watson Analytics (see, e.g., [96] and
[Pat+16]) are applicable in the exploratory as well as confirmatory and modeling phases.
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4.4. Contributions
In the domain of contemporary soft critical systems, reusable, parameter-agnostic and human-
interpretable QMs carry the potential to bridge the existing contradiction between the need
for designed resilience behavior and the classically prohibitive effort required for creating the
supporting models. In my contributions, I show that a specialization of interactive, visual
EDA enables QM estimation from observations. I also demonstrate on the specific case of FI
data analysis that this activity can be embedded into general purpose data analysis process
patterns, and thus made repeatable and more efficient. Retaining and managing QM and
their relationships across the whole system life cycle (and across lifecycle instances) in a “twin
model” style carries significant resilience assurance potential for important classes of dynamic,
soft critical systems deployed to cloud platforms.

C1.1: Qualitative twin models in the resilience assurance of soft critical sy-
stems. I have proposed the application of the twin model concept for the handling of
qualitative models in the resilience assurance of soft critical systems. Qualitative twin
models enable the systematic reuse of resilience-related knowledge about the system,
its deployment targets and its runtime assurance policies during design; support itera-
tive refinements through runtime observations; and facilitate shifting resilience assurance
(re)design activities to the system operation life cycle phase.

Specific results: A template for the points-of-creation of possible qualitative twin models
and associated artifacts in the life cycle; application characteristics for the “cloudification”
of soft-critical engineered systems and the resilience assurance of cloud-native, non-critical
ones; as a specific example, supervisory environment and configuration reuse (with the
abstractions embedded in the configurations) in dependability benchmarking.

Supporting publications: [KSP16], [Koc+08b]

C1.2: Qualitative model extraction from empirical data. I have proposed a met-
hodology to discover qualitative resilience-related models in measurement data, using Ex-
ploratory Data Analysis. The key innovation is the harmonization of fundamentally quali-
tative dependability processes – such as sequential fault diagnosis – and interactive, visual
Exploratory Data Analysis steps in data analysis workflows.

Specific results: a mapping between visual artifacts and potential qualitative model fe-
atures; a sequential fault diagnosis-inspired, iterative refinement based workflow template
for qualitative model discovery through iterative, interactive exploratory data analysis
with specific examples; the identification of experiment quality control considerations spe-
cific to qualitative EDA.

Supporting publications: [KSP16], [Pat+13]. [Koc18b] has been submitted to and is
under consideration at the AARMS Journal

C1.3: Process embedding and specialization. I have specialized the ASUM-DM
workflow pattern for the application of qualitative EDA in fault injection experiments,
which is a representative case of a large number of resilience, dependability, and perfor-
mance data analysis tasks. The embedding enables the reuse of general-purpose metho-
dological as well as direct tooling support from general-purpose data analysis.
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Specific results: identification of ASUM-DM tasks that have to be specialized for the
domain and specific specializations; identification of tasks with potential for direct techni-
cal and process tooling reuse.

Supporting publications: [Cer+18]

4.5. Highlighted applications
EDA of system and service measurement data is an ongoing focus of research at the research
group where I performed my research. The methods of the current contribution have been
applied for the performance and performability analysis of consortial blockchain networks
[Koc+18] as part of an ongoing series of research efforts.

Elements of the contributions are being incorporated into the application-centric education
of EDA [Koc14]. The visual exploratory techniques formed a key part of the 2014 SERENE
conference tutorial “Measurement-Driven Resilience Design of Cloud-Based Cyber-Physical
Systems” and the FAS* 2016 conference tutorial “Model-based Cloudification of Critical Ap-
plications”, both held by the author.
In industrial R&D, EDA and the proposed approaches were used to analyze the performance

and dependability of the virtualized desktop infrastructure of a major multinational financial
company. The methods formed part of a cloud performance and benchmarking environment
development project for a major telecommunications equipment provider and applied on cell
tower performance data for a telco operator. (The specifics of these projects are under NDA.)
As part of scholarships funded by Ericsson Hungary, the qualitative EDA methods were

validated in a network function virtualization context and presented at the local 2016 Ericsson
University Day. Initial concept exploratory and validation work for integrating “Algorithm
as a Service” cloud offerings – specifically, the IBM Watson Analytics SaaS product – into
qualitative EDA has been performed and presented at the 2016 International IBM Cloud
Academy Conference [Pat+16].
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assessment

Faults in real-life systems can pose serious hazards. The associated risks have to be mitigated
by proper design or runtime mechanisms, in order to mask or mitigate the propagating effects
before they reach the system boundary.
Human system design is followed by (semi)automated validation of error containment in

today’s widely used Error Propagation Analysis (EPA) approaches. However, this model
cannot scale well for complex and dynamically composed services in general, and modern soft
critical systems in particular.
In these settings, the extra-functional characteristics of integrated services are not fully

known; when our assumptions, or the services themselves, change across system instances and
during operation, previous EPA results lose validity, and protective mechanisms may have to be
redesigned. The assurance of extra-functional properties to remain practical, dependability and
resilience design has to become able to explore the design space, by comparing the mechanism
options that are safe to apply under various sets of – typically nondeterministic – assumptions.
Consequently, Error Propagation Analysis (EPA), at least in its qualitative form, has to be
able to become an integral and automated part of the design activity itself.
To this end, in this chapter I make the following contributions.

• I extend the fundamental EPA approach of [11] and its application extensions summari-
zed in sections 3.1.2 and 3.3 with a portable problem representation scheme, a systematic
approach towards error propagation solution “sharpening” via qualitative refinement, and
simulation-based application of EPA at early system design phases.

• To reveal the internal structure of error propagation hypothesis sets, I introduce their
diagnostic exploration with FCA visualizations.

• Basic operations and abstractions of error propagation space exploration over error pro-
pagation hypothesis sets are proposed and formalized using relational algebra.

5.1. EPA extensions supporting reasoning for resilience
The three EPA extensions proposed by the current section were originally elaborated under the
aegis of the CErtification of CRItical Systems (CECRIS) EU FP7 project. CECRIS targeted
the development, V&V and certification processes of hard critical systems; I was involved in
activities that targeted enabling behavior-driven EPA in the early design phase and the seman-
tic management of requirements. However, my specific contributions are also directly relevant
to the resilience inference of soft-critical systems, the overarching theme of this dissertation.

5.1.1. XCSP3 as an EPA problem specification target
The directly CSP-composable nature of EPA problems in particular, and QM problems in
particular was stated and described in the introductory chapters as a known property. One
of the minor extensions to the state of the art of EPA I propose is using a standardized CSP
representation that is
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• rich and high level enough to be able to carry traceability information towards source
engineering modelling languages and

• to support human validation;

• but at the same time, simple enough to cover a wide range of CSP tools.

Metamodeling and EPA problem representation

Interpreted in the traditions of Model-Driven Software and System Engineering (MDSE), EPA
modeling has the following natural metalevel hierarchy.
Model: specific fault/error/failure occurrences and error propagation chains that have mani-
fested, will manifest, or are theorized to manifest in a specific system.
Metamodel: an error propagation theory (roughly in the formal logic sense) for a specific sy-
stem, that emerges from a set of specific, disconnected propagation rules and other constraints
(e.g., fault mode assumptions). If we forgo mathematical rigor, error propagation “theories”
in the “ every day”, system independent sense can be put into this category, too; the seman-
tic distance between EPA behavior templates and their applications (behavior of a specific
component) is small and truly only “template application”, not a full-fledged model-instance
relationship.
Metametamodel: informally, the set and relationships of basic concepts of error propagation
and the definition of the language to describe error propagation problems.
Note that “system modeling” is a concept somewhat orthogonal to EPAmodeling; the system

modeling paradigm EPA is applied on does have an influence, but as has been demonstrated,
the component-based theoretical framework is flexible and adaptable to numerous modeling
domains.
It follows that a “full MDSE” treatment of EPA modeling, while certainly possible (see e.g.

[97]), is not an absolute must. Instead, the following, simplified approach can also be applied1.

• The concrete syntax of EPA modeling should be a solver-independent, but directly sol-
vable language.

• The representation does not have to be human-readable to the extent of, e.g., Controlled
Natural Languages (CNLs), but it does have to be tractable, assessable and editable by
a human expert.

• Simple, traceability link-like, bijective mapping schemes are sufficient to establish the
relationship between many engineering modeling domains and the EPA problem model
images of structural elements, “probed” or observed point sets and their error propaga-
tion chain valuations.

• Metamodel fragments should be composable in a simple, additive way.

• Composed metamodel fragments and their models (either partial or full) should be re-
presentable in the same format2.

• A Domain Specific Language (DSL) is not necessary if the representation language is
structured enough to support traceability between the engineering and mathematical
models, and templating-style, additive composition.

1This idea was proposed by Prof. Pataricza and prototyped by me during my secondment at ResilTech S.r.l.
in the CECRIS project; in conjunction with, but finally not published in, [Bon+17]

2This “self-modeling-model” technique is a rather customary approach; see, e.g., the Common Information
Model (CIM) standard[98]
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Standardized CSP languages

For choosing a “carrier” CSP language, three types of options are available.

Modeling languages. Full-fledged modeling languages are typically tied to specific tools,
with compilers to lower level formats. There is no language that can be treated as "standard"
– although Zinc, and its simplified subset, MiniZinc [99] were created with this goal. Succinct
representation through highly abstract constructs is the defining characteristic of this level (as
constraint templates, functions, custom predicates, separation of logic and data).

Flat formats. Formats such as the XML-based XCSP 2.1 [100] and FlatZinc [101] are flat
in the sense that each element of a problem instance is represented explicitly, and in a self-
contained way. For instance, there is no parameterization – only specific decision variables with
explicit domains; instead of complex contraints, only “flat” conjunctions of built-in constraint
types; no predicates, and so on. Due to their simplicity and very straightforward tranlation and
compilation, these formats enjoy widespread tool support. The downside is that “flattening
out” problem description makes it lengthy and hard to trace.

Intermediate format. XCSP3 [102] strikes a middle ground between constraint modeling
languages and flat formats. Similar to XCSP 2.1 and FlatZinc, it is XML-based and single-
file, but capable to preserve problem structure to a significant degree (e.g., there are facilities
for limited constraint templating and variable grouping).

XCSP3 as an EPA specification target

From these options, XCSP3 is the best choice: it is well suited for EPA problem modeling,
using the “by convention”-style correspondences described by Table 5.1. The approach is
demonstrated on a simple example component-network in Appendix C. Many other, slightly
different mapping approaches are possible (CSP modeling tends to be an “opinionated” process
– there is a significant element of modeling style involved); the core logic is that by variable,
constraint and constraint-block naming, correspondence to the input-output ports, topology
and declared behaviors of the engineering model is retained. The mapping was prototyped
for ArchiMate, but remains easily applicable, for instance, for BPMN 2.0 and the component
port notions introduced in UML by the MARTE profile. For purely syndrome-level reasoning
(fully omitting dynamics), the necessary simplifications are rather self-evident.
This specific mapping is highly automatable and templateable but does sacrifice some ease of

human readability. Note that the example uses scalar and flat error modeling, as the additional
implications required for multi-aspect error modes and refinements/abstractions would have
made the model larger than what is practical for its demonstration purpose here.

5.1.2. Increasing diagnostic resolution through refinement

Fault isolation strategies tighten a set of competing fault activation hypotheses step by step,
through eliminating hypotheses that are not consistent with the model anymore. When the
offending component is found, the process can be resumed on a refined model of that compo-
nent to further isolate the faulty sub-component(s), up to the required diagnostic resolution.
Qualitative Error Propagation Analysis can reduce the number of steps in this process.

However, at least during design, EPA is performed directly onmodels, without the possibility
of tightening hypothesis sets using targeted tests. For model analysis, structural refinements
do support adjusting the resolution of hypotheses to match the goals of the analysis, but purely
topology-based reasoning can contribute only in a limited way to reducing the extent of the
system that has to be assumed to be impacted.
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EPA aspect XCSP3 pattern traceability
Fault modes or
finite fault
activation traces
of components

single 1d or 2d variable
array

array name
+ component
index

Input/output
syndromes or finite
error traces of
components

two 2d or 3d variable
arrays

array name
+ component
index + port
index

Fault and error
dictionaries
applied on
components

part of symbolic
variable array
declaration

NA

Separation of
concerns: behavior
(template)
groups, topology,
syndrome decoding,
diagnostic problem
formulation

constraint blocks by block +
constraint
name

Behavior patterns template-like
metaconstraints (e.g.
slide)

NA

Component-wise
application of
behavior

metaconstraint iteration
on filtered variable
arrays OR block-grouped
simple constraint
applications

by indexing OR
by constraint
name

Component topology input-output equality
constraints (template
+ incidence matrix OR
block grouped simple)

by indexing
OR constraint
name

Syndrome coding
and decoding of
finite error trace
prefixes

Syndromes modeled as
behavior patterns

NA

Diagnostic problem
setup

Syndrome and fault
activation valuation
constraint block

NA

Table 5.1.: A traceable direct mapping of EPA concepts to XCSP3 constructs

The impact of qualitative refinement

For the broad category of sensitivity analysis, iteratively refining the propagated types of
errors and the component-associated propagation constraints is a viable way to tighten this
“cone of potential effects”, the error propagation cover of a set of fault activation assumptions.
The fundamental underlying mechanism is that refining error types opens the way to making
distinctions between the error sensitivities of components for different errors. For instance, a
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component that does not tolerate SUBTLE data errors, but does tolerate COARSE ones will serve
as an error containment barrier if only COARSE can reach its input. However, if the incoming
errors are modeled only as a single DATA_ERROR category – or even worse, in a binary way –
EPA will have to assume that the component either nondeterministically propagates the error
or not.
Consequently, the hierarchical refinement of propagated error tokens to reach the intended

error cover sharpness is a process that is conceptually very similar to adaptive fault diagnosis;
for instance, at each step, we may want to perform the propagating value refinement that
reduces the error propagation cover the most. In practice, this process may be hindered by not
knowing the error sensitivities of components at the next level of refinement; however, at design
time, performing experimental or model-based sensitivity analyses for specific components can
be feasible. Theoretically, choosing the “component to analyze” can be driven through the same
additional information expectation maximization approaches that adaptive fault isolation uses;
in a practical sense, placing a “human expert in the loop” should prove to be a much more
practical approach.

An application in requirement change impact analysis

This aspect of EPA-based reasoning generalizes well to problem domains outside of dependa-
bility. In addition to the obvious extension to changes at runtime in resilience assurance, in
[Pat+17], the concept was worked out for assessing the impact cover of design-time changes in
requirement specifications. Formalized requirements have hierarchies and interdependencies;
when a requirement changes, its transitive closure has to be reassessed and revalidated (i.e.
whether any of those have to change, too).
In [Pat+17], we modeled the problem of marking all requirements SUSPICIOUS in explicitly

modeled requirement sets that need analyst attention as an EPA problem3. The requirement
topology based marking determination that was used at the time almost exclusively even
by modern requirement management tools proved to be radically improvable by qualitative
refinement.
Consider the requirement change example from the railway domain depicted in Figure 5.1.

The captured change is that in contrast to the original requirements, Central Traffic Control
(CTC)4 now has to be able to issue overrides of signal interlocking: the mechanism that
ensures that no hazardous signal configuration can be created. (For instance, giving a “clear”
signal at the same time at two entry points of an interlocking.) As a result, a new safety goal
is introduced, the effect of which propagates through the containment hierarchies and lateral
traceability links of requirements until it reaches the FA2 requirement. This requirement indeed
has to be revised: its so-called Safety Integrity Level (SIL) has to be increased from the not
safety critical level to the highest one.
Based on the qualitative resolution of the EPA problem, the amount of requirements marked

SUSPICIOUS unnecessarily strongly varies.
Topology-based propagation: we can propagate the simple fact of the change along the out-
going dependencies (containment and traceability links) of the changed requirement, marking
requirements transitively as SUSPICIOUS.
Type-based propagation: dependencies have types, as well as the attribute of the originally
changed requirement that is changed. We can filter propagation for dependency type as well
as changed attribute type during propagation.

3Requirement management tools maintain and manage requirements as a graph of nodes, with different edge
types as, for instance, composition versus traceability between the requirements of different development
phases. Standardized description is made possible by the ReqIF language.

4A centralized system that manages traffic at multiple stations remotely.
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Changed specification: CTC can issue signal interlocking overrides

FA1 signal 
interlocking

Safety goals Safety requirements

Functional architecture

FA2 central 
traffic control

SG2 Remote 
interlocking override 

not issued 
unintentionally

SR2 Ensure that 
remote override is 

always issued as an 
intended command

SIL4

SIL4

SIL4 SIL4
HW1 

interlocking 
system

HW architecture (incomplete)

SIL4

Original specification: no station signal interlocking override from CTC

FA1 signal 
interlocking

Safety goals Safety requirements

Functional architecture

FA2 central 
traffic control

SG1 No train enters 
occupied tracks and 

points

SR1 Interlocking 
denies entry to 

occupied tracks and 
points, unless in 

override
SIL4 SIL4

SIL4

SIL0

HW1 
interlocking 

system

HW architecture (incomplete)

SIL4Station area traffic: 
numerous further 

goals!
...

SG1 No train enters 
occupied tracks and 

points

SR1 Interlocking 
denies entry to 

occupied tracks and 
points, unless in 

override
SIL4 SIL4

...

Figure 5.1.: Railway requirement change example

Qualitative value-based propagation: requirement change is described in qualitative
terms; e.g., the SIL of a requirement may INCREASE or DECREASE, and this may have different
effects along the containment and traceability relationships of the requirement. Importantly,
this also includes the cases when suspicion marking propagation is stopped by the requirement
property values of the dependee; in the example, HW1 already has the SIL4 (highest) property,
so INCREASING the SIL level of FA2 can not have an effect. This stopping condition cannot be
expressed by pure type-based propagation.

Value-based propagation: the next logical step is to consider propagating the specific value
and type of the change and computing the specific local changes that may be necessary to be
made. This would require formulating explicit, value-specific consistency rules. As such, this
last category is only interesting in the broader EPA context; it has little immediate value to the
practice in an industry that does not even use type-based change propagation in a widespread
way yet.
Figure 5.2 visually contrasts change propagation under an increasingly finer qualitative re-

solution. The end effect is that using EPA for propagating changes, topology-based impact
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Figure 5.2.: Requirement change impact propagation: different qualitative resolutions
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Figure 5.3.: Propagation resolution and computed impact cover extent

covers can be very sharply reduced by a hierarchical series of change-type refinements (visu-
alized by Figure 5.3). However, refinements require additional knowledge; otherwise, the set
of nondeterministic EPA solutions merely reconstructs the propagation result of the rougher
model by exhaustive case enumeration. There are apparent possible approaches for choosing
the possible refinements that have the most significant impact on solution specificity (e.g., by
maximizing the potential reduction in cover size); however, this thesis can not offer validated
results yet.
In [Pat+17], I propose a specific EPA propagation rule template set for each propagation

type category discussed above, accompanied with a short discussion on CSP representation.
These are omitted here, as the mapping logic to CSP is essentially the same as in the previous
subsection (interconnected requirements are port-connected components from the EPA point
of view), and the propagation logic was already presented informally.

5.1.3. EPA with executable specifications

Performing Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) during software architecture design
is becoming a basic requirement in an increasing number of domains. However, due to the
lack of standardized early design-phase model execution, classic software FMEA (SW-FMEA)
approaches carry significant risks and are human effort-intensive even in processes that use
MDSE. From a dependability-critical development process point of view, FMEA – more gene-
rally, the identification of hazards and planning their mitigation – should be performed in the
early phases of system design; for software, this usually translates to the architecture design
phase [103]. Additionally, for some domains, standards prescribe the safety analysis of the
software architecture – as is the case, e.g., with ISO 26262 in the automotive domain.
However, historically, software architecture specifications in the most widely used modeling

languages either do not represent behavior, only structure, or the behavioral models do not
have standardized operational semantics. This is a significant problem for SW-FMEA; in con-
trast to hardware, relatively small changes of “internals” of a software component (essentially
the program logic) can lead to wide variations in the response of executed software compo-
nents to various external and internal faults. This means that in addition to computing error
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propagation from component to component, the sensitivity of each component for internal and
external faults has to be explored on a case by case basis, and this can be done only by using
specifications of behavior.
In the absence of this capability, the system modeler will risk either making hard to fulfill

guarantees in advance (“this component will be fail-silent under all circumstances”) or make
too pessimistic assumptions (e.g., “all kinds of output failures are possible”). A significant risk
is introduced by the fact that the error propagation assumptions made at this stage have to
hold for the final system – otherwise, the constructed hazard mitigation arguments will not
hold, either. Thus, without rolling back the development process, we run the risk of having to
enforce not easily enforceable guarantees or having to use dependability mechanisms that are
superfluous in the given system.

fUML for behavioral specification in early design

The lack of program-like specification with a clear meaning of execution is addressed in UML
2 by the standardization of a “fundational” (subset of) “UML” – fUML [104]. Although fUML
mainly contains facilities for describing structured activities of communicating, typed objects,
the whole of UML 2 can be mapped to it. To facilitate practical application, fUML also has
an action language called Alf, the “Action Language for Foundational UML” [105]. Alf is
a quasi-imperative, Java-like programming language. As a “surface language” for fUML, its
structure and execution is directly and unambiguously mapped to fUML.
Whole programs can be written purely in Alf, but it can also be used to define specific

behaviors in an encompassing UML 2 model. However, in this case, the operational semantics
of the embedding model containing the Alf code snippets also has to be specified, e.g., by
translating the whole model to pure Alf. This is not necessarily a shortcoming; on the con-
trary, the “underdefined” composite structure execution semantics enables targeted behavioral
adaptation – specifically, the expression of error propagation instead of only orchestrating the
handover of activation and management of data communications. (It is worth to note that the
newer standard Precise Semantics of UML Composite Structures (PSCS) [106] is intended to
standardise composition-level execution semantics.)
For both fUML and Alf, reference interpreters exist [107]; for fUML, additional execution

engines are also available [108]. Papyrus, the popular Eclipse-based modeling environment
includes an Alf editor for fUML 2 language elements and supports direct compilation of Alf
code into UML 2 [109]. The compilation of fUML/Alf to other languages and the formal
analysis of fUML/Alf specifications are much less developed. Notably, [110] presents a full
MDSE approach where Alf code is translated into an intermediate model that, in turn, is
translated to C++. On the formal analysis side, progress has been made both for theorem
proving [111] and classic model checking [112].

Composed error propagation programs and simulation

The main unique properties of Alf are the following.

• It is capable of specifying component behaviors as component-attached code blocks.

• It is a language that is executable on its own right.

• It has standardized execution semantics.

This means that with reusable Alf code blocks that express the very same system-level aspects
as described on Figure 3.3 for CSP composition, an Alf program can be trivially composed
for a range of composition-level MoCs that in effect “executes” error propagation scenarios.
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Semantics, where the execution of an activated component is interruptable or interleavable
with others, constitute the “nontrivial” cases; those are not addressed here.

To this end, the error tokens passed between components as well as an EPA-oriented compo-
nent wrapper logic has to be specified; my proposal for these aspects from [Bon+17] is depicted
on Figure 5.4, which was also partially implemented in the CECRIS project. The composite
error tokens passed between components carry a reference value – the object that should be
seen during the interaction in a fault-free system – as well as error information. The error
being passed is either a standard category, a refinement thereof, or a specific erroneous one.
Component activation computes the output error tokens of the component based on the input
ones. The logic for producing the error outputs follows the simple strategy that when the
specific error is not known, only the category, the modeler may decide to either run the user-
supplied Alf code on a sample from the class or use a predefined error category transformation
logic from a library of dependability behavioral patterns.
This way, Alf programs describing the error propagation of systems which are partially

defined in Alf can be simulated to create error propagation hypotheses. Simulation in ge-
neral is not optimal for establishing all occurring fault/failure combinations. However, Alf
and fUML are in a special position. Although in [Bon+17] only simulation with the reference
implementations was taken into account, more sophisticated Alf tooling [108] enables full ex-
ternal control of execution scheduling choices, thereby enabling controlled state space traversal.
Model checking tools for fUML and Alf are expected to emerge, too.

Model checking composed error propagation programs: an open question

Another possibility, which, however, has not been validated yet and may face complexity
constraints, is subjecting the interpreter as well as the error propagation-describing program,
or a semantically equivalent – i.e., to Java “compiled” one – to direct bytecode model checking
using, e.g., Java PathFinder [113]. That being said, all of these approaches only address
the state space coverage problem and not the coverage problem in the data domain for the
propagating (reference and erroneous) inputs. Exploratory experiments with a constraint-
solving based symbolic extension for PathFinder [114] were mostly negative; as of now, the
algorithms defined by [11] seem to remain the only viable option for deriving full component-
level error automata.

5.2. Structured interpretation of hypotheses

The interpretation and interactive exploration of concept lattice visualizations is a key part
of Formal Concept Analysis. This section proposes the use of FCA visualizations for the
structured interpretation and expert exploration of error propagation hypothesis sets.

5.2.1. Hierarchical abstraction of component failure modes

Figure 5.5 presents a portion of a cross-table of component failures and their associated types at
multiple levels of abstraction – as could be extracted, for instance, from a bug tracker system.
(CO denotes “COMMISSION or OMISSION”). Lattices of formal concepts are usually visualized
using a so-called additive line diagram, depicted for the cross-table on Figure 5.6.
Each node of the graph represents a formal concept of the context and can be interpreted

using two simple rules.

• The intent of a node is the attribute(s) directly associated with it plus all attributes that
can be reached from it through upwards leading paths.
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Figure 5.4.: Composite errors for token passing during execution and component activation
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Figure 5.5.: An example cross table of failure modes and attributes (abbreviated)

• The extent of a node is the object(s) that are directly associated with it plus all objects
from which the node can be reached through an upward leading path.

At the top of the diagram, there is the concept with no attributes and all objects; at the
bottom, the concept with maximal intent and empty extent. The full lower half denotes
whether a node “owns” any object; a full upper half whether it “owns” an attribute. Note that
there are such unrealized concepts (no object introduced in the node as part of the concept
extent) that also do not “define” an attribute directly (empty circles). In the mathematical
sense, these are (formal) concepts, too – their associated extent and intent can be decoded
using the above rules.
The immediate use of such a diagram, in the current domain as well as in others, is intelligent

“knowledge exploration”. Very similarly to EDA, visual inspection of such a graph can lead
to useful observations and hypotheses. The main interactions with the diagram (e.g., in the
Concept Explorer tool [115]) are the following.

• Filtering the included objects and attributes

• Highlighting concept nodes and their up/down neighbors (transitively; shown later)

On Figure 5.6, visual inspection directly reveals some simple observations that would easily
remain hidden in a cross-table representation.

1. Some objects are conceptually (in the FCA sense) indistinguishable – their full ab-
straction hierarchy is the same.

2. The COMMISSION/OMISSION type error attributes are mutually exclusive with the data
errors as well as the timing errors; these are mutually exclusive hierarchies of abstraction.

3. Anything that “leads up to” data error also “leads up to” SUBTLE or COARSE and vice
versa. Given that no object is directly associated with data error, we can assume that
subtle and coarse are a partitioning refinement of the “data error concept”.

4. The same holds for the timing errors.

Also, the structure of the line diagram leads us to formulate implications on the presence (and
non-presence) of attributes, such as EARLY =⇒ TIMING_ERROR. Implications, however, can
also be enumerated from the minimal generator rule set. Such taxonomy analysis applications
of FCA are standard practice – importantly, for instance in ontology engineering. However, in
the EPA context these techniques have direct diagnostic interpretations, too, with diagnostic
applications.
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Figure 5.6.: Line diagram for an example lattice of failure modes and attributes

5.2.2. Diagnostic FCA: faults versus errors/failures as contexts

Error propagation hypothesis sets as relations encode the admitted valuation-combinations of
error propagation port decision variables for a system (including fault activations). Objects
and attributes have to be identified for applying FCA — FCA directly over error propaga-
tion hypothesis set relations is nigh useless. The key idea here is to contrast a pair from the
set of core dependability aspects: faults, errors/failures, and the application of dependability
mechanisms. This contribution explores the case when faults are the objects, and errors/-
failures/mechanism decisions the attributes. Other configurations are also meaningful and
were considered, but less important from the practical point of view. In particular, errors
and failures as objects and faults as attributes allow the analysis of the comparative “impact
magnitude” of faults, in contrast to the currently proposed diagnostic view.
The cross-table and accompanying line graph provide a straightforward example for the idea,

if we assume the objects to be the internal fault modes of a complex composite component,
and the attributes the testable service failure modes of that component on a single output.
The next section will provide a more realistic, worked-out example for system level analysis
with tests defined on component connections; however, the key insights remain the same.
Under this interpretation, Table 5.2 gives an overview of the diagnostic semantics of visual

line graph exploration and FCA. The dualities between FCA and diagnostic notions are largely
self-evident. That being said, for the sake of completeness, Appendix D makes the most
important duality statements and provides some argumentation.
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FCA Diagnostic interpretation
Line graph interpretation (concept hierarchy)

Objects on a downward path Dominance ordering of a set of
faults

Attributes on a downward path Increasing fault resolution of
tests

Multiple objects belonging to a
concept node

Faults indistinguishable with the
currently visualized attributes

Multiple attributes belonging to a
concept node

Tests equivalent in fault
detection and fault resolution

Node upper and lower half full Test directly detects one or more
faults (resolution depends on
faults in downward neighbors)

Only node upper half full,
antecendents of node with objects
don’t have paths leading up to
this level or higher

Test fault coverage is a
combination of more specific tests

Only node lower half full Fully specific determination of
node fault(s) requires combination
of tests

Line graph interactions
Node selection and highlighting of
upward/downward reachable nodes

A maximal effect-equivalent
(upwards attributes) fault set
(downwards objects). Edges
leading out from selection inform
on fault uniqueness to tests and
individual test resolution for
faults.

Adding/removing attributes Potentially increasing/decreasing
diagnostic resolution

Adding/removing objects Effects of changing fault model
and assumptions

FCA algorithm
Attribute reduction Minimal size test set without

reducing diagnostic resolution
Object reduction Minimal size representative

fault set without eliminating
propagating effects

Implication set Generator set for deterministic
error propagation rules

Attribute exploration Methodical checking of hypothesis
set completeness

Table 5.2.: Diagnostic interpretation of FCA visualization, diagram interactions and algo-
rithms
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5.2.3. A workflow example for demonstrating application in EPA

As an example for demonstrate FCA over true EPA hypothesis sets, the business workflow error
propagation on Figure 5.7 from [KP18] is used5. A single task executing resource error leads
to a task not being performed (leading to OMISSION). However, the next task is equipped with
watchdog-, and limited compensation capabilities; upon detecting the error, the business task
is performed manually, transforming the propagating behavior to merely LATE execution6. Due
to the characteristics of business process execution and the fact that the control flow graph is
cycle-free, in this case, error propagation hypotheses can be computed directly with constraint
satisfaction; neither dynamic analysis nor temporal abstractions are necessary.
At the same time, although the input-output value correspondences implied by the topology

do constrain the possible combinations very considerably, this is not the only model-consistent
error propagation hypothesis; the nondeterministic choices in the exclusive gateways lead to
multiple, qualitatively different solutions, even if only a single, specific fault activation is
assumed.

5.2.4. Application for a composed system

Figure 5.8 presents a line diagram for an error propagation hypothesis set of this example
workflow model. The fault activation assumption is that zero or one task resource faults
may be present and each task has a dedicated resource (except the manual check). We track
the time-dimension error state of the propagating execution (activity name + port name +
_T_ + OK, LATE, EARLY); as well as the activation error state (activity name + port name
+ _P_ + OK, OMISSION, COMMISSION). For FCA, the applied faults in the hypothesis sets
are not attributes of the solutions – rather, they are the immediate object types (“multiple
instantiations” of fault names in the object set is due to the fact that the activation of a specific
fault can nondeterministically cause different outcomes and thus can be present in multiple
error propagation hypotheses).
This way, FCA is performed on causes (faults) as extent and effects (propagating errors

and system-level failure) as intent. Furthermore, the diagram is a projection for the input of
the Stop event (failure types), and the input errors of the confluence element of the Checked
earlier? choice gateway (identified by the CH4 prefix, denoting the fourth "choice" element
in the model). The latter “probing point” has been selected purely as an example; in practice,
much larger diagrams can be well assessed than what can be presented here (and the filtering
of variables would focus on field replaceable units and elements with applicable dependability
mechanisms; an aspect not addressed here).
The selection leading to the highlighting on the figure has been performed on the node of

the STOP_IN_T_LATE label (timing input port of the Stop component being evaluated to LATE)
– that is, we are looking at the (pure) performance failures at the system level.
The reading of the diagram is the following. “Upwards”, late execution at the end of the

process entails only execution correctly reaching the Stop stage – maybe not interestingly, but
reassuringly. “Downwards”, the paths identify that

• the “late” nature of system-level behavior is associated either with one of the inputs of
CH4 being late, or the latency introduced later in the process (in an XOR manner); and

5While formulating the component error propagation constraints and the constraints for error propagation
composition took considerable effort, the underlying new EPA implementation as a whole is not novel
enough to be proposed as a contribution here.

6Note that this is not a fully realistic mechanism for real-life business processes, mainly because task executions
have external side effects.
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Figure 5.7.: Qualitative nonbinary error propagation: a workflow example
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Figure 5.8.: A fault activation instance and error/failure port valuation formal context, with
filtering and interactive selection.
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Figure 5.9.: Applications of FCA in assurance planning.

• the possible resource fault activations leading to the late activation at the stop event –
and these don’t include the “no fault” cases.

It is also to note that for the chosen attribute set, FCA clusters the fault activation in-
stances by their commonality in effect. Consequently, maybe the most immediate applications
of such line diagrams are diagnosability assessment and assessing the (qualitative) effective-
ness of built-in dependability mechanisms. The selection of a single label makes the fault-
correspondence of the error/failure attribute apparent – by highlighting the corresponding set
of sets of fault activations and leaving the remainder opaque.
This way, as by definition any node (formal concept) represents a maximum set of ob-

jects sharing a maximum attribute set, the fault-localization capability of the (full) intent of
any node is easy to assess visually. Furthermore, nodes with an owned attribute express a
“most specific” fault-localizing attribute that makes the “upward” elements of the full intent
superfluous to distinguish its extent from the remainder.
The exploration made possible by interactive filtering and highlighting enables the rapid,

visual assessment of pre-designed fault detection and localization attribute sets. It also helps
in expert monitoring feature selection when it is impractical to formalize all important feature
selection preferences.

5.2.5. Use cases for FCA in EPA

Two primary use case categories of FCA in dependability, performance and resilience assurance
are apparent: supporting assurance planning and application for ontology design.
The potential for ontology design is ongoing research and is not discussed in this thesis

further. For assurance, Figure 5.9 presents an overview of the techniques that the previous
sections introduced. The fundamental idea here is that the visualization capabilities and the
algorithms for various simplifications in FCA can provide a unique insight into the models,
and the analysis and planning artifacts at each stage of the workflow.
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For visual interpretability, context sizes have to be kept moderate, thus projections have
to be performed for human processing; however, this is not a significant problem, as the
human analyst is generally interested in validation and taking major design decisions at a
low structural resolution (as intended error containment regions [2], replaceable/repairable
components, or major functional blocks). Also, dedicated domain-specific algorithms (especi-
ally practice-proven intelligent heuristics) in the planning workflow can be expected to have
much more favorable computational complexity characteristics then the exact FCA algorithms.
(Although it is an open question whether the statement holds for FCA heuristics and partial
context computation algorithms).
At the same time, for error propagation models, propagation hypothesis sets, test plans,

etc. FCA carries the promise to serve as a bridge between automated model building and
the human expert – the very same way as EDA does for statistical modeling and hypothesis
testing. In EDA as well as here, visualizations and descriptive abstractions do not serve to
replace sophisticated algorithms but to efficiently reach hypotheses, check a wide range of
(implicit) assumptions and validate modeling results.

5.3. Error propagation space exploration

End-to-end model-driven engineering with EPA capabilities carries the possibility of automa-
tically supporting the selection of system-deployed dependability mechanisms towards imple-
menting stated dependability goals. Research – mostly academic – has begun to explore this
possibility. However, despite significant progress, the current approaches only partially fulfill
the emerging industrial requirements, even in established industrial sectors and application
categories [116].
In design for dependability, there is always a “design space”: the diverse set of dependability

mechanisms – e.g., platform choice, redundancy schemes, algorithm-based fault tolerance, pro-
per deployment – that the designer can choose from to adequately mitigate the risks associated
with faults. In many sectors, there is a growing need to be able to explore the error propaga-
tion characteristics of different design choices, and through this to explore the dependability
design space.
One key target area where design choices have to be explored, and not only verified and

validated, is CPSs. The connections of CPSs to “external” components can be numerous
and dynamically managed, and the dependability strategies to be used in the individual ele-
ments can be dependent on the “external” elements – and our limited knowledge about their
behavior. [Koc18a] demonstrates these aspects for the dependence and trust relations of au-
tonomous vehicles and railway infrastructure in more detail; in more general terms, the fun-
damental mechanisms driving emergent behaviors in composed CPSs, including dependability
and resilience, are identified in [117].
The exploratory nature of Exploratory Data Analysis emerges from the capability for quick

judgments and intuitive expert insights; enabled by appropriate numeric abstractions of data
(descriptive statistics) and highly-abstracting visualizations (e.g., addressing only a few dimen-
sions at a time instead of all). Similarly, I propose that exploring error (or change) propagation
characteristics under various, high-level assumptions will be made possible by the ability to
descriptively and visually inspect the error propagation hypothesis sets as the “data” that EPA
problems entail. To this end, this contribution provides a simple, axiomatic, relational algebra
based formulation of the steps of evaluating and gradually refining error propagation hypothe-
sis sets. On the surface, the notation may seem to be disconnected from the the earlier detailed
EPA framework. In reality, it serves as a “cover model” for classic CSP-based EPA; the aspects
that are composed here as relations are constraints in the original formulation (which, in turn,
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also express relations at the conceptual level; also see the aspect of operationalization later).

5.3.1. Operations on hypothesis sets

An error propagation hypothesis set is a qualitative syndrome relation Φ that contains the
syndrome valuations for component-port associated qualitative variables of a composed system.
For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that all syndrome value domains have a total order
to express severity. At the conceptual level, relational algebra can express the key diagnostic
concepts that are necessary for “summarizing” sets of competing error propagation hypotheses.

Conditioning

Conditional hypothesis sets express the idea of subsetting all error propagation chains present
in a hypothesis set to certain conditions; most importantly, to specific fault activation confi-
gurations – e.g., single fault assumption or single physical + single system input fault – and
specific system failure modes.
These conditions themselves can be encoded as relations; for fault assumptions, on a fault

attribute subset, for system failures, on an output subset. Let Φ be the hypothesis set to be
conditioned and φ the conditioning hypothesis set, with a signature that is a subset of Φ-s.
Then an exact hypothesis set conditioning operator can be defined as

Φ|σ = Φ ./ σ. (5.1)

We may want σ as a partial relation to express the “worst” or “best” cases to be taken
into account (fault, propagating error or system failure wise). This leads us to introduce the
hypothesis set MAX-conditioning and MIN-conditioning operators.
Let α be the attribute set of a relation; projection of a relation for a single attribute will be

denoted with subscripts. The operator |MAX expresses restrictions to the cases that are "at
most so serious" as the combinations captured in the conditioning relation. |MIN for minimum
severity combinations follows the same pattern.

p ∈ Φ|MAXσ ↔ p ∈ Φ ∧ ∃s ∈ σ : ∀a ∈ α(σ) : pa ≤ sa (5.2)

p ∈ Φ|MINσ ↔ p ∈ Φ ∧ ∃s ∈ σ : ∀a ∈ α(σ) : pa ≥ sa (5.3)

Qualitative bounds of an error propagation hypothesis set

The qualitative upper bound ΦMAX of a hypothesis set expresses pessimistic overabstraction of
a set of error propagation hypotheses. For each port, the worst possible potential case allowed
by the hypothesis set is computed, regardless of the hypothesis it forms a part of. The notion
of a qualitative lower bound ΦMIN can be defined similarly.

ΦMAX = {t} : ∀a ∈ α(Φ) : ta = MAX(Φa) (5.4)

ΦMIN = {t} : ∀a ∈ α(Φ) : ta = MIN(Φa) (5.5)
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Error propagation covers

Using these simple facilities, we can introduce error propagation cover notions – for forward as
well as backward reasoning. Let φfault be a relation defined over a subset of the fault variables
of the system, expressing the worst-case fault activation combinations to be considered. Then

Φφfault
= (Φ|MAXφfault)MAX (5.6)

computes the pessimistic error propagation cover for this fault assumption set; the worst
failures such or less severe faults may cause.
Similarly, let φfail be a relation defined over a subset of the output variables of the system,

expressing the worst-case failure combinations to be considered. Then

Φφfail = (Φ|MINφfail)MIN (5.7)

computes the pessimistic error propagation cover for this failure assumption set; the least
severe faults and propagating errors that may cause failures of this or greater magnitude.
Notice that the notions of bounds and error propagation covers enable direct comparisons

of error propagation hypothesis sets; using various projections on the single value vectors
(e.g., by omitting the fault variables) element-wise comparison gives rise to partial orderings.
Importantly, we can say that for two possible hypothesis sets Φ and Φ′ of the same system –
e.g., emanating from different dependability design decisions – the cover for a fault set φfault
is broader:

Φφfault
< Φ′φfault

(5.8)

if Φ′ is element-wise “equally or more serious” than Φ in all non-fault values and in at least
one value “more serious”.

Error propagation hypothesis set composition

Given a system error propagation hypothesis set, component error propagation hypothesis sets
can be trivially defined through a projection of the system-level relation. Reversely, assuming
all relations are complete, we can easily compose component error propagation hypothesis sets
into a system-level hypothesis set by joining the component relations along the values of the
corresponding outputs and inputs. (Handling incomplete relations poses only minor technical
challenges.)
Let Φi and Φj be two component error hypothesis sets. Then the error propagation hypot-

hesis set composition of the two components is a join over the valuations of the corresponding
interface ports of the two components:

t ∈ Φi ./
C Φj ↔ t ∈ Φid|><|dΦj∧

∀(l, r) ∈ κ : l ∈ oi ∧ r ∈ ij → tl = tr
(5.9)

In a sense, the error hypothesis sets mutually constrain each other. Notice that from the
point of view of commutativity, ./C behaves exactly like natural join; that is, the order in
which we compose component relations is not important (at least functionally; from the point
of view of performance, this is a very well known point of variability).
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Subtractive component behavior refinement

The allowed hypothesis set of a single component can be subject to composition-like further
refinement, too, even if it has been already incorporated into a multi-component hypothesis
set. Refinement here is understood in the strictly subtractive way; essentially, we rule out
input-output-fault combinations or leave them intact, but not add them.

Let Φ be a (multi-component) error propagation hypothesis set and Φi a (complete) hypot-
hesis set on the i-th component. Then (further) constraining the full hypothesis set to at most
the propagation behaviors captured by Φi is essentially an application of the exact hypothesis
set conditioning operator introduced earlier.
Customarily, the error propagation characteristics of a component are defined through a set

of pattern rules in some simple domain specific language, in the style of “if one input receives
OMISSION, then regardless of the other inputs all outputs will produce COARSE (detectable)
DATA errors” (see earlier). For the train of thought followed here, all such partial propagation
behavior rules can be extended to complete relations, by “padding” with fully nondeterministic
behavior for the input combinations the rule does not cover.
Let pi the array of all such “padded” partial propagation behaviors defined for the i-th com-

ponent. Then the component-level error propagation hypothesis set can be simply expressed
through exact hypothesis set conditioning in functional form7 as

Φi = reduce([p1, . . . , pn], |) (5.10)

A wide range of dependability design decisions (fail-silent behavior, voter schemes, error
detection and signaling, and so on) can be modeled as such error propagation behavior frag-
ments. Additionally, the application of such patterns conditioned on special “design switch”
component inputs lead to error propagation hypothesis sets that include behavior under the
usage of the various dependability mechanisms as well as in their absence. Conditioning on
these inputs, in turn, enables the exploration of design variants as part of error propagation
space exploration in general.

5.3.2. Explorative EPA with hypothesis sets

With the simple hypothesis set operators, EPA can be conceptually expressed rather simply
through the following principal steps.

• Folding (reducing) the array of the assumed component behaviors for all components,
using the composition operator ./C .

• MAX-conditioning for the fault activation pattern relation φfault that is deemed pos-
sible. (Iterative extensions and pattern composition operators are possible, but do not
contribute to the discussion on the conceptual level.)

• Electively, MIN-conditioning for the relation of the least serious failure patterns φfail we
are already concerned with.

In closed functional form this translates to:

Φ = reduce([Φ1, . . . ,Φn], ./C)|MAXφfault|MINφfail (5.11)

7The basic reduce operator from functional programming serves here simply as a convenient shorthand for
(((p1|p2)|p3)|p4) . . ..
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5.4. Contributions

The critical difference to the EPA approaches that were discussed earlier is that the result is
not a single error propagation hypothesis or a predetermined abstraction of all error propaga-
tion hypotheses; instead, the set of all error propagation hypotheses that are consistent with
the assumptions we have made. Assuming that the above operations can be operationalized
efficiently, the gradual exploration of the error propagation space of a system becomes possible,
whereby an analyst

1. begins the analysis with rough, incomplete assumptions about the component error pro-
pagation characteristics of a system;

2. computes error propagation covers for the fault activation classes deemed important;

3. using error propagation covers evaluates the fault classes that can lead to important
failure patterns;

4. adjusts dependability mechanisms, refines component error propagation characteristics,

5. and begins another iteration of the exploration process until qualitative error propagation
requirements are met.

Some other tasks can also be expressed rather succinctly: importantly, the search for depen-
dability mechanisms fulfilling error propagation mitigation goals, the search for the component
that contributes the most to unacceptably severe error propagation covers, or the generation
of artifacts such as fault trees.

5.3.3. Towards operationalization
The simple relational model can be easily operationalized as enumerating all solutions with
CSP solving. This is certainly very wasteful, but still a viable approach for small to moderate
size models, which can be considered typical for high-level EPA scenarios.
The possibility of operationalization through the exact composition of Multi-valued Decision

Diagrams (MDDs) [33] is under investigation. MDDs encoding error propagation relations
can be combined efficiently to form a solution (error propagation hypothesis) set, over which
exploratory EPA can be performed incrementally.

5.3.4. Towards visual exploration
Similar to the fundamental role of visualization in EDA, “looking at” the series of error pro-
pagation covers in a system is generally expected to be much more informative to the human
expert than their descriptive summaries. In addition to FCA, other initial experiments have
been made towards visualization; a natural way is to map syndrome severities to a color scale
and color a proper view of the system using the worst incoming syndromes of components.
This contour-diagram like visualization is shown as an example in Figure E.1 in the Appendix,
using the business process that was used earlier to demonstrate qualitative error propagation.
Other visualization options and the potentially applicable interactive techniques are under
consideration.

5.4. Contributions
In this chapter of the thesis, I extended the EPA framework of [11] with practical engineering
application patterns as well as facilities that enable the direct handling of sets of nondetermi-
nistically competing hypotheses.
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5. Qualitative model analysis for resilience assessment

C2.1: EPA extensions supporting reasoning for resilience. I extend the funda-
mental EPA approach of Prof. Pataricza and its existing application extensions with a
portable problem representation scheme, a systematic approach towards error propaga-
tion cover reduction via qualitative refinement, and simulation-based application of EPA
at early system design phases.

Specific results: A traceable, directly solvable, but solver-independent EPA problem
representation scheme in XCSP3; patterns of qualitative EPA refinement, with application
for requirement change impact estimation in safety critical design; the definition of an
EPA simulation approach through executing composed “error propagation programs” in
Alf.

Supporting publications: [Bon+17], [Pat+17], [Koc+08a]

C2.2: Structured interpretation of EPA hypotheses. I introduce FCA as a tool for
deriving and visualizing the internal abstraction hierarchy inherent to solution hypothesis
sets in EPA. I also show that FCA of hypothesis sets has direct interpretations with
constructive applications in qualitative fault isolation.

Specific results: diagnostic interpretation guide for FCA additive line diagrams, diag-
nostic application of FCA algorithms, application for a business process EPA example.

Supporting publications: submitted to PPEECS: [KP18], [Pat+17]

C2.3: Error propagation space exploration. I have defined the key operators needed
for error propagation space exploration over error propagation hypothesis sets – impor-
tantly, a qualitative variant of error propagation covers and conditioning-like filter opera-
tors for stepwise sharpening fault assumptions as well as failure and error requirements.
This way, error propagation under uncertainty can be gradually constrained in to the re-
quired specificity by strengthening propagation assumptions, ruling out cases and taking
decisions on the deployed error propagation mechanisms.

Supporting publications: [Koc18a]

5.5. Applications
I applied EPA in the DESEREC FP6 project in the context of analyzing error propagation
in self-reconfiguring systems [Koc+08a] and in the CECRIS project [Bon+17] in the earlier
described ways: for early SW-FMEA as well as requirement change impact management.

The original application for business processes [Urb+14] was followed by an application
for data quality error propagation in data analysis processes [60] (faculty student conference
submission co-advised by the author).
The experiences of repeated applications with various prototype implementations lead to

the consolidated, practical set of engineering application patterns described in the engineering
modeling chapter and the first sub-contribution. The proof of concept implementation un-
derlying [Koc18a] and [KP18] uses the documented techniques (except for fUML-based error
propagation simulation); a dedicated tool paper will be justified when the integration of a key
set of modeling languages (BPMN 2.0 and ArchiMate) has been finished. Integration of MDD-
based constraint solving to directly implement EPA and error propagation space exploration
with hypothesis sets is an ongoing, but unfinished, experiment.
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6. Qualitative model based monitoring

At operation time, runtime metrics of systems are measured, in order to alert on the presence
of situations that need reactive or proactive operational management actions. QMs express
detection, diagnosis, and prediction of such situations in terms of the qualitative state of
system elements; however, their application requires mapping direct runtime measurements of
observable system metrics to qualitative system element states through a monitoring scheme.
Creating a monitoring scheme faces the following major challenges.

• A set of observable metrics has to be selected from the impractically huge set of possible
ones for qualitative system element state determination and the qualitative abstraction
(e.g., value-thresholds) has to be created. This activity complements qualitative variable
selection; for any subsystem, either a set of state-determining metrics is sought, or a
qualitative refinement is performed, and the same question addressed for the elements
of the refinement.

• Not all properties are directly observable; this is especially problematic when their short
transients cause serious, propagating failures. Such runtime properties have to be esti-
mated by indirect measurements.

• Monitoring schemes have to be assessable by human experts, for the coverage of adverse
effects as well as sensitivity across qualitative states.

The contributions of this chapter are the following.

• A data analysis based methodology for feature selection and qualitative state estimation.
As a specific novelty, the use of a nonlinear, mutual information based feature selection
approach is demonstrated.

• The concept of mystery shoppers is introduced to characterize as well as measure directly
unobservable disturbances in the behavior of runtime platforms and integrated external
services. The validity of the mystery shopper concept is demonstrated for the short
transients of available CPU capacity in Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) clouds.

• A multi-dimensional taxonomy is defined for the performance and dependability of IaaS
services and the principles of taxonomy-based, structured, expert performed validation
of monitoring schemes are defined. The methodology can be easily adapted to other
service types.

6.1. Basic monitoring concepts
The services realized using IT infrastructures are subject extra-functional requirements; re-
quirements posed on service performance, dependability, security, resilience and so on. The
agreement on expecting and meeting these requirements is commonly codified in legally binding
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) [70][118]. The descriptive concepts and metrics of perfor-
mance vary across service types but are generally well settled, and in many cases standardized.
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The ISO/IEC 25010 standard [119] provides a general model for the quality of software and
systems in development as well as "in use" – that is, having been deployed and performing
work.

These runtime properties are monitored for fulfillment – by the consumer as well as the
provider of the service. At the same time, the provider should also monitor the software and
hardware components that constitute the system providing the service. For SLAs to remain
unbreached, corrective actions have to be performed – the underlying causes of the failures
in the service have to be removed or at least mitigated. Ideally, the operational management
actions are taken in a proactive manner – even before service failures manifest. For reactive
as well as proactive management, continuous observation of the internal runtime properties
of the system is instrumental for taking timely actions: ongoing runtime observations are in
essence tests that can drive diagnostic logic in an ongoing manner.

6.1.1. Runtime system observation
Monitoring as a general discipline encompasses a number of technical patterns, with some
overlap and ambiguity in definitions. For the purposes of this thesis, and specifically for this
chapter, monitoring implies ongoing sampling of the status and runtime properties of servi-
ces and software/hardware components of a system. Monitoring is performed by dedicated
software agents that deliver their readings to a dedicated supervisory system. The supervis-
ory system is responsible for collecting observations, evaluating them against predefined logic
formulas and raising events based on the evaluation. Events may be fed into processes lar-
gely performed by human actors (e.g., as specified by ITIL), or (semi)automatically initiate
operational management actions. The monitoring agents can be colocated with the monito-
red element; when they execute remotely – i.e., on another host – their activity is also called
probing. The approach is called active probing, when the set of probes that is online adapts to
the monitoring-decoded system state to increase fault isolation resolution in a sequential fault
diagnosis style.
Monitoring typically gathers data that the system elements themselves emit specifically as

an observability-enabling measure. Thus, we can distinguish a number of different monitoring
types, for which I introduced the following simple taxonomy in [Koc+08b]:
Platform-level monitoring delivers aggregated information on the state of the run-time
platform, like resource (CPU, storage, memory) utilization, handling of global error signals
and so on. Monitoring control policies use these measures for global health checks; typical
reactions to diminishing platform health include task priority modification or task migration.
Task level monitoring collects, analyses and reacts to the general signals and measured
quantities of application components, independently of its type and functionality. For instance,
resource utilization by a particular application component, its health state indicators (running,
crashed) and related global error signals belong to this category.
Application specific, platform-independent data acquisition and reaction deals with
a particular application at the level of abstraction of the services delivered by it, primarily
for checking and controlling the fulfillment of the constraints imposed on the extra-functional
characteristics perceived by clients. Environments delivering only moderately availability-
critical services usually apply a rough granular control (diagnosis and repair) policy, thus their
monitoring configuration does not go below this level of detail.
Application specific, implementation dependent monitoring uses agents having a deep
insight into the particular component by exploiting implementation specific information. Their
use is confined typically to high availability critical applications due to the need for a high-level
of product specific skills and high augmentative maintenance costs.
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6.1. Basic monitoring concepts

Figure 6.1.: The supervisory loop and the role of qualitative models

At each level, potentially hundreds of measures are available for each component, with a
tunable sampling frequency. The fundamental contradiction ofmonitoring configuration design
is the following. The more measures are collected with a high frequency,

• the finer runtime diagnosis can be, and the more runtime data is created for historical
empirical analyses; but also,

• the more system resources the act of monitoring itself will waste.

The term “waste” applies rather literally: as in diagnosis in general, monitoring properties
that don’t contribute to deciding on taking the necessary actions unnecessarily uses resources.
At the same time, observability of key properties may be limited by technical factors. Thus,
monitoring configuration design is an activity that has the three co-dependent aspects of
property/probe selection, diagnostic logic design and operational management action planning.

6.1.2. Qualitative models

QMs in monitoring have the role to support situation analysis and action planning at a high,
typically declarative policy level. This does not mean that the observed fine-granular data
should be discarded; the two are typically utilized in a refinement-like manner. For instance,
a server that detects that it is reaching its capacity may decide to start admission control;
however, fine-tuning the parameters of admission control (typically a hysteresis-like process)
is based on numerical observations. Figure 6.1 depicts the so emerging closed loop of system
management. Notice that the ongoing control does not have to be automated.
Historically, in general-purpose computing, the individual tasks had only rather rudimen-

tary software tooling support and were under close human control. First, increasing system
management complexity leads to Autonomic Computing advocating the full automation and
hierarchical design of the control loop. Figure 6.1 is consciously modelled after the MAPE-K –
Monitor, Analyze, Plan, Execute, using Knowledge – model from AC. Then, the emergence of
cloud computing, CPSs and today fog computing made full automation a necessity – otherwise
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frequent, agile and elastic system reconfigurations could not be practical. At the qualitative
level, the possible goals of the maintained runtime model naturally reflect the diagnostic and
testing concepts introduced earlier.

• Failure and error detection models are concerned only with faithfully decoding the high-
level service or system state, but not the underlying causes of state changes. Qualitative,
service level failure is mainly geared towards the dependability domain, while rough-
granular internal error states may be required by resilience management. Typically such
models raise alerts, alarms and initiate such rough-granular policies that don’t need a
further diagnosis (e.g., quarantines, admission controls).

• Diagnostic models perform cause isolation to the required action granularity.

• Failure prediction models aim at predicting failures in advance, optimally in conjunction
with the ongoing qualitative change of a qualitative variable that can be influenced to
avoid the failure.

6.2. Feature selection for qualitative monitoring

Empirical modeling and forecasting of the performance and dependability of computing sy-
stems has a long and rich tradition [73] [120], including online failure prediction [121], the
methods of which can be reformulated as a “binary” solution to the ”qualitative state from
continuous observations” modeling problem. Arguably, the development of the field follows
the ongoing development of data analysis in general, the commoditization of data analysis
and the shift of emphasis from “explainable” and meaningfully scrutinizable models towards
“practical” solutions (i.e., machine learning) [122].
At the same time, historically the qualitative formulation of this problem received little

targeted attention, despite the increased understanding and less radical interventions it enables
in supervision through the series of qualitative states that lead up to failures. Additionally,
classification and forecasting of qualitative states to feed qualitative monitoring are potentially
easier problems than numerical regression and forecasting, by virtue of transforming numeric
error values (however small or large) to highly qualitative classifier characteristics (i.e., how
correct are the judgments on classes).

6.2.1. Approach: mRMR metric selection, and qualitative forecasting

This section presents two interconnected, data analysis based early contributions from 2009-
2010 that proposed the following two, in the domain then novel, ideas.

Information-based feature selection for monitoring and forecasting: use of the mini-
mum Redundancy, Maximum Relevance (mRMR) algorithm [123] for the selection of a set of
system-internal metrics that correlate the best with a system QoS metric, but at the same time
does not include variables that do not meaningfully contribute to the “variance-explaining ca-
pability” of the other selected ones. Specifically, given a set of independent (regular) variables
and a single dependent (target) variable in a set of observations, mRMR determines a subset
of the regular variables for which, in the optimal case, the following holds: a) the sum of the
mutual information between each selected variable and the target is maximal; b) the sum of
the pairwise mutual information of the selected variables is minimal. (For the simultaneous
optimization of the two aspects and the canonical incremental search method the reader is
kindly referred to [123].)
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Qualitative monitoring and forecasting: supervised learning is used to create classifiers
that determine or predict the system-level QoS category online, based on quantitative moni-
toring data.
The motivation for information-based feature selection is twofold. First, it is not bound to

a model family (e.g., linear); second, it closely reflects conceptually the logic and algorithmics
of sequential fault isolation.

6.2.2. Experimental environment

The research was conducted on a dedicated small-scale, distributed OLTP environment; Figure
6.2 depicts the (later) variant used in [Pal+10a], with the following characteristics.

Figure 6.2.: Experimental testbed for feature selection and qualitative classification experi-
ments

• An open distributed implementation of the TPC-W benchmark was deployed (see Figure
6.2). TPC-W1 is a now obsolete, but historically very important transactional web ben-
chmark that defines a web shop service, simulates on-line browser sessions and measures
primarily a throughput-like “Web Interactions per Second” (WIPS) service metric.

• The environment was instrumented with a wide range of monitoring agents.

• After experimentally finding the maximum capacity of the system with the benchmark,
a series of measurements were performed with varied benchmark workloads that per-
formed sudden jumps between load magnitude categories: NORMAL, DEGRADATION and
SATURATION.

• A very wide range of monitored metrics from platform to application-specific ones (alto-
gether over 1000 variables) were collected in the usual sampling-based monitoring fashion,

1http://www.tpc.org/tpcw/
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Figure 6.3.: Regression error for feature selection and model combinations versus number of
selected metrics

RF RM NF NM
LOW 0.0233 0.0326 1e-30 1e-4
MID 0.0510 0.0887 1.86e-4 1e-29
HIGH 0.2361 0.3139 1e-25 1e-26
VHIGH 0.9309 1.0020 0.7746 0.8111
DROP 0.2806 0.4990 0.0227 0.0516
STEP 0.1908 0.2300 0.0961 0.1818

Table 6.1.: Regression mean square errors at 50 selected variables for different load scenarios

using a monitoring interval of 30 seconds; observations were labeled with their respective
load state category.

To keep data balanced for the analyses, the experimental time series were ensured to cover
largely the same number of samples from each qualitative category in every training and
test dataset. For forecasting, sampling interval lagged copies of the monitored variables were
created, as usual.

6.2.3. mRMR and regression for current-state classification
First, we validated the feature selection methodology by creating linear, as well as a feed-
forward neural network regressors over the selected metric set [Pal+10b]. We compared re-
gression performance with the same type of regressors built on feature sets selected with simple
greedy forward selection (using linear regression as an evaluative measure in the search).
Figure 6.3 presents the typical evolution mean square error values for models of all four

combinations (R/N: linear regression or neural network, F/M: greedy linear forward selection
or mRMR), as the number of selected variables increases. Table 6.1 presents mean square
errors for selection, model building and evaluation performed specifically for different load
scenarios, under the rather extreme case of 50 selected metrics:
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• LOW, MID, HIGH and VHIGH: load consistently staying in one qualitative category (MID load
corresponds to the DEGRADATION system and service state)

• DROP and STEP: qualitative load category drop down and step up scenarios

The overall experimental evaluation justified the following observations for the experimental
system.

• In qualitatively different domains of service behavior, different sets of metrics capture
most of the numerical variability in the QoS. This is consistent with the fact that,
by definition, system behavior is ruled by different phenomena in different qualitative
states2.

• At the same time, across different domains, there is significant metric overlap (around
40%), intuitively highlighting that there are “important” subsystems – in this specific
case, the bottleneck – that heavily influence behavior globally. A secondary supporting
fact of this observation is that there was a core set of metrics that was picked up by
forward selections as well as mRMR (1̃5% for the 50 metric selections).

• Overall, the type of regressor has a much greater influence on accuracy than the metric
selection approach. Specifically, a nonlinear one performs much better than a linear.

• Taking into account only the nonlinear regressors, greedy forward selection performs
better globally.

• However, in the most “nonlinear”, and at the same time, from the point of view of
monitoring most important state, where the system is between normal operation and
saturation, mRMR is capable to select the metrics the nonlinear evolutions of which
carry the most information about the target metric (see the emphasized cell in the
table).

Overall, the experiments indicated that mRMR as an information-based feature selection
approach can improve monitoring feature set selection in comparison to classic approaches. In
the full extra-functional state space its contribution may be minor, but it can be significant
specifically during the transition to major failure states – opening up the possibility to engage
low-latency protective mechanisms at once. While a full validation across different services
and configurations was not performed, the results are, at the very least, strongly indicative;
the experiments targeted a nontrivial system with an OLTP service, which was still strongly
representative at the time, and with a benchmark load that carries a significant stochastic
component around its set baseline.

While we did change the baseline (moving window average) in abrupt and significant steps
during the experiments, the qualitative state holdouts were in the order of minutes, and no
“flash crowd” scenarios were considered. As a rule, dedicated system monitoring solutions and
the high-level adaptation policies driven by them work at longer time scales in soft-critical
systems: from the minute order of magnitude to tens of minutes, depending on the actions
to be taken, such as starting and initializing new virtual machines or hosts. Thus, if it is a
requirement to tolerate such phenomena, predeployed or localized mechanisms are necessary,
such as admission control and a continuously maintained slack of resources which, together,
can absorb sudden load spikes (see, e.g., [125], where extreme value analysis is applied to
design the amount of necessary spare capacities).

2This is apparent even on the simplest analytical models, e.g., a queue of bounded size with a single service
node, and its throughput and latency. At a more technical level, [124] presents a very tractable overload
response analysis for CPU-bound web servers.
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Figure 6.4.: Measured QoS class (top) and predicted QoS class (bottom) under the integer
encoding 0 – NORMAL, 1 – DEGRADATION, 2 – SATURATION

At the same time, forecasting the qualitative state at the monitoring and control action
time scales enables the timely engagement of the slower adaptation mechanisms, such as the
addition of new nodes to the cluster of the bottlenecked tier.

6.2.4. Qualitative forecasting with mRMR-selected metric sets
Using mRMR based feature selection, in [Pal+10a] we described a neural network based clas-
sifier approach, that forecasted the expected service state category at the 1, 5 and 10-minute
horizon. A feed-forward neural network was constructed for each horizon with a single hidden
layer, under the expectation that it can be adaptive enough in its internal parameter weig-
htings to provide a reasonable qualitative forecast even without operational domain-dedicated
variable sets.
To filter out the “spikes” in the predictions that originate from the stochastic nature of TPC-

W loads and to which the control that monitoring aims to support should not respond, the
initial predictions of the neural networks were post-processed by a simple decision algorithm.
The decision logic allows a change in prediction only if the category predictions hold for a few
cycles3; this moving window is shorter for upward changes and longer for downward changes.
The rationale is that de-provisioning resources too late is generally more acceptable, than
breaching SLAs.
Figure 6.4 presents a typical categorical prediction, compared to the actual service state

evolution. The overall prediction accuracy was around 85% for all three horizons. The results
can be interpreted as acceptable for many real-life soft-critical use cases if we take into account
the following.

• The scaling out and scaling in driven by this prediction should not be the only defense
mechanism of the system.

3This is a standard technique in infrastructure monitoring; the underlying philosophy is not to make an alarm,
if the problem is – in the current case, expected to be – transient.
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• We made the prediction exercise very challenging through a heavily stochastic workload4

and not assuming the direct observability of either workload or QoS.

• Actual SLAs tend to accumulate time-in-noncompliant-QoS only after some time has
been uninterruptedly spent in the noncompliant state; and breaches happen when this
accumulated time steps over a threshold.

• The cautiousness of the approach is parameterizable to a large degree; it can be made to
scale the system out at the slightest hint of potential degradation, and scale back only
if absolutely no load backsurge is expected.

Similarly to explicit QMs, a major advantage of such a classifier is that it can remain valid
even across reconfigurations without training it again, if all metrics are defined over a static,
reconfiguration-agnostic view of the system – e.g., average web tier CPU utilization instead of
individual machine CPU utilizations; and all used metrics are scale-free. This is not a very
strong constraint, either, at least for the performance domain, where most performance issues
originate in the depletion (overutilization) of finite physical and logical resources.
The similarity to phenomenologically constructed QMs stretches even further: the model

can be expected to remain valid only until the system is changed enough for the causal degra-
dation mechanisms to change, for instance, the bottleneck(s) exercised by the training loads to
shift. On the one hand, this problem can be mitigated experimentally by a series of interval-
validating measurements in the expected reconfiguration parameter space. On the other hand,
the applied system model can be refined, and the qualitative monitoring problem focused to
smaller subsystems, with expected impact analyses performed at the qualitative level (e.g.,
through EPA-based qualitative diagnosis).
That said, the similarity breaks down at the explanatory power aspect: a QM is, by defini-

tion, largely human-interpretable, while “making neural networks to explain themselves” is a
current major challenge in computer science at the time of this writing.5

6.2.5. A look back at the results

Omitting the actual QoS metric and the numeric magnitude of the load as sources of in-
formation for diagnosis and forecasting may seem counterintuitive. One of the reasons was
discussed above; the other one is purely technical. At the time of the research, broad (and
resource-efficient) support for application-level workload and QoS monitoring was very spora-
dic; during the decade since, the general availability, breadth, and depth of application-level
instrumentation has increased very considerably.
To note is that to the best of the author’s knowledge, previously the use of mutual infor-

mation was proposed only once for online diagnostic purposes in system supervision in [126].
However, instead of selecting variables, in [126], metrics are clustered by mutual information
and the entropy of clusters is subjected to monitoring. The assumption is that qualitatively
significant anomalies in the system lead to disturbances in cluster-entropies as the co-variability
(in the broad, nonlinear sense) patterns of variables shift in comparison to the normal opera-
tional domain (as described above). This approach does not aim at reducing the monitoring
load and does not aim at differentiating between categories of deviation from the normal case.

Last but not least, the original research was performed well before the emergence of data
science as a field, and the commoditization of machine learning and AI. At that time, the

4In retrospect, the coefficient of variation of the load was most probably unnecessarily and unrealistically large,
due to a somewhat underpowered test system.

5See, e.g., the Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) program of DARPA: https://www.darpa.mil/
program/explainable-artificial-intelligence
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combination of a qualitative approach, information-based feature selection, and nonlinear re-
gression/classification for monitoring and rough-granular control was a novel proposition in the
dependability field. Revisiting the original research with contemporary tools, and a comparison
to today’s predictive cloud application performance analytics solutions would be justified.

6.3. Monitoring with mystery shoppers

With the emergence of cloud [127] computing, earlier unknown, platform-level risks appeared:
transient, relatively frequent and hard to characterize failures of the underlying hidden shared
infrastructure from the dependability, performance as well as resilience point of view. The
CPSs that began to proliferate somewhat later integrate cloud-based capabilities from Infra-
structure as a Service (IaaS) to highly intelligent ones (in an "Algorithm as a Service" model)
as a matter of course [128]; integrating the novel risks, too. More generally, the SoSs of today
compose together services that

• are closed;

• as a rule lack extra-functional guarantees or have not sharp enough ones for demanding
applications; and

• are “not trustworthy” in the classic sense.

While the runtime mechanisms of dependable and resilient computing can address these
issues, a capability to discover and detect them is still required. A generic solution to this end is
long-running probing with benchmark-like, but scalable targeted workloads and subsequently
using a scaled-down version of the same workload as a monitoring agent. In the following,
this concept, that we dubbed mystery shoppers in [Koc+13], is elaborated specifically for
performance interferences in public IaaS clouds. At the same time, the basic idea and the key
methodological aspects are expected to apply to other types of integrated services – in cloud
parlance, across the XaaS (“anything as a Service”) spectrum.

6.3.1. Performance interferences in IaaS clouds

Outsourcing makes the user vulnerable to the QoS of the service delivered by an external pro-
vider. Demanding applications face multi-aspect extra-functional requirements in addition to
the fundamental expectation of correctly executing their designated functionality. Specifically,
performability problems can lead to the degradation of business service levels.
Even minor imperfections of the core mechanisms in cloud computing (and the underlying

virtualization layer that implements resource sharing and arbitration strategies) may introduce
new platform failure modes in the temporal and performance domain. Through these faults,
applications can reach a state where the amount and service quality of the resources they
depend on is sharply reduced, at least temporally. The possibility of such deteriorated states
is a serious risk factor for soft real-time and soft critical applications in general. Resource
allowance and resource quality faults in shared environments and the failures caused by them
are commonly called performance interferences.
A number of existing runtime dependability mechanisms and architectural strategies can help

to mitigate erroneous system state – after all, in an open system (transient) resource starvation
tends to be similar to (transient) overload by its effect; but the prerequisite of applying these
is to be able to detect the presence of interferences through monitoring. Alternatively, as the
goal of performance benchmarks is by definition to characterize performance, in theory, they
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should be able to capture performance interferences, too. However, both of these techniques
face serious challenges in practice.

The observability of performance interferences in the virtualized platform performance
counters is highly situational; additionally, public clouds provide at most restricted access to
hypervisor-level information.

Benchmarks, through their quality metrics used for system comparison, theoretically could
detect performance interferences. However, almost all widely used benchmarks have a time
resolution that hides transient performance interferences. For example, the run time of com-
puting π to a large number of digits is insensitive for rare episodes of CPU time starvation.
Additionally, the usual way of running benchmarks a single or a few times does not support dis-
covering a) the rare events of performance interference and b) longer term resource allowance
trends.

6.3.2. IaaS benchmarking of cloud resources
Benchmarking is the execution and evaluation of standardized, reproducible and repeatable
measurements that delivers well defined, directly comparable metrics by using some repre-
sentative application as workload. It is a fundamental technique that supports for instance
platform selection through the comparative analysis of the performance and price-performance
ratios of different platform candidates. Benchmark results are customarily used in the indus-
trial practice as rough estimators for the performance of target applications. Benchmarking
has been used since the very appearance of cloud computing to compare conventional and
cloud platforms as well as competing cloud offerings.

Benchmark-based characterization of performance variability

Specific resource aspects such as (virtualized) CPU, network and disk I/O can be assessed by
simply reusing traditional (non-cloud oriented) benchmarks; based on a literature review and
application experiences in an industrial R&D project, I provided a broad overview of these and
early cloud benchmarks in [Koc+13]. In conjunction with the mentioned project, I performed
a large amount of benchmark running experiments that empirically proved the presence of
various kinds of resource allowance variabilities as performance interferences in IaaS. As these
are interesting, but unpublished results from an R&D project, only an anonymized overview
is presented in Appendix F.
Research has been targeting the understanding of these phenomena [129] and available isola-

tion solutions have been scrutinized [130] from very early on. Isolation capabilities of workloads
have been improving steadily for years now, aided by dedicated protective hardware, especially
CPU-integrated features and bus-attached device capabilities (Single-Root I/O Virtualization,
SR-IOV of network cards, GPUs and disk controllers); however, it falls on the cloud provider
to engage these and make tenants privy to the fact.6

Noisy neighbors

In case of user-controlled virtualization (e.g., potentially, but not necessarily, private clouds),
contemporary platforms support the configuration of resource allowances – proportions as well
as explicit upper and lower limits, at the very least, for CPU time, disk IOPS and network
egress/ingress bandwidth. But even if allowances provide some sort of guarantee, i.e., there
are explicit hard lower caps, and the tenant knows the configuration in advance, a VM can still

6Only the emerging NFV-oriented telco clouds do this consistently; the required and provided “defenses” are
part of the leases.
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experience performance interferences. The sources of these can be so-called invisible resources
(from the point of view of scheduling); these are especially present on older architectures. CPU
caches are an important example; cache contention can significantly reduce the performance
of co-deployed VMs [131]. Performance interferences that are directly attributable to the
activities of the “neighbors” are also called “noisy neighbor” effects.

6.3.3. Application-level effect of interferences
Resource sharing in a cloud may lead to parasitic interactions between logically independent
applications. State-of-the-art technologies provide sufficient isolation in the logic domain, but
a still potentially incomplete one from the point of view of extra-functional properties.

Resource level performance and timeliness guarantees are highly relevant for a broad range
of applications having service throughput and/or timeliness requirements. Usual performance
estimators and predictors deliver expected performance values only in the form of aggregated
and averaged results over a specific, longer time period. However, parasitic interferences
between a particular application and its environment may appear in the performance domain
highly dynamically as short transients or trends. Missed service completion deadlines appear
to the end user the same way as problems related to availability. These can pose a major risk
if the application has an SLA that involves at least soft real-time constraints in the range of
performance interferences. Latency sensitive and data streaming applications, like quasi-real-
time multimedia transmission are important examples.
Consider in Figure 6.5 the response of the open source BigBlueButton teleconference server

in sound transmission delay to a short depletion of available CPU cycles7. A short overload
leads first to a service interruption; then it takes a comparatively very long time for the delay
to normalize to an acceptable level. Overall, an 8-second transient fault leads to a 150-second
application-level disturbance.

Figure 6.5.: Sound transmission delay (ms) and availability (service continuity) response of a
conference call server to a short reduction of available CPU time

7Specifically on the figure, for didactic reasons caused by a malicious process co-deployed with the service;
however, initial suspicion arose through our virtualized educational use of the service, and this formed the
initial motivation of the presented research.
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Figure 6.6.: From direct QoS estimation/measurement to mystery shopper based detection

6.3.4. Mystery shoppers and dual application
For the discovery and monitoring of interferences significant for applications in IaaS, in [Koc+13]
we proposed a concept named mystery shopper after an approach widely used in the service
industries. There, “mystery shopping, a form of participant observation, uses researchers to
deceive customer-service personnel into believing that they are serving real customers or po-
tential customers. This deception is aimed at monitoring the consistency of processes and
procedures used in the delivery of a service” ([132], p1).
By parallel, a “mystery shopper” in an IaaS infrastructure is a ligthweight, benchmark-like

application that runs continuously for a significant time in a tenant VM, exercises resources in
a way similar to an application (or a modelled class of applications) and is able to detect and
report performance interferences that the application could be sensitive for in a fine granular
way.

Running mystery shoppers on a cloud environment for specific resources (or synthetic ones
for mixes of resources) can provide input about performance interferences for the design phase
of the service lifecycle, roughly emulating the resource usage of workloads. Additionally, it can
be used as a runtime problem detection and QoS estimation tool as well.
This way, detecting qualitative runtime QoS disruptions may be performed solely by moni-

toring the mystery shopper metric instead of introducing service specific instrumentation (see
Figure 6.6). At the same time, this approach delivers guidance on the source of performance
problems. Employing the approach has the following prerequisites.

• The mystery shopper has to be chosen or constructed so, that its resource sensitivity is
qualitatively the same as that of the target application.

• The resource impact of the mystery shopper has to be parameterisable.

• For shopper-only platform assessment as well as detection besides workload processing,
the appropriate parametrizations in (assumed to be) spare capacity usage and alerting
thresholds have to be found.

6.3.5. An initial mystery shopper design methodology
[Koc+13] demonstrated an initial, interference sensitivity-testing based methodology for mys-
tery shopper design, on the example of the soft real-time BigBlueButton web conference
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service, using an in-house virtualization solution. The initial methodology directly targets
building a mystery shopper on a platform that is representative of the production deploy-
ment platform of the application by interference-free resource capabilities. Scaling the created
mystery shopper to different target resources, as well as the methods necessary for multiple
interference patterns, have not been investigated yet. Conceptually, the approach proposes
the following.

1. Measurements establish a baseline for performance under various load and resource con-
figurations, without any interferences.

2. Application sensitivities are initially characterized without logical and performance dom-
ain defenses, through the co-deployment of a wide range of increasingly serious “inter-
ferences”, under various application load magnitudes. The experiments conceptually
follow the philosophy of dependability benchmarking. The tested interference patterns
can be influenced by the known noisy neighbor effects of the target platform, if known;
e.g., from benchmark-based, application-independent performance allowance variability
characterization measurement campaigns.

3. Data analysis (EDA and methods from data mining8.) are used to discover and rank by
risk the interference patterns.

4. A mystery shopper concept is elaborated – either from the ground up or by adapting an
existing benchmark.

5. A series of experiments, accompanied with comparative data analysis, validate the sen-
sitivity of the mystery shopper as a replacement for the application for the same inter-
ference injections and establish its proper level of resource usage.

6. A series of experiments, accompanied with data analysis, finds and validates a resource
usage configuration for the mystery shopper when it is co-deployed with the application,
to ensure negligible impact on the protected application and high correlation optimally
with its QoS, but at least with the magnitudes of interferences in its QoS.

7. Interference load injections from co-deployed VMs in the virtualized platform serve to
validate the two usage modes of the mystery shopper for known interference possibilities
of the given platform. Also, these experiments enable adjusting the mystery shopper
QoS-prediction profile via another round of data analysis performed on these experi-
ments, accounting for the the possible “interference-dampening” effects of the platform
in comparison to the fully unprotected case.

Figure 6.7 depicts our in-house virtualization deployment pattern for the testbed. On this
testbed, we performed a mystery shopper creation validation process the following way.

Resource contention sensitivity assessment

Steps 1 and 2 were performed in a single VM, without any concurrent load at the virtualization
level. A number of burst injection campaigns with different system stress types were executed
using the stress tool inside the same VM as BigBlueButton, one by one exercising all major
resource subsystems with a series of gradually increasing stresses. Then, the data was subjected
to EDA (step 3) to discover the synthetic “interferences” that the application is sensitive to
in the absence of any defenses.

8For the application philosophy of data mining dependability evaluation experiments, see [72]
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Figure 6.7.: Test harness for experimental performance interference sensitivity discovery

As it was expected, the service is sensitive for moderately long and amplitude bound CPU
bursts9. However, the exact nature of its response to high amplitude short time CPU bursts
(“Dirac delta”) was surprising. The system ceases to transmit any signal for a brief period.
The initial delay after transmission restart is extremely large compared to the baseline. After
the end of the CPU burst, platform-level effects of the transient interference fade away almost
instantly, but the recovery of the application to its normal state requires a quite lengthy
exponential decay process, as shown in Figure 6.5.
This effectively means that the service prolongs the temporal impact of the transient plat-

form performance fault. The error storing phenomenon is especially interesting since we do
not talk about the usual “hard” stored error from dependability (as, e.g., storing compromised
data in a data structure), but one that is transient in itself. We hypothesized that congestion
control in the audio-video server reactively increases its FIFO buffer in order to avoid losing
incoming samples after sensing a jam in processing, as indicated by the increased amount of
memory used inside the VM during the CPU burst. However, these buffered samples do not
pass through the system either because the processing delay exceeds a “drop” threshold or the
actual transcoding/transmission fails due to insufficient available CPU computational power.
The buffers are scaled back in a conservative manner after the necessary amount of CPU time
becomes available again.

Creating a mystery shopper candidate

Resource contention sensitivity assessment delivered the result of extreme sensitivity for short
CPU contention bursts. In [Koc+13], we focused on this single interference pattern, due to
the extreme sensitivity present and the initial nature of the research. The next challenge is
creating a mystery shopper for this single interference pattern. As an initial burst-sensitive
mystery shopper, a simple bash script was created, which computes the first 300 Fibonacci
numbers10.

9The challenges of measuring QoS and the load-dependence of the effect, which is, however, tied to current
CPU utilization, are omitted here; for the details, see [Koc+13].

10A simple, but widely used tool of measuring “rough CPU power” through non-floating point arithmetic
performance.
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Figure 6.8.: One VM-internal and one VM-external CPU interference injection: effect on con-
ference call delay and mystery shopper metric. For visual analysis, voice trans-
mission delay (blue) and mystery shopper metric (red) were brought to a common
scale. The red bars denote a full outage in voice transmission.

Steps 5 and 6 were performed using interval searches for determining the delay between
running the Fibonacci computations in both usage modes, with the results of either a) conti-
nuously running the computation, or b) waiting 3 seconds between iterations. This resulted
in a mystery shopper that is capable of qualitative QoS characterization in case of nominal
service loads, which, in this specific context, is largely sufficient. A more complete approach
should have analyzed the relationship between application sensitivity and interference burst
length and co-design mystery shopper sampling frequency and resource impact accordingly.

Validating the mystery shopper

In conjunction with step 7, Figure 6.8 illustrates the results of injecting a CPU-burst inside
the VM that runs the application and its mystery shopper, as well as the case when the
CPU burst is created in a neighboring VM. Notably, the effects emerged despite the physical
CPU capacities being configured to be divided between the VMs through hard capping. The
magnitude of the effect was shown to depend heavily on the CPU architecture generation for
the hard-capped case – and being largely independent in the absence of configured CPU cycle
guarantees.

6.4. Methodical assessment of monitoring configurations
An important aspect of monitoring that the current chapter avoided until now is that domain
experts, at least at a qualitative level, tend to know to a large degree that what platform
quality factors influence the QoS of the applications they operate and design extra-functional
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Figure 6.9.: An IaaS service taxonomy based on ITU-T Y.3513

assurance policies for, and thus, can check monitoring designs for coverage. Additionally,
experts can and do evaluate monitoring metric selection for other factors, as the robustness
of a metric and its use for qualitative monitoring. However intelligent algorithms we use for
monitoring design, undertaking such “human eye” evaluations, as a rule, is a good practice
not only for soft critical systems but in general.
A fundamental problem IaaS platforms pose is that due to the capabilities of the runtime

platform itself becoming suspicious, methodical monitoring configuration evaluation becomes
more complex a task than it used to be with much more moderately shared, directly controlled
and visible resources. This section proposes approaches for methodical evaluation, based on
an IaaS Key Quality Indicator (KQI) taxonomy.

6.4.1. Resources and services in IaaS

IaaS offerings are composites of a number of elementary services. Consequently, the service
qualities that influence the behavior of the cloud-deployed applications cannot be defined on
“the” cloud service; they depend on the usage of the constituent services by an application
and the service impairment sensitivities of the application.
The services and capabilities in IaaS have been standardized by the the International Te-

lecommunication Union (ITU) as functional requirements in [133] in a provider-independent
way. The recommendation defines resources grouped by resource types; and tenant capabilities
that may be available to tenants on resource types. Many capabilities are defined for multi-
ple resource types; e.g. reservation is recommended to be supported for storage resources as
well as VMs. Figure 6.9 presents the dual aspects of resource types and tenant capabilities,
extracted from [133] and taxonomized by the author in [KSP16].
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For the discussion here, only the resource service type capabilities are important. The
fundamental categories here are continuous and transactional services. The underlying idea
of the distinction is that the ability to use acquired resources and the ability to acquire and
change these differ. The first is“ongoing”, while the second is “transactional”; we expect service
requests to finish timely, reliably and accurately.
Operations handling mechanisms are the transactions that are defined on a resource type

basis. For instance, tenants should be able to perform the operations create, delete, start,
shutdown, suspend, restore, hibernate, and wakeup on VM-type resources.
Continuous and transactional resource services both have an impact on their dependent

services through their runtime properties. The previous section introduced the potential ap-
plication effects of disturbances in the continuous “virtual CPU service”. At the same time, if
we trust a service, implemented by a set of virtual machines, to not face capacity exhaustion
errors due to a careful elastic scaling of spare CPU resources, disturbances in the create
transactional service – unsuccessful call, long delay, VM dead on arrival, etc. – will potentially
lead to overload situations.

6.4.2. Service quality properties

According to [134], Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are “technically useful service measu-
rements” in a system; and Key Quality Indicators (KQIs) are the subset of KPIs across the
customer-facing service boundary that characterize key aspects of the customer’s experience
and perception of quality. In IaaS, there is such a boundary between the virtualized reasources
and the tenant workload – in contrast to the classic setting, where computing resources are
owned and managed by the same party who runs the workload.
Although monitoring targets directly measurable, technically well-defined runtime metrics,

these are collected with the intent of qualitative interpretation, especially in qualitative moni-
toring. To this end, a relationship between specific, measurable metrics and quality-expressing
intents has to be established (thus the “Indicator” in KQI).

USE: precursor to a taxonomy-based approach

The USE [135][136] methodology demonstrates that we implicitly use a quality-interpretative
mapping of monitored metrics even during intelligent manual diagnosis determination of IT
systems. USE stands for Utilization, Saturation, and Errors. USE starts from the premise that
in any well-managed system, resource utilization and queuing for resources (e.g., in the ready-
queue for processes) should be at most moderate and resource access-related errors should
be absent. It is also assumed that resource capacity exhaustion (high utilization), processing
speed not keeping up with static load and bursts (saturation) and resource access errors (due to
access mechanism exhaustion and protective measures) tend to lead to failures in performance,
availability, and reliability – through error propagation. The specific proposition of USE is
that when service-level performance failures present themselves, first the metrics measuring
resource USE qualities should be checked against nominal values as an isolation measure –
because empirically, for many kinds of systems, the most probable root causes are “too high”
resource utilization, resource access saturation and the presence of access errors.

The proposed IaaS KQI model

Utilization, saturation and error presence (or error rate) are just three, albeit important,
qualities. In [KSP16], I proposed a runtime quality model for IaaS services. The model
integrates quality aspects, quality concept hierarchy structure and quality concepts from a
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Figure 6.10.: The proposed IaaS KQI taxonomy
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number of disparate sources. The following are key influencing sources; [KSP16] discusses all
sources, the specifics and the rationale in detail.

• ITU-T Y.3513: motivation (but not source) for the concept of (largely) orthogonal re-
source types and resource service types; provides directly usable, specific dictionaries of
these.

• Li et al. [137]: combining service type, capacity types and statistical aspect as concepts,
direct precursors of the “performance capacity” notions

• ENISA Survey Study on Resilience metrics [138]: the higher levels of the “quality type”
portion of the taxonomy

• Bauer and Adams [8]: operational precision KQI-s for cloud services

Figure 6.10 gives an overview of the proposed model. The core underlying idea of the
model is that to express the quality-indicative capability of a runtime measurable metric, the
following qualitative attributes of the metric have to be established.
As primary ones, the resource type, the resource service type and a quality type define the
measurement target and quality indication intent of a KQI metric.
As secondary ones, the temporal and population scope types of the metric have to be given,
along with the statistical aspect the metric measures over the scopes set. The idea is that it
is important from the point of view of qualitative interpretation whether a KQI expresses a
quality at a point in time or as an aggregate for a time interval; and whether it refers to a
single resource instance or a set of instances. When aggregation in time or for instances is
involved, the descriptive aspect the statistical aggregation also has to be established.
The quality type is modeled hierarchically, starting with trustwortiness and challenge tole-

rance as the two major supercategories from the resilience metric taxonomy of [138]. Trustwor-
thiness is understood in the classic dependability sense [1]; and challenge tolerance includes the
response to faults as well as changes. The common modeling of the latter is an accepted appro-
ach; Laprie even gave the shorthand “the persistence of dependability when facing changes”
for resilience ([3], p 1). The finer category levels and the attributes themselves are specifically
oriented towards IaaS. Security is explicitly not in the scope of the model (as demonstrated
on the figure by no refinement and connection to KQIs).
The taxonomy of [KSP16] aimed at addressing the insufficiencies of the quality and metric

models that were available in 2015 for characterizing IaaS resilience. It also introduced a
simple multidimensional mathematical notational model to capture and make commensurable
KQI properties. Research is still ongoing in the area; and as competing quality models seem
to be fully reconcilable only at the very generic level – see, e.g., [119] –, a single standard may
not arise even in the future.

Application in qualitative reasoning

Service qualities have associated qualitative state spaces, at the very least to distinguish the
normal and abnormal situations. For availability, reliability, and accessibility, the "state model"
is part of the very definition. Consequently, direct QR-like reasoning as well as EPA can be
applied in a system over these quality types with associated quality states. Additionally, as a
taxonomy itself defines a conceptual hierarchy, it can be used to support a series of qualitative
abstractions and thus hierarchical reasoning.
Throughout the thesis, the disassociation of numerical observations from the conceptual

state they reflect was explored; consequently, automated qualitative reasoning is not discussed
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further here. On the other hand, quality taxonomies and the categorization of collected metrics
also provide structured means for expert assessment of monitoring configurations and the
qualitative monitoring logic defined over them.

6.4.3. Expert assessment of monitoring configurations
We will assume that the task focuses on a single component, using IaaS platform services.
Extensions for other types of services are straightforward. We also assume that the important
quality aspects and their QMs on the component service interface have been already determi-
ned, essentially meaning that the qualitative sensitivity of the service for this component has
been already determined. As a matter of fact, in a backward-tracing qualitative sensitivity
analysis workflow, this happens at each step ([Koc+18] discusses such performance discovery
workflows).
Then, the assessment task can be broken down the following way.

1. Are all important platform quality aspects supervised through monitoring?

2. Do the metrics collected describe the necessary quality aspects?

3. Are the qualitative abstractions between metrics and qualitative state spaces appropri-
ate? Are they robust?

The first question is about qualitative component sensitivity. The expert engineer can answer
this intelligently; the problem is that the number of options can be unmanageably large. The
role of the taxonomy here is to support a structured investigation mechanism, for which a
template is given11.

1. Depth-first traversal in the service taxonomy (“copying” the service types tree under
each resource type leaf), eliminating subtrees that the component does not use, or which
don’t influence the target qualities.

2. For each chosen resource and service pair, running a decision support algorithm to either
select the quality types (with secondary attributes), or at least rank order the possible
combinations by assumed importance. After that, a cutoff at a certain depth can be
done. During my research, two approaches have been shown to be viable.

• using the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) [139] method, posing the adversarial goal
of reducing the target quality; formulating questions serving the goal based on a
traversal of the quality tree; and establishing metrics measuring the “answer” to the
questions (see Figure 6.11). GQM was used in the DESEREC project for metric
selection, to some success. Using GQM answered the second question above, too.

• The taxonomy solves the problem of providing a set of options; but at the same
time, the large number of property combinations make choosing harder. In an un-
published industrial R&D work, I successfully used the Analytic Hierarchy Process
[140] for rank-ordering multidimensional IaaS KQIs by engineer-percieved impor-
tance. AHP orders options based on binary comparisons of options for multiple
properties. While the number of binary comparisons can be large, the approach is
simple and seems to well estimate engineering knowledge12.

11This is based on our work in the DESEREC project, as leaders of the metrics working group, and in cloud
quality assessment in a former industrial R&D engagement. Some key considerations were communicated
in [KSP16].

12AHP itself is fairly widely used in cloud comparison, so its application itself is not a major new result.
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Figure 6.11.: The Goal-Question-Metric method

Answering the question of whether the metrics reflect the chosen qualities well is a simple
comparison where engineering knowledge plays the most part. However, if GQM was used, it
can be even more instructive to compare the GQM-selected metrics with the ones to assess.
As a sidenote, GQM this way can be itself used for expert-driven monitoring configuration
definition.
The last one is an oft-overlooked, but crucial aspect. Here the thresholds should be supported

by measurements (see the introduced methods earlier), which are well-checkable – using EDA
as well as CDA. More important is the robustness – whether the metric carries enough and
stable enough variance to robustly distinguish between quality categories of the component
provided service. Experience shows that the intuitive assessment of this aspect tends to be
straightforward using EDA; the subject of data analysis based characterization is still open.

6.5. Contributions
This chapter made the following contributions to facilitate qualitative monitoring that carries
diagnostic knowledge from earlier phases of the life cycle.

C3.1: Feature selection and qualitative monitoring. For qualitative monitoring and
qualitative service state prediction based directly on continuous variables without direct
load and QoS observation, I proposed the use of the mRMR feature selection algorithm.

Specific results: using a TPC-W testbed and load profiles that transition between
qualitative magnitudes, an experimental evaluation of current-QoS regression with mRMR
in comparison to forwards selection, in general, and in specifics for the different qualitative
states; experimental evaluation of qualitative forecasting with classifiers built on mRMR-
selected feature sets.

Supporting publications: [Pal+10a], [Pal+10b], submitted to PPEECS: [KP18], sub-
mitted to AARMS: [Koc18b]

C3.2: Benchmark-like monitoring of services with mystery shoppers. I elabora-
ted a data-driven methodology to discover, characterize and monitor high-impact, relati-
vely infrequent platform service quality failures of IaaS services. Long-running benchmarks
with configurable service capacity utilization serve to discover the effects themselves and
accompany the workload during operation for runtime detection. This concept is called
“mystery shopper” and provides a generic, low impact way to monitor disturbances for
which the workload to be protected is sensitive.
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Specific results: Definition of the mystery shopper concept; methodological guidance on
creating mystery shoppers; experimental validation for IaaS CPU interferences.

Supporting publications: [Koc+13]

C3.3: Methodical assessment of monitoring variable sets. Based on existing
taxonomies and their shortcomings, I have designed a multi-aspect IaaS KQI taxonomy.
I proposed using standard methods of structured metric selection and preference-based
rank ordering for methodically performing the task of qualitative monitoring variable set
assessment for applications using IaaS.

Specific results: IaaS KQI taxonomy; assessment process template.

Supporting publications: [KSP16]

6.6. Applications
The contributions described in this chapter were applied in the Metrics working group of
the DESEREC FP6 project, as well as in multiple private and public cloud performance
assessment R&D projects. The results also formed part of industrial education activities on
cloud performance.
The contributions were directly applied in the IBM Faculty Award “Measurement-based

Qualitative Performance Modeling of Blockchain-based Distributed Ledgers” project (awarded
to Prof. András Pataricza).
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7. Conclusion and future work

The three challenges this thesis set out to address in the introduction were all addressed, as
discussed at the ends of Chapters 4 through 6, along with existing applications. At the same
time, a number of questions remained open; and the contributions also lead to interesting new
challenges.

Contribution 1 already mentioned the potential for "qualitative cognostics". As cognostics,
in general, began to even apply AI and ML techniques lately, there’s a significant body of
existing ideas that should be evaluated for applicability and to assess whether fundamentally
new ones are needed. The integration of "Algorithm as a Service" solutions is a low complexity,
but potentially large impact possibility. 3D visualization may also have potential, but as EDA,
in general, failed to meaningfully utilize it for decades, the probability seems to be low.

On the process side, including the qualitative twin model concept, further industrial valida-
tion is certainly necessary. What is an open question from the engineering point of view is the
model and data management infrastructure that can best support twin model sets that span
the full system lifecycle.

Contribution 2 has a first part that is incremental, while the second introduces ideas that, to
the best knowledge of the author, are new in the context of error propagation based analyses.

Regarding the direct application of the framework of [11], the software technology, including
source models and their mapping, has been explored fairly well (this thesis intentionally stayed
on the conceptual level). The real challenge in front of industrial application is the interaction
paradigm of the designer with the analysis, and creating domain-wise propagation behavior
and expected property libraries that together lower the entry level of such analyses (which, at
the moment, is fairly high).
From a software engineering point of view, transitioning to MDD-based CSP, finding the

appropriate heuristics (e.g., whether variable ordering should simply reflect component network
topology or other orderings are more appropriate) and mapping out the performance envelope
of the approach are key open challenges. At the same time, AND-OR graphs may prove to be
an even better choice than MDDs.
And from a computer science point of view, utilizing FCA to semantically connect requi-

rements and domain knowledge with analysis (and, as a matter of fact, observations) is an
intriguing possibility1.

Contribution 3 is expected to be numerically further improvable using different variations
of feature selection and regression/classification methods. At the same time, the conceptually
truly interesting avenue of work seems to be incorporating existing knowledge on causality [89]
into feature selection, as well as integrating causality preferences into feature selection.
From the semantic angle, the dual concept of selected features, feature-clusterings that

present themselves for different operational domains (as briefly mentioned in the context of
[126]) can be subjected to semantic interpretation (starting with FCA).
Additionally, qualitative cognostics as a challenge applies here, too; especially so that EDA

covers feature selection and extraction in the general practice, too (e.g., see principal compo-
nent analysis and biplots).

1[KP18] presents some initial ideas.
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A. Performance modeling with QR

Figure A.1.: Garp3 model fragment for an unsaturated web server. Error rate is zero, CPU
utilization and workload proportional and smaller than maximum/engineered ca-
pacity. Zero load corresponds to zero CPU usage.

Figure A.2.: Garp3 model fragment for a saturated web server. CPU utilization is maximal,
workload is at least the engineered capacity. At capacity zero error rate, error
rate increases with workload.
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A. Performance modeling with QR

Figure A.3.: Qualitative variable runs for a "steadily increasing website popularity" scenario.
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B. Binary EPA models for TMR

Let us assume that a single modeled component implements Triple Modular Redundancy
(TMR): majority voting on three inputs. Table B.1 defines a binary, complete, and unambi-
guous qualitative error propagation rule set at the composite error automaton level. (For the
sake of simplicity, there is no internal state variable, so this is a simple input-output relation.)

Table B.1.: TMR error propagations: combinational
f i1 i2 i3 o

OK OK OK OK OK
OK ERROR OK OK OK
OK OK ERROR OK OK
OK OK OK ERROR OK
OK ERROR ERROR OK ERROR
OK ERROR OK ERROR ERROR
OK OK ERROR ERROR ERROR
OK ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR

FAULT * * * ERROR

In contrast to the “dynamic” case, Table B.2 presents a syndrome level error propagation
relation for TMR. The categorization follows the simplest possible temporal logic: only the “no
deviation” and “at least some time instances with deviation” options are considered. Notice
that as the relative timing of erroneous inputs (when there is more than one) is lost due to
the temporal abstraction, nondeterminism has to be present in the outputs – erroneous inputs
may or may not arrive at the TMR component at the same moment.

Table B.2.: TMR error propagations: temporal abstraction to syndromes
f i1 i2 i3 o

no FAULT only OK only OK only OK only OK
no FAULT some !OK only OK only OK only OK
no FAULT only OK some !OK only OK only OK
no FAULT only OK only OK some !OK only OK
no FAULT some !OK some !OK only OK only OK
no FAULT some !OK some !OK only OK some !OK
no FAULT some !OK only OK some !OK only OK
no FAULT some !OK only OK some !OK some !OK
no FAULT only OK some !OK some !OK only OK
no FAULT only OK some !OK some !OK some !OK
no FAULT some !OK some !OK some !OK only OK
no FAULT some !OK some !OK some !OK some !OK

some FAULT * * * some !OK
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C. Simple XCSP3 EPA example

<instance format="XCSP3" type="CSP">

<!--
A finite-step unrolled dynamic error propagation problem.

The topology of the described example:

-> C3
C0 -> C1 -> C2 -

-> C4

IMPORTANT: arrays and matrices are indexed from 0 in XCSP 3, unless
otherwise specified.
-->

<!-- The decision variables describe the fault activation traces of the
individual components and their input and output error token traces.

Components have a varying number of input and output ports. There are a
number of ways to represent this; this approach opts for assuming max(input
port number across the components) input ports and max(output port number
across the components) output ports for all components. Subsequently, the
traces for the "unused" or "nonexistent" ports are bound to a special trace
pattern. While this makes propagation rule description somewhat more complex
than what is necessary, it also allows declaring constraints on sets of
components in a rather concise way (given the capabilities and limitations
of XCSP3). -->

<variables>
<!-- Finite traces of component fault activations,

indexed by component and step+1 -->

<array id="fault_activation_traces" type="symbolic" size="[5][6]">
f_inactive, f_active, f_TRACEEND

</array>

<!-- Finite traces of component input error states,
indexed by component, output and step+1 -->

<array id="input_error_traces" type="symbolic" size="[5][1][6]">
d_UNUSEDPORT, d_ok, d_notok, d_omission, d_TRACEEND

</array>

<!-- Finite traces of component output error states,
indexed by component, output and step+1 -->

<array id="output_error_traces" type="symbolic" size="[5][1][6]">
d_UNUSEDPORT, d_ok, d_notok, d_omission, d_TRACEEND

</array>

</variables>

<constraints>

<!--
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C. Simple XCSP3 EPA example

"Unused" (better put: unconnected) ports are bound to a special value.
The execption is the "last step" index (belonging to last step + 1):
that is uniformly bound to *_TRACEEND
-->

<block id="unused_port_and_traceend_setup">
<slide id="unused_ports">

<list>input_error_traces[0][0][0..4] output_error_traces[0..1][1][0..4]
output_error_traces[3..4][0..1][0..4]</list>

<extension>
<list>%0</list>
<supports>d_UNUSED</supports>

</extension>
</slide>

<slide id="used_ports">
<list>input_error_traces[1..4][][0..4] output_error_traces[0..1][0][0..4]

output_error_traces[2][0..1][0..4]</list>
<extension>

<list>%0</list>
<conflicts>d_UNUSEDPORT</conflicts>

</extension>
</slide>

<slide id="trace_terminators_fault">
<list>fault_activation_traces[][5]</list>
<extension>

<list>%0</list>
<supports>f_TRACEEND</supports>

</extension>
</slide>

<slide id="trace_terminators_data">
<list>input_error_traces[][][5] output_error_traces[][][5]</list>
<extension>

<list>%0</list>
<supports>d_TRACEEND</supports>

</extension>
</slide>

<slide id="trace_nonterminators_fault">
<list>fault_activation[][][0..4]</list>
<extension>

<list>%0</list>
<conflicts>f_TRACEEND</conflicts>

</extension>
</slide>

<slide id="trace_nonterminators_data">
<list>input_error_traces[][][0..4] output_error_traces[][][0..4]</list>
<extension>

<list>%0</list>
<conflicts>d_TRACEEND</conflicts>

</extension>
</slide>

</block>

<!--
"Next step" component behavioral constraints under various conditions.
To include/exclude components, modify the list declarations. As
allowed/conflicting outputs are declared for the "next" time instant
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(synchronous network error propagation execution semantics), collect=2
is used (slided parameter set includes "current" as well as "next" for
each list). Constraint declaration is blocked for the last time
instance (followed by *_TRACEEND) and *_TRACEEND.
-->

<block id="behaviors">

<slide id="fail_silent">
<list collect="2">fault_activation_traces[0..4][]</list>
<list collect="2">output_error_traces[0..4][0][]</list>
<list collect="2">output_error_traces[0..4][1][]</list>
<or>

<not>
<intension>and(ne(%0,f_TRACEEND),ne(%1,f_TRACEEND))</intension>

</not>
<intension>

imp(eq(%0,f_active),
and(
xor(eq(%3,d_omission),eq(%3,d_UNUSEDPORT)),
xor(eq(%5,d_omission),eq(%5,d_UNUSEDPORT))
)
)

</intension>
</or>

</slide>

<!-- Note: the pattern is more complex for multiple inputs -->
<slide id="good_behavior">

<list collect="2">fault_activation_traces[0..4][]</list>
<list collect="2">input_error_traces[0..4][0][]</list>
<list collect="2">output_error_traces[0..4][0][]</list>
<list collect="2">output_error_traces[0..4][1][]</list>
<or>

<not>
<intension>and(ne(%0,f_TRACEEND),ne(%1,f_TRACEEND))</intension>

</not>
<intension>

imp(
and(
eq(%0,f_inactive),
xor(eq(%2,d_ok),eq(%2,d_UNUSEDPORT))
),
and(
eq(%5,d_ok),
eq(%7,d_ok)
)
)

</intension>
</or>

</slide>

<!-- Note: the pattern is more complex for multiple inputs
(actual tie-breaking) -->

<slide id="error_prop_with_omission_for_tie">
<list collect="2">fault_activation_traces[0..4][]</list>
<list collect="2">input_error_traces[0..4][0][]</list>
<list collect="2">output_error_traces[0..4][0][]</list>
<list collect="2">output_error_traces[0..4][1][]</list>
<or>

<not>
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C. Simple XCSP3 EPA example

<intension>and(ne(%0,f_TRACEEND),ne(%1,f_TRACEEND))</intension>
</not>
<intension>

imp(
and(eq(%0,f_inactive),and(ne(%2,d_ok),ne(%2,d_UNUSEDPORT)))
,
and(eq(%2,%5),eq(%2,%7))
)

</intension>
</or>

</slide>

</block>

<!--
By definition, the "next" relations above do not bind the outputs at
the first time instance. This is a good default; certain diagnostic
settings may want to modify it.
-->
<slide id="first_cycle_all_outputs_good">

<list>output_error_traces[][][0]</list>
<extension>

<list>%0</list>
<supports>d_ok d_UNUSED</supports>

</extension>
</slide>

<!--
For a synchronous network of error propagation automata, topology
introduces constraints that force the current output value of a port
to be equal to the current input value (to be processed in the next
cycle) of its connected input port.
-->

<slide id="topology_implications">
<list>output_error_traces[0][0][0..4] output_error_traces[1][0][0..4]

output_error_traces[2][0][0..4] output_error_traces[3][1][0..4]</list>
<list>input_error_traces[1][0][0..4] input_error_traces[2][0][0..4]

input_error_traces[3][0][0..4] input_error_traces[4][0][0..4]</list>
<intension>eq(%0,%1)</intension>

</slide>

<!-- This example shows a single, permanent fault in C0 -->
<block id="posted_syndromes">

<slide id="no_fault">
<list>fault_activation_traces[1..4][0..4]</list>
<intension>eq(%0,f_inactive)</intension>

</slide>

<slide id="permanent_fault">
<list>fault_activation_traces[0][0..4]</list>
<intension>eq(%0,f_active)</intension>

</slide>

</block>

</constraints>

</instance>
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D. Diagnostic interpretation in FCA

The thesis aims at presenting the diagnostic applications of FCA from a practical point of view.
As the dualities between general FCA concepts and their diagnostic interpretation under the
faults as objects – errors/failures as properties model are apparent, a more formal treatment
of the propositions is given only as an Appendix.
Let Kf = (G,M, I) be a formal context, where G is the set of fault-activations present in

an error propagation hypothesis set; M the set of possible EPA propagation port error/failure
valuations; and I the relation encoding the errors/failures characteristic for the different fault
activations in the computed error propagation hypothesis set. For the sake of simplicity, this
section assumes that the relation is deterministic for the fault activations. (Nondeterministic
fault activations can be addressed, e.g., by computing error propagation covers fault activation
by fault activation.) The set of fault activations may, but is not required to, include the
NO_FAULT case and the set of port-valuations may be filtered to a subset of error propagation
component ports. Furthermore, let us treat each attribute as a (primitive) test predicate, from
which we build test sets that are evaluated by logical intersection.

Proposition 1 (Diagnostic interpretation of formal concepts).
Each formal concept of Kf represents a test set and the set of equivalent faults for that test
set. The equivalence set of faults is complete for the given test set, and the test set is maximal
for the fault set in the sense that adding any further tests can only shrink the equivalence set
covered.

The proposition does not require formal proof, as it follows from the basic properties of
formal concepts and the formulation of the test notion used.
The equivalence set concept is true to the classic definition (see, e.g. [46]) in the sense that

the fault activations (which can represent combinations, too) of an identified concept all lead
to a system state that evaluates to true for the error/failure valuations present in the test set
– and these are the only such fault activations from the full fault activation set under analysis.
For applications, some care must also be exercised: in this setting, the fault-free case(s)

may be ordered in an equivalence set with real fault activations by a test set. Whether the
detection capability of such a test set w.r.t. all the other faults outside the equivalence set is
useful is application-dependent.
The concept ordering relation has a direct diagnostic/testing interpretation, too: it directly

translates to fault dominance.

Proposition 2 (Concept order as fault dominance).
The order of B(Kf ) is a fault dominance relation in the sense that ∀ci, cj ∈ B(Kf), ci < cj
implies that the test set of ci is also a test set for all faults in cj.

Again, this does not require much proof; for the ordering to hold, the definition requires the
smaller concept to have attributes that are strictly a subset of those of the larger one (and
exactly reverse for the objects). This means that the smaller concept dominates the larger by
detecting a larger set of faults, using a common subset of test attributes. (Again, the effect of
the presence of NO_FAULT has to be determined.)
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D. Diagnostic interpretation in FCA

The higher fault detection power of well-chosen, smaller sets of attributes is entirely in line
with the basic logic of system level test and diagnosis [18] – fault detection and fault locali-
zation are different challenges. Detecting the mere presence of an otherwise unidentified fault
activation from a set of fault activations requires testing for the “most common symptoms” of
the fault activations. Conversely, determining the location of the fault, up to the resolution
that is practical for repair actions, requires identifying the “uncommon” (i.e., distinguishing)
fault effect features within a set of fault activations.
Note that while the test predicate logic is restricted to the logical intersection of Boolean

propositions, this is not a true restriction; the lattice of formal contexts primarily expresses
the distinguishability of fault activation sets in terms of observations, not the fault equivalence
classes of arbitrary test statements from a given logic (e.g., propositional).

Proposition 3 (Minimal fixed-size test set computation).
Attribute reduction of clarified contexts creates a minimal primitive test set for fault localization
with the maximum possible resolution.

As a proof, we call on the dominance-interpretation of the order relation to show that if a
test set is minimal, then it is a reduced attribute set; and if an attribute set is reduced, then
it defines a minimal test set.
Minimality of the test set means that taking away any of the primitive tests, at least two

distinguishable faults would become indistinguishable. In other words, taking away any attri-
bute creates a concept lattice where at least two objects that previously were present at least
in two different concepts are now only elements of the same concepts.
Removal of an attribute from a context can only force each existing concept to merge with

others or stay unchanged – no “new” concept will be formed, as a new (not produced by
mergers) concept would mean that we now distinguish an object set with a maximum common
attribute set that we did not distinguish before; and if we only delete an attribute, then there’s
no reason for any such concept not to be present in the original context. Moreover, if only
mergers and non-changes are possible, two objects previously elements of at least two different
concepts becoming part only of the same concepts means that the number of concepts has to
be smaller than originally.
However, in this case, taking away an attribute cannot be done without changing the lattice

structure. As it is a property of reducible attributes that their removal does not change the
lattice structure, there is none of them; meaning that the lattice is not further attribute-
reducible.
In the other direction, a reduced attribute set means that no test is equivalent to a combina-

tion of other tests; there is no test the fault equivalence set of which could be exactly created
as an intersection of the fault equivalence sets of other tests. Any combination either includes
further elements, and thus the test contributes additional fault localization; or leaves one or
more faults out, and thus the test contributes fault detection.
Objects can be reduced similarly; the context reached after deleting all reducible objects

and attributes is called the standard context (the concept lattice of which is still isomorphic
to the concept lattice of the original context).
This minimal test set problem is structurally equivalent with the well-known static probe

set selection problem for fault localization described in [48]. (For binary error propagation,
the two are strictly equivalent.) It is an open question whether the highly efficient heuristics
of probe set design (and system test and diagnosis) can be borrowed (or are worth to borrow)
for general-purpose formal context reduction. In the other direction, formal contexts have
a range of simplification approaches that do not preserve isomorphism [28]; the diagnostic
interpretation, and potentially, application of these is the subject of future research.
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Constructively, as clarified and attribute-reduced formal contexts encode through their con-
texts test sets for fault sets – fault localization test design is directly supported for a range
of diagnostic resolutions. As an example of comparing the resolution of specific tests with
the maximum one, consider Figure 5.8. (This certainly requires computing the concept lat-
tice, what is known to be a computationally hard problem, but technically manageable for
moderate-size lattices.)
It is also to note that the minimality in test set size translates directly to minimality in the

number of test sets required for maximum possible diagnostic resolution only if we assume
fixed size test sets. As an example: on Figure 5.8, CH4_IN2_T_LATE as a primitive test is
in itself diagnostic for the fault equivalence class of its concept; the other attributes of the
concept are superfluous. Supporting adaptive diagnosis as well as determining the minimum
set of variable-length test vectors with a concept lattice is also a possibility, but not discussed
further in this thesis.
It is to note that the possible maximum diagnostic resolution is a property of the formal

context itself; even at the highest possible resolution (unreduced attribute set), not all fault
activations may be property-distinguishable. Also, the minimal test set proposition is valid
explicitly only for the minimization of test outcomes to be checked, and not the system lo-
cations to be checked – that is, the minimality property is not stated for the number of test
locations/sensors/probes.

Proposition 4 (Minimal generator set for error propagation rules).
The minimal set of implications (Duquenne-Guigues set of implications) acts as a generator
set (using, e.g., the Armstrong rules) for the deterministic error propagation rules and cross-
input/output port value combination correspondences in the system. The implications have
general validity for the fault activation set at hand.

Again, this proposition holds through a diagnostic interpretation of the general-purpose
FCA construct. Due to the construction and meaning of the elements of the formal context,
any attribute implication either

• describes direct or indirect forward propagation;

• describes direct or indirect “backward propagation”;

• establishes implication in the input or the output port set of some component; or

• establishes an implication between two ports not connected through error propagation.

As implications can be categorized mechanically based on the error propagation component
model, the rule-subset membership of any base or derived implication is trivially decidable.
Multiple fault activations taken into account may suppress otherwise deterministic propaga-
tion rules by making propagation seemingly nondeterministic; in this representation, fault
activation is encoded in the objects, so the difference in output for a component port due to
an activated internal fault will manifest through the absence of certain attribute implications
due to outcome-ambiguity.
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E. Propagation cover visualization example

Figure E.1.: Visualizing qualitative error propagation with color-coded worst incoming errors
of components
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F. Examples of cloud resource allowance
variability

In the early 2010s, in a cloud benchmarking project performed for a major telecommunications
equipment provider company, I designed and lead the implementation of a family of cloud
resource benchmark campaign templates, and a visual data exploration portal that enabled
the rapid, BI-like comparison of different VM types from the resource allowance point of view.
To demonstrate the platform capability level variability of clouds, Figure F.1 and F.2 pre-

sent two graphs of benchmark campaign results for comparison. The graphs present network
throughput and latency measurements; each dot on the scatterplots denotes one 10 second
averaged observation. Different colors encode different (client) machines. These runs were re-
peated multiple times a day for a week; benchmarks were created – by modifying existing ones
for fine-grained, timestamped reporting – and run for all virtualized resources used by VMs.
These two metrics are just examples; dozens of different metrics were measured in a similar
way, covering practically all virtualized resources, using simple benchmark applications.
The project provided ample empirical evidence for the following statements.

• In commercial as well as private clouds, the fine-grained amount of available resources
can strongly vary for a single VM with time, even outside the category of “burstable”
resources, where acceptable performance is guaranteed only under a usage profile of short
bursts.

• From the point of view of the user, the cause of such performance interferences is irrele-
vant: malicious or imperfect resource access scheduling in virtualization and the impact
of the resource usage of other VMs all manifest in a dynamically changing resource
allowance for the applications the tenant wishes to run.

• Depending on the specific (mostly unknown and mostly random from a range of options)
hardware the leases of tenants are deployed to, the fine-grained resource capabilities of
VMs tend to differ already at instantiation.

• Based on personally collected empirical evidence and as an industry-wide accepted fact,
resource usage itself influences future resource allowances on certain virtual machine
types of certain clouds. For a time, a major cloud provider penalized extremely CPU-
intensive usage of mid-tier (not burstable) VMs by seemingly aging them: the machines
received gradually less and fewer CPU cycles. This called forth the practice of “VM
rejuvenation”: terminating VMs of a certain age and spinning up “fresh” instances.

Additionally, IaaS clouds are susceptible to sudden, outlier-like resource allowance distur-
bances, too. Figure F.3 depicts a long-running experiment on an AWS instance, where a small
C program computed a preset number of digits of π (approximately 200 ms “worth” under
nominal conditions), and slept until the next second. In addition to the distinct “layers” of
actual probe run times that the above examples already introduced, note the short, 3-4 times
increase (which happened in the middle of the night by EST). We hypothesize that some sort
of unannounced hypervisor-level maintenance was scheduled for this time of day, that may
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F. Examples of cloud resource allowance variability

Figure F.1.: Benchmark-measured client-server TCP throughput (MB/s) on a private cloud
(AWS equivalent machine types), AWS and physical control configuration (10-
second throughput averages, horizontal axis: start time in second)

have even silently migrated the running VM to a different host (an operation that is known
to cause “hiccups” due to the need to move an in-use memory image through the network).
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Figure F.2.: Benchmark-measured client-server TCP latency (µs) on a private cloud (AWS
equivalent machine types), AWS and physical control configuration (10-second
latency averages, horizontal axis: start time in second)
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F. Examples of cloud resource allowance variability

Figure F.3.: Long-running experiment probing an AWS instance with a tight loop of 1.) nomi-
nally 200 ms worth of computing the digits of π + 2.) sleep until the next whole
second.
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